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ABSTRACT

The main focus of this thesis is on the design and analysis of undeniable signa-

ture schemes in certificate-free settings, namely, identity-based setting and certificate-

less setting. Undeniable signature is a special type of digital signatures which is not

universally verifiable.

Identity-based cryptography overcomes the costly issues in traditional public

key cryptography by computing the users’ public keys directly from their publicly

available information. However, identity-based systems suffer from an inherent pri-

vate key escrow problem. Certificateless cryptography was later proposed to bridge

between identity-based cryptography and traditional public key cryptography by elim-

inating the use of certificates while addressing the private key escrow problem at the

same time.

Firstly, two attacks are mounted on an efficient identity-based undeniable sig-

nature scheme. A provably secure and efficient identity-based undeniable signature

scheme with short signature is then proposed.

Secondly, cryptanalysis is presented on a newly proposed efficient certificate-

less undeniable signature scheme. More precisely, security flaws are found on the

invisibility and non-impersonation properties of the scheme. A revised scheme is

then proffered which tackles both of the attacks while enjoys from an equally efficient

Sign algorithm. Independently, a provably secure certificateless undeniable signature

scheme which is more efficient than the only existing scheme that is secure in the

strong security model is proposed.

Lastly, in our effort in proposing certificateless undeniable signature schemes

with additional features, the security model of convertible certificateless undeniable

signature schemes is formally defined and an instance of such schemes is presented

for the first time.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The active invention course of highly capable hand-held devices along with the

manifestation of Internet, wireless networks and mobile telecommunications technol-

ogy has metamorphosed our life in many aspects. Meetings take place between a group

of people who are thousand miles away in real time and paying bills, online shopping,

online banking and so on are just a few clicks away.

Historically, communication was mostly paper-based, whereas information was

mainly stored on paper and transmitted by means of letters in mail. Today, most of the

information is being stored and transmitted digitally, leading to a high risk of fraud,

forgery, inception and so forth. The rapid growth of Internet-based business has be-

come a fruitful target for cyber criminals. Accordingly, measures have been deployed

to thwart such threats. Information security provides many contrivances according to

the type and level of protection needed.

Cryptography provides information security. It is the study to design and em-

ploy mathematical techniques and approaches to propose algorithms and protocols in

order to establish secure communication in an exposed environment. Following are

the main objectives of cryptography through which security is achieved.

1. Confidentiality: Preserving the secrecy of data from being accessed/read from

all but the authorised parties.

2. Data Integrity: Protecting data from any unauthorised tampering or modification

attempt. More specifically, data integrity ensures the detection of any unautho-

rised modification of the original data.

1
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3. Authentication: Providing users with mechanisms to prove their identification.

4. Non-repudiation: Measures to ensure that users are prevented from denying their

antecedent engagements or commitments.

1.2 Public Key Cryptography

Before the seminal work of Diffie and Hellman (1976b), all the cryptographic

schemes were implemented in symmetric key systems. In such systems, if two users

(the sender and the recipient) wish to communicate in a secure manner, they must agree

upon a pre-computed secret key called the shared secret key. The security of their com-

munication would rely on an assumption that no one else has knowledge on the shared

secret key. Consequently, the leakage of the shared secret key would lead in revealing

all the secret information being transmitted between the users. In addition, if the users

are located in geographically distant locations, transferring the shared secret key in

a secure manner is sometimes excessively expensive or even impossible. Lastly, for

every system user to be able to communicate with other users in a secure manner, she

would need to maintain a large number of keys securely. These constraints are consid-

ered as the key distribution problem which is inherited in symmetric key cryptography

and greatly limited the use of cryptography in the old days.

The introduction of the new paradigm in 1976 revolutionised the use of cryp-

tographic schemes by addressing the inherent key distribution problem in symmetric

key cryptography. In public key cryptography, which is also called asymmetric cryp-

tography, each user has a pair of keys consisted of a public key and the corresponding

private key. As the names convey, the private key should be kept secret and the public

key is to be made public (e.g. published on a public bulletin). Messages are en-

crypted/verified using the user’s pubic key while they can only be decrypted/signed

using the recipient’s/signer’s private key.

In the system proposed by Diffie and Hellman (1976b), the user (Alice) com-

putes her key pair and publishes her public key in the system. Before any entity at-

tempts to perform any cryptographic operation (e.g. encrypt message or verify signa-

2
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tures) using Alice’s public key, he needs to verify its authenticity. The authentication

of the users’ public keys is transferred in the form of signed certificates issued by a

semi-trusted third party called the Certificate Authority (CA). Throughout this thesis,

this type of public key cryptography is referred to as traditional public key cryptogra-

phy to be easily differentiated from other types of public key cryptography.

1.2.1 Identity-Based Cryptography

The concept of identity-based cryptography was put forth by Shamir (1985) in

order to address the costly infrastructure needed in traditional public key cryptography.

Identity-based cryptography is a public key cryptosystem where the public key of the

user is efficiently computed from her publicly available information (e.g. an IP address

of a network host, an email address associated with a user) that can uniquely identify

her in the system. Hence, the one-to-one mapping eliminates the need of certificates

to verify the authenticity of the users’ public keys. Identity-based systems rely on an

authoritative server or a Trusted Third Party (TTP) called the Private Key Generator

(PKG) which is solely needed to generate and deliver the users’ private keys. The

PKG uses the master secret key to compute the private key of the users based on

their publicly available information. Through this approach, implicit certification takes

place where the users would not need to receive and verify the authenticity of public

keys via signed certificates (explicit certification). Figure 1.1 below illustrates the idea

behind identity-based cryptography where the user Alice first authenticates herself to

the PKG, receives her private key and uses her private key to issue signatures. On the

other side, the verifier Bob can compute Alice’s public key from her publicly available

information (her email address in this case) and verify the validity of the signature.

The first successful implementation of identity-based cryptography was prof-

fered by the seminal work of Boneh and Franklin (2001), in which they employed

bilinear pairing over elliptic curves.

3
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Figure 1.1: Identity-Based Cryptography

1.2.2 Certificateless Cryptography

The notion of certificateless cryptography was first proposed by Al-Riyami and

Paterson (2003). The underlying idea in certificateless cryptography is that the private

key of the user is consisted of two parts: an identity-based private key (partial private

key) which is generated by a semi-trusted third party called the Key Generation Centre

(KGC), and a random value (secret value) which is chosen and kept secret by the

user. The corresponding public key has to be computed (by the user herself) and made

available in the system. Similar to identity-based cryptography, implicit certification

takes place where the KGC uses the master secret key to generate the partial private

key of the user.

Figure 1.2: Certificateless Cryptography

Figure 1.2 above depicts the underlying idea in certificateless systems. The

user Alice computes her secret value and public key before authenticating herself to

the KGC and receiving her partial private key. She would then use both her secret

value and partial private key to form the signature. Bob as the verifier would retrieve

4
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Alice’s public key (e.g. from a public bulletin board) and uses her publicly available

information to verify the validity of the signature.

1.2.3 Strengths and Weaknesses of Different Public Key Cryptosystems

In the following, we provide a brief comparison between traditional public key

cryptography, identity-based cryptography and certificateless cryptography by high-

lighting their strengths and weaknesses.

The main distinguishing factor between traditional public key systems and

identity-based and certificateless systems is that in the former, the certification takes

place explicitly i.e. signed certificates are used to bind public keys and users; while

identity-based and certificateless systems are developed based on the concept of im-

plicit certification. In traditional public key cryptography, the user generates her own

set of key pair (private and public key) and requests for a certificate on her public key

from the CA (explicit certification). However, the cost of implementing and mainte-

nance of the infrastructure needed for issuing and managing these certificates would

be a critical issue when such systems are employed in a large scale. In order to tackle

this problem, in identity-based systems, the public key of the user is directly derived

from her identifying information and her private key is computed by the PKG based

on the same identifying information using the master secret key. Hence, public keys

are self-certified and any user in the system can compute other users’ public keys on

her own, without needing to query for it from any directory or entity. However, the

knowledge of the PKG over the users’ private keys introduces the private key escrow

problem and therefore, it would be disastrous if the PKG is compromised. The pri-

vate key escrow problem can be addressed to a certain point by having more than one

PKG in place to issue users’ private keys i.e. by use of hierarchical identity-based

cryptography (Horwitz & Lynn, 2002). However, such methods are less efficient since

they require superfluous communication and infrastructure support. Another issue of

identity-based systems is the need for a secure channel to deliver the users’ private

keys in a secure manner.

5
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Certificateless cryptography overcomes the costly issues in traditional public

key cryptography while addressing the private key escrow problem in identity-based

cryptography. Since the KGC only supplies a portion of the users’ private keys (i.e.

partial private key), the compromise of the master secret key is less disastrous than in

identity-based cryptography. On the downside, certificateless systems do not possess

the easy public key feature of identity-based systems since public keys are computed

based on the secret values and a secure channel is still needed to deliver the users’

partial private keys securely and confidentially.

Table 1.1 below is inspired by the work proposed by Yap, Heng, and Goi (2006)

and provides an instant overview and comparison between traditional public key cryp-

tography (TPKC), identity-based cryptography (IDC) and certificateless cryptography

(CLC).

Table 1.1: Public Key Cryptography Variations

TPKC IDC CLC
TTP CA PKG KGC

Private Key Escrow No Yes No

Certification Explicit Implicit Implicit

Secure Channel with TTP No Yes Yes

Easy Public Key No Yes No

Trust Level 3 1 2/3

In Table 1.1, the term trust level refers to the level of trust on the TTP (i.e. CA,

PKG, and KGC). Based on Girault (1991), the level of trust can be categorised in the

following levels:

• Level 1: The trusted authority can easily compute the users’ private keys and

therefore, it can impersonate the users without the chance of being detected.

• Level 2: The authority is unable to compute the users’ private keys. However,

it can still impersonate the users by generating false guarantee (e.g. false public

key in certificateless system) without being detected.

6
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• Level 3: The authority is unable to compute the users’ private keys, and if it

does so, it can be easily detected.

In this thesis, we refer to identity-based and certificateless systems as certificate-free

systems since the need of signed certificates on the users’ public keys is eliminated in

such systems.

1.2.4 Digital Signatures

Digital signature is one of the many cryptographic primitives which is pro-

vided by public key cryptography. The notion of digital signature was first introduced

by Diffie and Hellman (1976a). Digital signatures are analogous to handwritten sig-

natures on digital data. Generally, in such schemes, the signer uses her private key

to generate a signature on some message and the verifier uses the signer’s public key

to verify the signature. Therefore, when a signature passes the verification step, the

verifier is convinced that the signature was indeed signed by the signer (source au-

thentication). Moreover, digital signatures preserve the integrity of the message. More

precisely, if the signed message is tampered in any possible way, then, the signature

would be invalidated. Another main property of digital signatures is non-repudiation

which ensures that the signer is not able to deny the validity of her signatures.

Digital signatures are publicly verifiable. In other words, any user with knowl-

edge on the public key of the signer is able to verify the validity of the signatures. The

notion of digital signature with all the above properties is referred to as ordinary digital

signature throughout this thesis.

1.3 Motivation

The course of research on undeniable signature schemes in traditional public

key cryptography has been going on since the introduction of such schemes (Chaum &

van Antwerpen, 1989), and many practical examples of undeniable signature schemes

with different levels of security and special features have been proposed to the litera-

ture (Boyar, Chaum, Damgård, & Pedersen, 1991; Chaum, 1995; Chaum, van Heijst,

7
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& Pfitzmann, 1992; Galbraith & Mao, 2003; Kurosawa & Heng, 2005; Kurosawa &

Takagi, 2006; Phong, Kurosawa, & Ogata, 2010). However, the research on unde-

niable signature schemes in certificate-free systems has been surprisingly slow. The

first identity-based undeniable signature scheme was proposed by Han, Yeung, and

Wang (2003) and later it was shown to be insecure by Zhang, Safavi-Naini, and Susilo

(2005). Libert and Quisquater (2004) proposed the first provably secure identity-based

undeniable signature scheme. Later Duan (2008) proposed the first certificateless un-

deniable signature scheme and in the same year, Wu, Mu, Susilo, and Huang (2008)

proposed a convertible identity-based undeniable signature scheme. Very recently,

Zhao and Ye (2012) proposed an efficient certificateless undeniable signature scheme

to the literature.

To the best of our knowledge, only five secure certificate-free undeniable sig-

nature schemes exist in the literature, in which three are identity-based and the other

two are certificateless. Due to the limited research that has been done in the area,

and especially in certificateless undeniable signature schemes, the focus of this the-

sis is to analyse the security and the structure of the existing schemes and to design

new certificate-free undeniable signature schemes with efficiency advantages and extra

features which are premier to the existing ones.

1.4 Objectives

The main focus of this thesis is on the design of certificate-free undeniable sig-

nature schemes with better security, improved efficiency or additional features. More-

over, we also aim to analyse the security of the existing certificate-free undeniable

signature schemes. We briefly summarise the objectives as follows.

• To cryptanalyse the existing weak identity-based undeniable signature schemes

and put forth new efficient and provably secure schemes.

• To cryptanalyse the existing weak certificateless undeniable signature schemes

and propose new provably secure certificateless undeniable signature schemes

with improved efficiency and additional features.

8
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1.5 Organisation of the Thesis

In the following, we highlight the contribution of each of the remaining chap-

ters of this thesis.

• In Chapter 2, we first review the concept of provable security and provide a pre-

liminary review on the mathematical tools and some useful definitions which

are going to be used throughout this thesis. Next, we provide a focused study on

the existing certificate-free undeniable signature schemes. Along that line, we

define the notions of identity-based undeniable signature schemes and certifi-

cateless undeniable signature schemes and analyse the structure and the features

of the existing certificate-free undeniable signature schemes in the literature.

• In Chapter 3, we analyse the security of the most efficient identity-based unde-

niable signature scheme in the literature (Chow, 2005) and highlight two weak-

nesses in the structure of the scheme. By exploiting the weaknesses, we mount

two attacks on the unforgeability and non-transferability of the scheme. We

then put forth a new provably secure identity-based undeniable signature scheme

which is more efficient than all the existing secure schemes in the literature.

Lastly, we formally prove the security of the new scheme based on the hardness

of some well-known mathematical assumptions.

• In Chapter 4, we focus on certificateless undeniable signature schemes. We

start by analysing the recently proposed efficient certificateless undeniable sig-

nature scheme (Zhao & Ye, 2012), and discover two flaws in its structure. We

show that the proposed scheme is not secure by mounting two attacks on its in-

visibility and non-impersonation properties. Next, we come up with a revised

scheme which overcomes both of the flaws while is equally efficient as the orig-

inal scheme (Zhao & Ye, 2012). Similar to the original scheme, the revised

scheme is only secure in the weak security model. Independently, we proffer

a new certificateless undeniable signature scheme which is secure in the strong

security model. Comparing to the only existing certificateless undeniable sig-

nature scheme which is secure in the strong security model (Duan, 2008), our

scheme is more efficient in all aspects (i.e. signature generation, proof genera-

9
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tion and proof verification). Finally, we show that our scheme is secure in the

random oracle model by relating its security to some well-studied mathematical

assumptions.

• In Chapter 5, we propose the first convertible certificateless undeniable signature

schemes. First, we formalise the security models of convertible undeniable sig-

nature schemes in a certificateless paradigm for the first time. Then, we put forth

our concrete scheme and discuss about its additional features. Lastly, we prove

the security of our scheme in the random oracle model by relying its security on

the hardness of some well-known mathematical problems.

• In Chapter 6, we summarise the findings of this thesis and highlight the possible

directions of the future research.

10
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Provable Security

The concept of provable security was first proposed by Goldwasser and Mi-

cali (1984) where they provided semantic security for public key encryption. Since

its introduction, provable security has become an undetachable component of mod-

ern cryptography. Informally, provable security implies definitions that make use of

mathematical techniques to analyse the security of cryptographic schemes. The goal

in establishing provable security is to rely the security of a cryptographic scheme on

some well-known mathematical assumptions. As it is depicted in Figure 2.1 below,

the process starts by formulating a real world scenario where the adversary A uses

all its power to break the scheme by requesting assistance from an algorithm C (chal-

lenger). The goal is to prove that if A is able to break the scheme, then C can use A as

its subroutine to solve a well-studied mathematical problem (e.g. computing discrete

logarithms in finite fields). In order to assure the correctness of the proofs, we need to

specify the computation power of the adversary and define (in detail) the goals of the

adversary.

Figure 2.1: Provable Security

11
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The main part in provable security is identifying and analysing all the possible

attacks in order to relate their difficulty to the hardness of mathematical problems.

However, provable security does not assure that the scheme is completely unbreakable

(Canetti, Goldreich, & Halevi, 2004; Neven, 2004), some possible attacks on provably

secure schemes are:

• Solving the underlying mathematical assumption

• Breach in the security proof

• Breaking a sub-component

Nonetheless, provable security is still the most accepted approach to analyse the se-

curity of cryptographic schemes (Bellare, Boldyreva, & Palacio, 2004; Canetti et al.,

2004).

The random oracle model was first envisioned by Bellare and Rogaway (1993)

where they replaced cryptographic hash functions with imaginary random functions

called random oracles. Random oracles are the idealised version of cryptographic

hash functions, wherein they return a random value of a desired length whenever they

are queried with a new value. In practice, random oracles are to be replaced by well-

known cryptographic hash functions (e.g. SHA-2, MD5, etc.). Employing the random

oracle model enables the design of more efficient cryptographic schemes comparing

to the ones devised in the standard model.

However, the security of schemes developed in the random oracle model is

not as rigid as the schemes proved secure in the standard model, the use of random

oracles provides us with an assurance that the scheme itself is sound, whereas the only

possible weaknesses may be due to the underlying hash functions instantiated in the

real world. Albeit, the dispute exists on the security assurances provided by random

oracles (Bellare et al., 2004; Canetti, 1997; Canetti et al., 2004; Goldwasser & Kalai,

2003; Maurer, Renner, & Holenstein, 2004; Nielsen, 2002), it is still considered as a

hugely successful tool in developing efficient schemes.
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2.2 Mathematical Background

In this section, we provide an introduction on bilinear pairing and some well-

studied mathematical assumptions which are going to be used throughout this thesis.

2.2.1 Bilinear Pairing

The introduction of identity-based cryptography (Shamir, 1985) created a promis-

ing line of research in implementing such systems. However, it was until the seminal

work of Boneh and Franklin (2001), where they successfully implemented such sys-

tems by making use of bilinear pairing on elliptic curves. Since then, a huge number

of identity-based and certificateless cryptosystems have been proposed using the same

primitive. Here, we provide a brief introduction on bilinear pairing.

Let G1 denote an additive cyclic group of prime order q with P as its generator,

and G2 be a multiplicative cyclic group of the same order (i.e. |G1| = |G2| = q). An

admissible bilinear pairing e : G1 ×G1→G2 is given which is to satisfy the following

properties:

1. Bilinearity: For every P,Q,R ∈G1 and a,b ∈ Zq we have:

a) e(P,Q+R) = e(P,Q)e(P,R)

b) e(aP,bQ) = e(P,Q)ab and e(aP,bQ) = e(abP,Q)

2. Non-degeneracy: There exist P and Q ∈G1 such that e(P,Q) �= 1.

3. Computability: e is efficiently computable.

2.2.2 Mathematical Assumptions

Here, we provide a quick overview on some well-studied mathematical as-

sumptions which will be used in this thesis.

Definition 2.1. Discrete Logarithm (DL) problem: Given a tuple (P,aP), for P as

a random generator of G1 and a random selection of a ∈ Zq, the DL problem is to

compute a.
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Definition 2.2. Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem: Given a tuple (P,aP,

bP), for P as a random generator of G1 and a random selection of a,b ∈ Zq, the CDH

problem is to compute abP.

Definition 2.3. Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem: Given a tuple (P,aP,bP,

cP), for P as a random generator of G1 and a random selection of a,b ∈ Zq, the DDH

problem is to decide if c = ab.

Definition 2.4. Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem: Given a tuple (P,aP,bP,cP),

for P as a random generator of G1 and a random selection of a,b,c ∈ Zq, the BDH

problem is to compute e(P,P)abc.

Definition 2.5. Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem: Given a tuple

(P,aP,bP,cP,h), for P as a random generator of G1, h ∈ G2, and a random selection

of a,b,c ∈ Zq, the DBDH problem is to decide if h = e(P,P)abc.

Definition 2.6. 3-Decisional Diffie-Hellman (3-DDH) problem: Given a tuple (P,aP,

bP,cP,Z), for P as a random generator of G1, Z ∈ G1, and a random selection of

a,b,c ∈ Zq, the DBDH problem is to decide if Z = abcP.

The CDH problem is considered to be as hard as the DL problem (Shoup,

1997). The DBDH problem was introduced by Cheon and Lee (2002). As it is shown

in the same paper (Cheon & Lee, 2002), the DBDH problem is not harder than the

DDH problem. However, there is no probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm

known to solve the DBDH assumption so far. The DDH problem can be easily solved

in pairing-based schemes. The 3-DDH problem (Laguillaumie, Paillier, & Vergnaud,

2005; Laguillaumie & Vergnaud, 2005) is definitely no harder than the DDH problem,

but it seems intractable and can be used to achieve the privacy required in pairing-based

undeniable signature schemes.

2.3 Security Notions for Digital Signature Schemes

As it was presented in the first proposal of digital signature scheme (Goldwasser,

Micali, & Rivest, 1988), there are two distinctive types of attacks on digital signatures,
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namely, key only attack and message attack. In the former, the adversary A is assumed

to only have knowledge on the signer’s public key and the latter refers to the attacks

where A is allowed to query and obtain some signatures corresponding to either known

or chosen messages before its finial attempt to break the scheme. Message attacks are

further categorised in the following categories (Goldwasser et al., 1988), depending on

how the messages for which the adversary A can see the corresponding signatures are

selected.

1. Known message attack: A is provided with a set of signatures corresponding

to messages m1,m2, . . . ,mi; whereby, messages are known, but were not selected

by A.

2. Generic chosen message attack: A prepares a list of messages m1,m2, . . . ,mi

(prior to the attack) and requests for the corresponding signatures. The list of

messages are fixed and independent of the signer’s public key (i.e. mi is chosen

uniformly at random). Such an attack is generic since the list was prepared

regardless of the signer’s public key, and hence, the same list could have been

submitted to any signer in the system. Note that the attack is non-adaptive, since

the list of messages was fixed before any signature was received from the signer.

3. Direct chosen message attack: Similar to the above attack, except that the

list of messages was formed after receiving the signer’s public key but before

obtaining any signature from the signer (i.e. the attack is non-adaptive). Note

that the attack is directed against the target signer.

4. Adaptive chosen message attack: The target signer would be treated as an

oracle where A is allowed to query messages which not only dependent on the

signer’s public key, but also on the signatures that were obtained previously.

In the same paper, Goldwasser et al. (1988) categorised the adversary goals based on

their severity as follows.

• Extracting the private key of the signer is the strongest attack that A can initiate.

This attack is called total break.
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• Constructing a polynomial time algorithm capable of generating valid signature

for any arbitrary message. This attack is called universal forgery.

• Computing a valid signature for a particular message selected by A. This attack

is called selective forgery.

• Forge a signature for at least one message. A does not need to have any control

on the message neither does the message need to have any meaningful content.

This attack is called existential forgery which is the weakest goal that A can

attain.

Strong digital signature schemes should be secure against the strongest attacks (i.e.

adaptive chosen message attack) which are initiated to attain the weakest adversarial

goal (i.e. existential forgery).

2.4 Undeniable Signature Scheme

Ordinary digital signatures are publicly verifiable, more precisely, once the

signer generates the signature, it can be verified by any party in the system. However,

this property may not be desirable in situations where protecting the privacy of the

signer is a concern (e.g. when two business parties sign a secret contract). The no-

tion of undeniable signature (Chaum & van Antwerpen, 1989) was proposed to suite

the signer’s need in such situations. More specifically, undeniable signature schemes

bridge between authentication and the privacy of the signer by allowing only the autho-

rised parties to verify the validity/invalidity of the signatures. The validity or invalidity

of an undeniable signature can only be verified with the consent and cooperation of

its signer in a non-transferable manner. In order to address non-repudiation, unde-

niable signature schemes are equipped with an additional protocol (i.e. Disavowal

protocol) which enables the signer to deny the validity of invalid signatures in court.

Software licensing is one of the main applications of undeniable signatures (Chaum &

van Antwerpen, 1989), the software vendor can incorporate an undeniable signature

into the software and validate the software correctness and authenticity only to the pay-

ing customers. Therefore, the software will be protected from piracy since the pirate

is not able to prove the correctness of the software. For the other main applications
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of undeniable signature schemes we can name e-cash (Sakurai & Miyazaki, 2000),

e-voting (Boyd & Foo, 1998) and e-auction (Gao, Yao, Xie, & Wei, 2011).

2.4.1 Definition of Undeniable Signature Schemes

Basically, the structure of an undeniable signature scheme consists of two PPT

algorithms which are key generation and sign and two protocols which are Confirma-

tion and Disavowal (Chaum & van Antwerpen, 1989; Chaum, 1991). However, the

number of the algorithms/protocols would be variable depending on the setting that

the scheme is to be developed in and the extra features it provides.

Key Generation: A probabilistic algorithm that on the input of security parameter

generates the user’s key pair (sk, pk).

Sign: Provided a message m and the private key of the signer sk, the signer generates

an undeniable signature σ on m.

Confirmation: A two-party protocol through which the signer convinces the verifier

about the validity of a message-signature pair (m,σ).

Disavowal: Similar to the above protocol, except that the signer convinces the verifier

about the invalidity of a message-signature pair (m,σ).

2.4.2 Security Notions of Undeniable Signature Schemes

Here, we discuss the main security notions of undeniable signature schemes in

detail. An undeniable signature scheme is said to be secure if it meets all the security

notions as follows.

Unforgeability: The notion of unforgeability of undeniable signature scheme is quite

similar to the notion of existential unforgeability in adaptive chosen message

attack (Goldwasser et al., 1988) of ordinary digital signatures. The only variation

in defining this notion in the context of undeniable signature schemes is that in

addition to the sign oracle, the adversary also has access to the Confirmation and

Disavowal oracles.

Invisibility: The notion of invisibility was first introduced by Chaum et al. (1992). Es-
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sentially, this notion implies the inability of an adversary to distinguish between

an undeniable signature and a random value (chosen randomly from a predefined

signature space). Invisibility is the distinguishing factor of undeniable signatures

from ordinary digital signatures. If the verifier is able to determine the validity

of a message-signature pair without the help of the signer, then the signature is

not any different than an ordinary digital signature.

Anonymity: The notion of anonymity was first introduced by Galbraith and Mao

(2003) and it is considered as a variation of invisibility. Without loss of gen-

erality, the notion of anonymity implies, given a message-signature pair (m,σ),

and public keys of two possible signers S1 and S2, the adversary should be unable

to distinguish which signer issued the signature.

Non-Transferability: Non-transferability is a security notion which is driven from

zero-knowledgeness property of both the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols

in undeniable signature schemes. Intuitively, non-transferability refers to the in-

ability of the verifier to transfer the proof of validity or invalidity of a message-

signature pair to a third party. Informally, information that the verifier obtains

from the Confirmation/Disavowal protocols should only be enough to convince

the verifier about the validity/invalidity of a particular message-signature pair,

and not to enable him to transfer the proof to a third party. As was formally

defined by Monnerat and Serge (2006), a Confirmation/Disavowal protocol is

non-transferable if the proof generated by the signer (using her private key) can

be simulated by a PPT algorithm R using the private key of the verifier. The

proof that is generated by R is indistinguishable from the one generated by the

signer. Non-transferability is another factor that distinguishes undeniable signa-

ture schemes from ordinary digital signatures.

Non-Impersonation: Security notion against impersonation attack is yet another se-

curity notion introduced by Kurosawa and Heng (2005). Informally, this notion

prevents the adversary from initiating either the Confirmation or Disavowal pro-

tocol on behalf of the signer with any third party.
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2.5 Development of Certificate-Free Undeniable Signature Schemes

The successful implementation of identity-based systems by Boneh and Franklin

(2001) gave rise to the development of many different certificate-free cryptographic

schemes. Two years later, Al-Riyami and Paterson (2003) proposed the concept of cer-

tificateless cryptography to address the private key escrow problem in identity-based

systems. In both of the systems, the need to implement the costly infrastructure to is-

sue and manage certificates is eliminated by taking advantage of implicit certification

where the TTP (either the PKG or the KGC) calculates the whole (in identity-based

cryptography) or a part (in certificateless cryptography) of the user’s private key.

The fact that certificate-free systems were much cheaper and easier to imple-

ment and manage, created a promising line of research of developing schemes in such

settings. The development of certificate-free undeniable signature schemes was not an

exception. To the best of our knowledge, certificate-free undeniable signature schemes

that have been proposed to the literature to this day are either identity-based or cer-

tificateless. Table 2.1 below provides a quick overview on the existing certificate-free

undeniable signature schemes.

Table 2.1: Certificate-Free Undeniable Signature Schemes

Schemes Underlying
Assumptions

Paradigm Signature Length
(in bits)

Han et al. (2003) Broken (Zhang

et al., 2005)

Identity-based 2|G1| ≈ 320

Chow (2005) Sketchy proof Identity-based 2|G1| ≈ 320

Libert and

Quisquater (2004)

BDH - DBDH Identity-based |G2|+ |r| ≈ 1124

Wu et al. (2008) CDH - DBDH Identity-based |G2|+2|G1| ≈
1344

Duan (2008) BDH - DBDH Certificateless |G2|+ |r| ≈ 1124

Zhao and Ye

(2012)

CDH - 3-DDH Certificateless 2|G1| ≈ 320

In the above table, r is a 100 bit random value. In the following, we provide
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a detailed review on the development course of certificate-free undeniable signature

scheme. We first start by reviewing the identity-based schemes and then we move

on to the certificateless undeniable signature schemes that have been proposed to the

literature to this day.

2.5.1 Identity-Based Undeniable Signature Schemes

Before reviewing the development of the existing identity-based undeniable

signature schemes in the literature, we define the notion of identity-based undeniable

signature schemes. It is evident that schemes with different security level and ad-

ditional features (e.g. convertibility) may have various numbers of algorithms and

protocols in their structure.

Setup: By inputting the security parameter k, the PKG generates its key pair (s,PPub).

Whereby, s is the master secret key and PPub is the corresponding public key.

The PKG also generates and publishes the system public parameters params.

Extract: Given a user identity ID, the PKG computes the private key of the user DID

using the master secret key s. The PKG then sends DID to the user via a secure

channel.

Sign: Provided a message m and the private key of the signer DID, the signer generates

an undeniable signature σ on m.

Confirmation: An interactive (or non-interactive) protocol between the signer and

the verifier (possibly designated) that takes as input a valid message-signature

pair (m,σ), and the private key of the signer DID and outputs a non-transferable

proof on the validity of the message-signature pair (m,σ).

Disavowal: Similar to the Confirmation protocol, except that an invalid signature is

provided and the output is a proof on the invalidity of the message-signature pair

(m,σ).

2.5.1 (a) Existing Identity-Based Undeniable Signature Schemes

In the following, we provide a background on the existing identity-based un-

deniable signature schemes and discuss about their features and similarities.
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The Han et al. Scheme (Han et al., 2003)

After the proposal of identity-based cryptography (Boneh & Franklin, 2001),

the first identity-based undeniable signature scheme was proposed by Han et al. (2003).

The authors proposed their scheme as an identity-based confirmer signature scheme.

However, based on its structure, their scheme is an undeniable signature scheme. This

was first pointed out in (Zhang et al., 2005). As depicted in Table 2.1, Han et al.’s

scheme has the shortest signature length among the identity-based undeniable signa-

ture schemes in the literature.

Zhang et al. (2005) pointed out two weaknesses in Han et al.’s scheme and

mounted two attacks by exploiting the weaknesses. The first attack is the forgery at-

tack, whereby, the adversary exploits the flaw in the Confirmation protocol and gener-

ates a valid Confirmation proof for a forgery signature. The second attack is the denial

attack, where the weakness in the Disavowal protocol allows a malicious signer to

generate Disavowal proof transcripts for valid signatures that she generated honestly.

The Chow Scheme (Chow, 2005)

In 2005, Chow (2005) introduced the concept of verifiable pairing which allows

the user to prove the validity/invalidity of a Diffie-Hellman tuple in a non-transferable

manner. Employing the new technique in signature schemes enables the signer to prove

the existence of the link between her public key and the signature without leaking any

information about her private key. With the aim of overcoming the weaknesses and

addressing the attacks mounted by Zhang et al. (2005), Chow employed the concept of

verifiable pairing in the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols of Han et al.’s (2003)

scheme.

The Extract and Sign algorithms of Chow’s revised scheme were identical to

the original scheme of Han et al. (2003). However, in the Setup algorithm, the PKG

generates and publishes one additional public key Pinv = s−1P, where in Han et al.’s

scheme, the PKG generates only one public key PPub. The inclusion of Pinv in the
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public parameters is necessary in order to incorporate the concept of verifiable pair-

ing. Chow illustrated that both of the attacks mounted by Zhang et al. (2005) could

be prevented by employing the concept of verifiable pairing in the Confirmation and

Disavowal protocols. The revised scheme with the same Sign algorithm and signature

size is considered as the most efficient identity-based undeniable signature scheme in

the literature.

The Libert and Quisquater Scheme (Libert & Quisquater, 2004)

Inspired by the work of Galbraith and Mao (2003), Libert and Quisquater

(2004) proposed the first provably secure identity-based undeniable signature scheme.

As the first provable secure identity-based undeniable signature scheme, their scheme

structure as well as the proposed security models was later used as a model for de-

veloping other schemes, such as the convertible identity-based undeniable signature

scheme of Wu et al. (2008) and Duan’s certificateless undeniable signature scheme

(Duan, 2008). By taking advantage of the reduction technique proposed by Goh and

Jarecki (2003), Libert and Quisquater avoided the security degradation carried by the

forking lemma (Pointcheval & Stern, 2000) and relied the unforgeability and invisibil-

ity of their scheme on the hardness of the BDH and the DBDH problems respectively.

The Wu et al. Scheme (Wu et al., 2008)

Following the work of Libert and Quisquater (2004), Wu et al. (2008) pro-

posed the first convertible identity-based undeniable signature scheme to the literature.

The feature of convertibility, as proposed by Boyar et al. (1991) enables the signer of

an undeniable signature to convert her signatures to ordinary digital signatures. This

property is attractive in situations where the signed data lose their sensitivity over time

(e.g. an agreement signed by two companies on increasing the price of a good in fu-

ture). Two types of conversion were introduced: selective conversion and universal

conversion. The former is the ability of the signer to convert a single signature, and

the latter enables the signer to convert all her undeniable signatures to ordinary digital

signatures.
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the authors formulated the security models of convertible undeniable signatures

in an identity-based setting for the first time and relied the unforgeability and invisibil-

ity of their scheme on the hardness of the CDH and the DBDH problems respectively.

2.5.2 Certificateless Undeniable Signature Schemes

Certificateless cryptography bridges between traditional public key cryptogra-

phy and identity-based cryptography. In the following, we first define the notion of

certificateless undeniable signature scheme and then, continue to review the existing

certificateless undeniable signature schemes in the literature.

Typically, a certificateless undeniable signature scheme is consisted of the fol-

lowing algorithms and protocols.

Setup: Upon inputting a security parameter k, it produces the KGC’s key pair (s,PPub).

Where s is the master secret key and PPub is the corresponding public key. The

KGC also generates and publishes the system public parameters params in the

system.

Set-user-key: Using this algorithm, the user with identity ID picks her secret value

xID ∈ X (where X denotes the set of valid secret values) and computes the corre-

sponding public key PID.

Partial-private-key-extract: Upon submitting the user’s identity ID (and possibly

her public key PID), the KGC uses the master secret key s to compute the user’s

partial private key dID.

Set-private-key: After the user computes her secret value xID and receives her partial

private key dID, she uses this algorithm to form her private key SID.

Sign: Provided a message m and the private key of the signer SID, the signer issues a

signature σ on the message m.

Confirmation: An interactive (or non-interactive) protocol between the signer and the

verifier (possibly designated) that takes as input a valid message-signature pair

(m,σ), and the private key of the signer SID and outputs a non-transferable proof

on the validity of the message-signature pair (m,σ).
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Disavowal: Similar to the Confirmation protocol, except that an invalid signature is

provided and the output is a proof on the invalidity of the message-signature pair

(m,σ).

2.5.2 (a) Existing Certificateless Undeniable Signature Schemes

In the following, we provide a background on the existing certificateless unde-

niable signature schemes and discuss about their features and similarities.

The Duan Scheme (Duan, 2008)

The first certificateless undeniable signature scheme was put forth by Duan

(2008). The author formulated the security model of undeniable signature schemes in

a certificateless setting for the first time. Due to the similarities, the proposed scheme

along with the security models can be considered as the certificateless version of the

work by Libert and Quisquater (2004). In addition, Duan provided a rigorous secu-

rity proof to relate the unforgeability and invisibility of the proposed scheme to the

hardness of the BDH and the DBDH problems respectively.

The Zhao and Ye Scheme (Zhao & Ye, 2012)

Duan’s scheme, as the only certificateless undeniable signature scheme in the

literature, requires two expensive pairing computations in its Sign algorithm which

leads to a longer signature length. With the aim of proposing a more efficient scheme,

Zhao and Ye (2012) proposed a new provable secure certificateless undeniable signa-

ture scheme. While the new scheme provides a weaker security assurance as compared

to Duan’s scheme since it is only secure in a weaker security model, it is significantly

efficient as it does not need any pairing evaluations in its Sign algorithm and has much

shorter signature length.

The new scheme employs Chaum’s (1991) Zero-Knowledge Interactive Proofs

(ZKIP) in its Confirmation and Disavowal protocols. The authors relied the unforge-

ability and invisibility of their scheme on the hardness of the CDH and the 3-DDH
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problems respectively.

2.6 Summary

We started this chapter by providing a brief overview on the fundamentals of

provable security and presented an introductory on the mathematical primitives, def-

initions and some cryptographic primitives that are going to be used throughout this

thesis. In addition, we recalled the definition of undeniable signature scheme and some

of its main security notions.

In the second part, we provided a brief survey on the development course of

certificate-free undeniable signature schemes and highlighted the additional features

of the existing schemes in the literature and discussed about their security. Comparing

to other variations of certificate-free privacy preserving signatures (e.g. designated

verifier signatures, designated confirmer signatures, etc.), the research on certificate-

free undeniable signatures has been quite slow as there are only three secure identity-

based and two certificateless undeniable signature schemes in the literature.
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CHAPTER 3

CRYPTANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF IDENTITY-BASED UNDENIABLE

SIGNATURE SCHEMES

3.1 Introduction

The idea of identity-based cryptography was first envisioned by Shamir (1985)

with the aim of overcoming the well-documented issues in traditional public key cryp-

tography. In such systems, the public key of the user is derived from her publicly

available information (e.g. an IP address of a network host, an email address associ-

ated with a user, etc.) and thus, its authenticity can be easily verified without the need

of certificates.

The intention of ordinary digital signatures is to be universally verifiable, where

any user who has access to the signer’s public key can verify the validity of her sig-

natures. Although the self-authenticating aspect of ordinary digital signatures may be-

come a security or privacy concern for signers. Chaum and van Antwerpen (1989) pro-

posed the notion of undeniable signature schemes to limit the self-authenticating prop-

erty of ordinary digital signatures. Undeniable signature schemes provide the signer

with a special ability to decide who can be convinced from the validity/invalidity of

her signature. Since the introduction of undeniable signature schemes, there has been

a wide range of research covering a variety of different features and security levels

for such schemes (Boyar et al., 1991; Chaum, 1995; Duan, 2008; Galbraith & Mao,

2003; Kurosawa & Heng, 2005; Kurosawa & Takagi, 2006; Libert & Quisquater, 2004;

Monnerat & Vaudenay, 2004, 2006; Qiong & Wong, 2009).

Incontestably, the efficiency of cryptographic schemes is one of the key criteria

when such schemes are to be implemented in real world scenario. Table 3.1 below

compares the efficiency of the proposed identity-based undeniable signature schemes
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in the literature. It compares the computations needed in the Sign algorithm and the

signature size (in bits) of the schemes.

Table 3.1: Efficiency of Identity-Based Undeniable Signature Schemes

Schemes Underlying Assumption Signature
Generation

Signature Length (in
bits)

Unforgeability Invisibility
Han et al. (2003) Broken (Zhang et al., 2005) pm+ pa 2|G1| ≈ 320

Libert and

Quisquater (2004)

BDH DBDH pe |G2|+ |r| ≈ 1124

Wu et al. (2008) CDH DBDH 1pe+1pa+1pm |G2|+2|G1| ≈ 1344

In Table 3.1 above, pe denotes pairing evaluation and pm and pa denote point

multiplication and point addition (in group G1), respectively.

Chow (2005) proposed the concept of verifiable pairing which allows the user

to prove the validity/invalidity of a Diffie-Hellman tuple in a non-transferable manner.

Moreover, by modifying the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols and incorporating

the new technique (i.e. verifiable pairing) in the Han et al. (2003) scheme, Chow

addressed both of the attacks mounted by Zhang et al. (2005). Hence, the new scheme

with the same Sign algorithm and signature size is considered as the most efficient

identity-based undeniable signature scheme in the literature.

Contributions

In this chapter, we first point out two weaknesses in Chow’s (2005) scheme and

mount two attacks by exploiting them. In our first attack, we target the unforgeability

of the scheme and show that by exploiting the flaw in the signature structure of Chow’s

scheme, the adversary is able to mount a universal forgery with a known message

attack. In our second attack, by exploiting the flaw in the structure of the Confirmation

and Disavowal protocols of Chow’s scheme, we show that a malicious verifier is able

to violate the notion of non-transferability of the scheme by transferring his knowledge

on the validity/invalidity of a message-signature pair to any third party.
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Proposing short and efficient signature schemes has been a promising line of

research (Boneh, Lynn, & Shacham, 2001; Zhang, Safavi-Naini, & Susilo, 2004; Katz

& Wang, 2003). Efficient signature schemes with short signature length are required

in devices with low computation power which are operating in low bandwidth com-

munication environments. In the existing secure identity-based undeniable signature

schemes (Libert & Quisquater, 2004; Wu et al., 2008), the Sign algorithm needs at least

one pairing evaluation which results in generating relatively longer signature length.

In this chapter, we propose a provably secure short and efficient identity-based unde-

niable signature scheme. The signature generation in our scheme does not need any

pairing evaluation, and the signature size of our scheme is significantly smaller than

the ones in the existing secure schemes (Libert & Quisquater, 2004; Wu et al., 2008).

Moreover, we prove the security of our scheme in the random oracle model by relying

its unforgeability and invisibility on the hardness of the CDH problem and 3-DDH

problem respectively.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2, we define the

security models of identity-based undeniable signature schemes. In Section 3.3, we

recall Chow’s scheme in detail and propose our attacks on the proposed scheme. In

Section 3.4, we propose our concrete scheme, provide a formal security analysis for the

proposed scheme and discuss about its efficiency and extensions. Finally, we conclude

this chapter in Section 3.5.

3.2 Security Models of Identity-Based Undeniable Signature Schemes

Following the existing works on provably secure undeniable signature schemes

(Chaum & van Antwerpen, 1989; Chaum, 1991; Libert & Quisquater, 2004; Kurosawa

& Heng, 2005), in this section, we formulate the security models of identity-based

undeniable signature schemes.

The existential unforgeability of an identity-based undeniable signature scheme

is defined as follows.

Definition 3.1. An identity-based undeniable signature scheme is existentially un-
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forgeable under adaptive chosen message and identity attacks if no PPT adversary

A has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

1. The challenger C initiates the Setup algorithm and sends the system public pa-

rameters params to A.

2. A performs a series of queries:

• Extract query: Given an identity ID, A receives the private key DID associated

with ID.

• Sign query: A generates a message m and an identity ID and queries the Sign

oracle for a signature σ on the pair (m, ID).

• Confirmation/Disavowal query: A creates a tuple (m,σ , ID) and receives a

non-transferable proof on the validity/invalidity of the produced message-signature

pair (m,σ) for the identity ID.

At the end of the game, A outputs the forgery tuple (ID∗,m∗,σ∗). A wins the game

if the identity ID∗ was never queried to the Extract oracle, and the pair (ID∗,m∗) was

never queried to the Sign oracle.

Provided a message-signature pair (m,σ) and the identity ID of the signer, the

notion of invisibility for an identity-based undeniable signature scheme implies the

inability of a dishonest verifier to decide on the validity or invalidity of the signature

without the help of the signer. The following definition formally defines the notion of

invisibility for an identity-based undeniable signature scheme.

Definition 3.2. An identity-based undeniable signature scheme is considered to fulfil

the notion of invisibility under adaptive chosen message and identity attacks if no PPT

distinguisher D has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

1. The challenger C initiates the Setup algorithm and sends the system public pa-

rameters params to D.

2. D is allowed to perform queries (polynomially bounded) as in Definition 3.1.
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3. After the first round of queries, D outputs a message-identity pair (m∗, ID∗),

wherein ID∗ was never queried to the Extract oracle and requests a challenge

signature on (m∗, ID∗). The challenge signature σ∗ is issued by C based on the

outcome of a random coin toss b ∈ {0,1}. If b = 1, σ∗ is generated naturally by

initiating the Sign oracle. Otherwise, σ∗ is chosen randomly from the signature

space S.

4. D performs the second round of queries with the following restrictions:

• No Sign query is allowed on the pair (m∗, ID∗).

• No Extract query on ID∗.

• No Confirmation/Disavowal query on the tuple (m∗,σ∗, ID∗).

Finally, D outputs a guess b′.

The distinguisher D wins the game if b′ = b.

The notion of anonymity for an identity-based undeniable signature schemes

implies that provided a valid message-signature pair (m,σ) and the identities of two

possible signers ID0 and ID1, it should be infeasible for a dishonest verifier to decide

who generated the signature. The following definition formally defines the notion of

anonymity for an identity-based undeniable signature scheme.

Definition 3.3. An identity-based undeniable signature scheme is considered to fulfil

the notion of anonymity under adaptive chosen message and identity attacks if no PPT

distinguisher D has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

1. The challenger C initiates the Setup algorithm and sends the system public pa-

rameters params to the distinguisher D.

2. D is allowed to perform queries (polynomially bounded) as in Definition 3.1.

3. After the first round of queries, D outputs a tuple (m∗, ID0, ID1), wherein ID0 or

ID1 were never queried to the Extract oracle and requests a challenge signature.

The challenger then flips a hidden and random coin b ∈ {0,1} and computes the

challenge signature σ∗ using the private key associated with the identity IDb.
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4. D performs the second round of queries with the following restrictions:

• No Sign query is allowed on message m∗ for identities ID0 and ID1.

• No Extract query on identities ID0 or ID1.

• No Confirmation/Disavowal query on (m∗,σ∗, ID0) or (m∗,σ∗, ID1).

Finally, D outputs a guess b′.

The distinguisher D wins the game if b′ = b.

Based on the work of Galbraith and Mao (2003), the notion of anonymity is

equivalent to the notion of invisibility (in the sense of the security model in Definition

3.2). Consequently, we can use the same technique as proposed by Galbraith and

Mao (2003) to prove the anonymity of our scheme under the hardness of the 3-DDH

problem.

3.3 Cryptanalysis on Chow’s Identity-Based Undeniable Signature Scheme

First, we recall the construction of Chow’s scheme and then show our attacks

by exploiting the weaknesses in its structure.

3.3.1 The Chow Scheme (Chow, 2005)

Chow’s scheme consists of the following algorithms and protocols.

Setup: Upon inputting the security parameter k, this algorithm generates groups G1

and G2 of prime order q ≥ 2k, picks P ∈ G1 randomly as a generator of G1

and selects an admissible bilinear map e : G1 ×G1→G2. It also chooses two

cryptographic hash functions: H : {0,1}∗ → Zq and H1 : {0,1}∗ →G1 and sets

A to be a large number (about 1020) and [A] = {1,2,3, . . . ,A}. Next, the PKG

picks s ∈Zq at random as its secret key and calculates PPub = sP and Pinv = s−1P

as the corresponding public keys. Lastly, the PKG publishes the system public

parameters as params : (q,G1,G2,e(., .),P,PPub,Pinv,H,H1).

Extract: Upon submitting the user’s identity ID, the PKG calculates the user’s pri-
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vate key pair as (DID,LID) where DID = sQID = sH1(ID) and LID= s−1 QID=

s−1H1(ID).

Sign: In order for the signer with identity IDS to issue a signature on message m ∈
{0,1}∗, she picks k ∈ Zq randomly and computes the signature as σ = {R =

kP,S =k−1DS +H(m)LS}.

Confirmation: Upon receiving a valid message-signature pair (m,σ = (R,S)), the

signer with identity IDS uses her private key LS to verify the validity of the

signature as follows.

1. The verifier initiates the protocol and starts by choosing y ∈ Zq and x ∈ [A]

at random and sends C1 = xyR and C2 = xyP to the signer.

2. Upon receiving C1 and C2, the signer chooses z ∈ Zq at random and com-

putes X = e(R+PPub,P−LS),T = z−1C1,U = zPinv and V = zLS and sends

(X ,T,U,V ) to the verifier.

3. The verifier first checks if the equalities e(P,V ) = e(QS,U) and e(T,U) =

e(Pinv,C1) hold, he computes W = e(V,T ), and accepts the proof if and only

if e(R,S)x = e(PPub,QS)W H(m)y−1
and W y−1

Xxe(P,QS)
x = e(R+PPub,P)x

hold.

Disavowal: Upon receiving an invalid message-signature pair (m,σ = (R,S)), the

signer with identity IDS uses her private key LS to disavow the validity of the

signature as follows.

1. The verifier initiates the protocol and starts by choosing y ∈ Zq and x ∈ [A]

at random and sends C1 = xyR and C2 = xyP to the signer.

2. Upon receiving C1 and C2, the signer chooses z ∈ Zq at random and com-

putes T = z−1C1,U = zPinv and V = zLS and sends (T,U,V ) to the verifier.

3. The verifier first checks if the equalities e(P,V ) = e(QS,U) and e(T,U) =

e(Pinv,C1) hold, he computes B = e(C1,S)
e(xyPPub,QS)W H(m) and sends C = By−1

to

the signer.

4. The signer calculates C
′
= e(R,S)

e(PPub,QS)e(R,LS)H(m) and by using C
′
, she com-

putes x
′
from C and sends x

′
to the verifier.

5. The verifier will only accept the proof if x
′
= x holds.
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3.3.2 Universal Forgery with a Known Message Attack

Given the adversary has obtained a message-signature pair (m,σ = (R,S))
valid for the signer with identity IDS, he can perform the following steps to mount

a universal forgery with a known message attack and forge signatures on any arbitrary

message m∗ of his choice.

• Compute α = H(m)
H(m∗) ∈ Zq and α−1.

• Compute the forgery signature as σ∗ = (R∗,S∗) = (αR,α−1S).

Lemma 3.1. Given the message-signature pair (m,σ = (R,S)) is valid for the signer

with identity IDS, the forgery message-signature pair (m∗,σ∗ = (R∗,S∗)) is also valid.

Therefore, the forgery pair (m∗,σ∗) would pass the Confirmation protocol and the

signer has no way to disavow the validity of the forgery signature σ∗.

Proof. Based on the Sign algorithm of Chow’s scheme, R = kP for random k ∈ Zq

and S = k−1DID +H(m)LID (where DS and LS are the private keys of the signer, and

H(m)∈Zq). From the obtained valid message-signature pair (m,σ = (R,S)), we have

the following.

R∗ = αR = αkP (3.1)

S∗ = α−1S = (αk)−1DS +α−1H(m)LS (3.2)

Note that α = H(m)
H(m∗) and α−1 = H(m∗)

H(m) and therefore, we have:

S∗ = (αk)−1DS +
H(m∗)
H(m)

H(m)LS (3.3)

= (αk)−1DS +H(m∗)LS (3.4)

Let k∗ = αk then,

σ∗ = (k∗P,(k∗
−1

DS +H(m∗)LS) (3.5)

= (R∗,S∗) (3.6)

Therefore, the forgery signature σ∗ is valid on message m∗. It can be easily shown

that the forgery message-signature pair (m∗,σ∗ = (R∗,S∗)) will pass the Confirma-

tion protocol while the signer IDS has a negligible chance (roughly around 10−20) to
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disavow its validity.

3.3.3 Attack on the Non-Transferability

In the following, we show that the notion of the non-transferability of the re-

vised scheme by Chow (2005) is overlooked. More precisely, we show that the em-

ployment of verifiable pairing in the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols of the

revised scheme enables a dishonest verifier to transfer his knowledge of the valid-

ity/invalidity of an undeniable signature to a third party. This violates the vital property

of non-transferability of the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols of undeniable sig-

nature schemes. The dishonest verifier works as follows in order to mount the attack

to transfer his knowledge of the validity of a message-signature pair (m,σ = (R,S))
to a third party, after engaging with the signer in the Confirmation protocol. Here, we

only show the attack on the Confirmation protocol of the scheme, the same technique

can be applied for the Disavowal protocol.

1. The verifier picks at random x
′ ∈ [A] and sets the value of y

′
=H(m,R,S, IDS,x

′
)∈

Zq, where IDS is the identity of the signer. Next, he sets the values of C∗
1 = x

′
y
′
R

and C∗
2 = x

′
y
′
P and sends C∗

1 and C∗
2 to the signer.

2. The signer chooses a random z
′ ∈ Zq and computes T

′
= z

′−1C∗
1, U

′
= z

′
Pinv,

V
′
= z

′
LS and X

′
= e(R+PPub,P−LS) and sends (T

′
,U

′
,V

′
,X

′
) to the verifier.

The dishonest verifier transfers his knowledge of the proof by sending (C∗
1 ,C

∗
2 ,T

′
,U

′
,

V
′
,X

′
,x′) to a third party Carol. In order to verify the proof, Carol woks as follows.

1. She first checks if C∗
1 = x

′
H(m,R,S, IDS,x

′
)R and C∗

2 = x
′
H(m,R,S, IDS,x

′
)P

hold, she verifies the validity of the tuple (T ′,U ′,V ′) by checking e(V
′
,P) =

e(U
′
,QS) and e(U

′
,T

′
) = e(Pinv,C∗

1). If both of the equalities hold, then she

knows that no one except the signer with identity IDS could have generated such

tuple.

2. Next, she computes W
′
= e(V ′,P) and accepts the validity of the message-

signature pair (m,σ = (R,S)) if and only if e(R,S)x
′
= e(Ppub,QS)

x
′
W

′H(m)y
′−1
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and W
′y−1

X
′x′e(P,QS)

x
′
= e(R+PPub,P)x

′
hold.

In Zero-Knowledge Interactive Proof (ZKIP) (Chaum, 1991; Ogata, Kurosawa, &

Heng, 2006), the verifier selects two random values (similar to first step in the Con-

firmation protocol) and forms the challenge value. However, before the last move, the

verifier sends the random values for the signer and the signer decommits if and only if

the challenge is formed correctly. In the above protocol, on the other hand, there is no

way for the signer to check the correctness of C1 and C2 which enables the dishonest

verifier to form them dishonestly and mount the attack.

3.4 The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose our efficient identity-based undeniable scheme, pro-

vide a formal security proof to rely its security on the hardness of some well-known

problems and lastly, discuss about its efficiency and extensions.

Setup: By taking as input a security parameter k, the PKG generates groups G1 and

G2 of prime order q > 2k, and an admissible pairing e : G1 ×G1 →G2. Next, it

picks an arbitrary generator P ∈G1, a random secret s ∈ Zq, and sets the system

public key as PPub = sP. Finally, the PKG chooses four cryptographic hash

functions where H1 : {0,1}∗ → G1, H2 : G1 ×{0,1}∗ → Zq, and H3,H4 : G1 ×
. . .×{0,1}∗ → Zq, and publishes the system public parameters as params =

(q,G1,G2,e(., .),P,PPub,H1,H2,H3,H4).

Extract: Provided the user’s identity ID, the system public parameters params and

the master secret key s, the PKG computes QID = H1(ID) and outputs the user’s

private key as DID = sQID.

Sign: Given a message m to be signed, the signer picks r1,r2 ∈ Zq at random to com-

pute S1 = r1P, S2 = r2P, μ = H2(S1,S2,m) and S3 = (μr1 + r2)DS and forms

the signature as σ = (S1,S2,S3).

Confirmation: Given a valid message-signature pair (m,σ = (S1,S2,S3)), the al-

leged signer (with identity IDS) takes the following steps in order to create a

non-transferable proof for the designated verifier with identity IDV .
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1. Compute QV = H1(IDV ) and choose v ∈ Zq and U ∈ G1 at random to compute

W = e(P,U)e(PPub,QV )
v.

2. Choose a random R ∈G1 to compute:

Z1 = e(P,R) (3.7)

Z2 = e(μS1 +S2,R) (3.8)

3. Compute hC = H3(W,Z1,Z2,S1,S2,S3,m) and T = R−(hC +v)DS and form the

proof as (U,v,hC,T ).

After receiving the proof (U,v,hC,T ), the verifier (with identity IDV ) computes μ =

H2(S1,S2,m) and QS =H1(IDS) to form W
′
= e(P,U)e(PPub,QV )

v, Z
′
1 = e(P,T )e(PPub,

QS)
(hC+v), and Z

′
2 = e(μS1 +S2,T )e(P,S3)

(hC+v). The verifier accepts the proof only

if hC = H3(W
′
,Z

′
1,Z

′
2,S1,S2,S3,m).

Disavowal: Given an invalid message-signature pair (m,σ = (S1,S2,S3)), the alleged

signer (with identity IDS) takes the following steps in order to generate a non-

transferable proof for the designated verifier with identity IDV .

1. Compute QV = H1(IDV ) and choose v ∈ Zq and U ∈ G1 at random to compute

W = e(P,U)e(PPub,QV )
v.

2. Choose a random τ ∈ Zq and compute μ = H(S1,S2,m) to calculate C =

( e(μS1+S2,DS)
e(P,S3)

)τ .

3. Next, the signer has to prove her knowledge of the tuple (ω,X) ∈ Zq ×G1,

whereas, C = e(μS1+S2,X)
e(P,S3)ω and 1 = e(P,X)

e(PPub,QS)ω . In order to do so, she computes as

follows.

a) Pick at random j ∈ Zq and Y ∈G1 to compute:

N1 =
e(P,Y )

e(PPub,QS) j (3.9)

N2 =
e(μS1 +S2,Y )

e(P,S3) j (3.10)

b) Calculate hD = H4(C,W,N1,N2,S1,S2,S3,m) and set K = Y − (hD + v)X

and a = j− (hD + v)ω to form the proof as (C,U,v,hD,K,a).
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The verifier (with identity IDV ) verifies the proof (C,U,v,hD,K,a) as follows. He first

checks if C = 1, he will reject the proof. Otherwise, he computes W
′
= e(P,U)e(PPub,QV )

v,

N
′
1 =

e(P,K)
e(PPub,QS)a , N2 =

e(μS1+S2,K)
e(P,S3)a C(hD+v) and accepts the proof only if hD = H4(C,W

′
,

N
′
1,N

′
2,S1,S2,S3,m).

3.4.1 Security Analysis

The method used in the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols of our scheme is

the pairing-based version of the non-interactive designated verifier proofs proposed by

Jakobsson, Sako, and Impagliazzo (1996). It is quite easy to show the completeness

of the proofs. In the following, we show that both the Confirmation and Disavowal

protocols of our scheme possess the property of non-transferability and soundness.

3.4.1 (a) Soundness

In order to prove the soundness of the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols,

we need to prove that no one without the knowledge of the private key of the signer

DS is able to generate such proofs on the validity/invalidity of any message-signature

pair (m,σ). In the following, we prove this property for the Confirmation protocol of

our scheme. We remark that the same method could be applied to prove the soundness

of the Disavowal protocol.

Let us assume that the signer is able to generate two values T1and T2 for a valid

Confirmation proof transcript by forming W,Z1, and Z2, using two hash values hC1

and hC2
. Then, we have e(P,(T1 −T2))

(hC1
−hC2

)−1

= e(PPub,QS) and e(μS1 +S1,(T1 −
T2))

(hC1
−hC2

)−1

= e(P,S2) which directly implies the link between the signer’s private

key and the signature. Only with the knowledge of the signer’s private key one can

compute T1and T2 in such a way that the inverses of e(PPub,QS) with respect to P and

e(P,S2) with respect to μS1 +S1 are equal.
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3.4.1 (b) Non-Transferability

To prove the non-transferability of the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols

of our scheme, we need to show that the designated verifier can use his private key

to generate proofs on the validity/invalidity of signatures which are indistinguishable

from the ones generated by the alleged signer.

Provided a message-signature pair (m,σ = (S1,S2)) (for the alleged signer

with identity IDS) along with a Confirmation proof transcript (U,v,hC,T ) for the

designated verifier (with identity IDV ), he would use his private key DV to exploit

the trapdoor function W = (P,U)e(PPub,QV )
v in order to form a new proof. The

designated verifier starts by picking i ∈ Zq and T,N ∈ G1 at random so as to com-

pute W = e(P,N), Z1 = e(P,T )e(PPub,QS)
i and Z2 = e(μS1 +S1,T )e(P,S2)

i to form

h
′
C = H3(W,Z1,Z2,S1,S2,m). Next, he computes v = i−h

′
C and U = N−vDV to form

a new proof as (U,v,h
′
C,T ). It is easy to show that the new proof (U,v,h

′
C,T ) can be

verified to be identical to the original proof, issued using the signer’s private key. Using

the same trapdoor function W = (P,U)e(PPub,QV )
v, we can show that the Disavowal

protocol of our scheme possesses the property of non-transferability.

3.4.1 (c) Non-Impersonation

The notion of non-impersonation, as discussed in the previous chapter, pre-

vents the adversary from initiating the confirmation/disavowal protocol on behalf of

the signer without having knowledge on her private key. As it is explicitly highlighted

in the same paper that this security notion is introduced (Kurosawa & Heng, 2005),

undeniable schemes that make use of non-interactive designated verifier proofs of

Jakobsson et al. (1996) in the body of their confirmation/disavowal protocol are se-

cure against impersonation attacks. Therefore, since we are using the same method in

the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols of our scheme, our scheme is secure against

such attacks as well.

Theorem 3.1. If there exists an adversary A that can submit qE extract queries, qS

sign queries, and qHi queries to the random oracle Hi for i ∈ {1,2,3,4} and be able
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to succeed in an existential forgery (win the game defined in Definition 3.1) against

our proposed scheme with non-negligible success probability εA, then there exists a

PPT algorithm C which can use A to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP) of the CDH

problem with probability:

εC ≥ (1− 1

qH1

)qE (1− 1

qH1

)qS
1

qH2

εA

Proof. We show that if there exists an adversary A which is able to win the unforge-

ability game as defined in Definition 3.1 with probability εA, then there exists an-

other PPT algorithm C which can use A to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP) of the

CDH problem with probability εC . C acts as A’s simulator, it first provides A with

the system wide public parameters params = (q,G1,G2,e(., .),P,PPub,H1,H2,H3,H4)

where PPub = aP and a is unknown to C. Next, C chooses a random number π ∈
{1,2, . . . ,qH1

}.

C answers to A’s queries by keeping lists κi for i ∈ {1,2,3,4} as follows:

Query on H1(IDi) : In order to handle queries on H1 for an identity IDi, C
first checks if i = π , it returns H1(IDi) = bP and records (IDπ ,bP,⊥) in κ1.

Otherwise, it chooses a random αi ∈ Zq and returns H1(IDi) = αiP and stores

(IDi,αiP,αi) in κ1.

Query on H2(S1i ,S2i ,mi) : C responds to H2 queries completely at random by

returning a random value μi ∈ Zq and inserting (S1i ,S2i ,mi,μi) in κ2.

Query on H3,H4 : C responds to H3 and H4 oracles randomly and stores the

responses in κ3 and κ4 respectively.

Extract query: Upon receiving an extract query on an identity IDi, C checks

if i = π , it terminates and outputs ⊥. Otherwise, if i �= π , it scans κ1 to find

(IDi,αiP,αi) and outputs the private key as DIDi = αiPPub.

Sign query: A can query for a signature on any tuple (mi, IDi), where mi is

the message to be signed and IDi is the identity of the alleged signer. Upon

receiving such query, C checks if i = π , it terminates and outputs ⊥ . Otherwise,

if i �= π , C scans κ1 to find the tuple (IDi,αiP,αi), picks r1i ,r2i ∈ Zq at random,
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and computes S1i = r1iP,S2i = r2iP, μi = H2(S1i ,S2i ,mi), and S3i = (μir1i +

r2i)(αiPPub) to output the signature as σi = (S1i ,S2i ,S3i).

Confirmation/Disavowal query: A is allowed to query for the confirmation/disavowal

proof on any message-signature pair (mi,σ
′
i =(S′

1i
,S′

2i
,S′

3i
)) for an alleged signer

with identity IDi. Upon receiving such query, C scans κ1 to find the tuple

(IDi,αiP,αi) and computes μ ′
i = H2(mi,S′

1i
,S′

2i
). Next, C checks if e(S′

2i
,P) =

e(μ ′
iS

′
1i
+S′

2i
,αiPPub), it simulates the Confirmation protocol. Otherwise, it sim-

ulates the Disavowal protocol for A.

In order to simulate the Confirmation or Disavowal protocols, C uses its control over

random oracles to form the proof as follows. Here, we only demonstrate the proof for

Confirmation protocol, the proof of Disavowal protocol can be generated similarly. To

generate a confirmation proof on a tuple (mi, IDi,σi = (S1i ,S2i ,S3i)) for a designated

verifier with identity IDV , C picks U,T ∈ G1 and v,hC ∈ Zq randomly and computes

W = e(P,U)e(PPub,QV )
v, Z1 = e(P,T )e(PPub,QS)

(hCi+v), μi = H2(mi,S1i ,S2i), and

Z2 = e(μiS1i +S2i ,T )e(P,S3i)
(hCi+v). It then sets the value of H3(W,Z1,Z2,S1i ,S2i ,S3i ,

mi) as hCi and sends the proof as (U,v,hCi ,T ). C may fail in simulating the Confirma-

tion/Disavowal protocol if the same tuple (W,Z1,Z2,S1i ,S2i ,S3i ,mi) was queried to H3

before, however, this may only happen with a negligible probability.

At the end of the game, A outputs a tuple (m∗, ID∗,σ∗ = (S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,S∗
3 )), where

σ∗ is a valid signature on message m∗ for the alleged signer with identity ID∗. A
would successfully win the unforgeability game (as defined in Definition 3.1) if σ∗ was

never outputted from the Sign oracle and ID∗ was never queried to the Extract oracle.

After A outputs the forgery tuple (m∗, ID∗,σ∗), C checks if ID∗ �= IDπ , it terminates

and outputs ⊥ . Otherwise, if ID∗ = IDπ , it runs A again with same random tape

only different choice of H2 to get another forgery tuple (m∗,σ∗′ = (S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,S∗′
2 ), ID∗).

Based on the forking lemma (Pointcheval & Stern, 2000), the second forgery can be

obtained with the overwhelming probability, and since both signatures , σ∗ and σ∗′

are valid with the respect to the hash function H2, we have S∗
3 = S∗′

3 . Therefore, C can

obtain S∗
3 −S∗′

3 = (hr∗1 + r∗2)DID∗ − (h
′
r∗1 + r∗2)DID∗ where DID∗ = abP and compute
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the solution of a random instance (P,aP,bP) of the CDH problem by computing abP =

(h−h
′
)−1(r∗−1

1 (S∗
3 −S∗′

3 )).

If C does not fail during the simulation process, it will be able to solve the CDH

problem with the probability 1
qH2

. C may fail in the simulation process if A queries

the Extract oracle, or the Sign oracle with queries that are associated with identity

IDπ . The probability that none of the failure cases occur for C is (1− 1
qH1

)qE (1−
1

qH1
)qS . Therefore, given A is able to successfully forge signature in our scheme with

probability εA, then C can solve a random instance (P,aP,bP) of the CDH problem

with probability εC ≥ (1− 1
qH1

)qE (1− 1
qH1

)qS 1
qH2

εA.

Theorem 3.2. If there exists a distinguisher D that can submit qE extract queries, qS

sign queries, and qHi queries to the random oracle Hi for i ∈ {1,2,3,4} and be able to

breach the invisibility property (win the game defined in Definition 3.2) of our proposed

scheme with non-negligible success probability εD, then there exists a PPT algorithm

C which can use D to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP,Z) of the 3-DDH problem

with probability:

εC ≥ (1− 1

qH1

)qE (1− 1

qH1

)qSεD

Proof. We show that if there exists a distinguisher D which is able to win the invis-

ibility game as defined in Definition 3.2 with probability εD, then there exists a PPT

algorithm C which can use D to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP,Z) of the 3-

DDH problem with probability εC . C acts as D’s simulator, it first provides D with the

system public parameters params = (q,G1,G2,e(., .),P,PPub,H1,H2,H3,H4), where

PPub = aP and a is unknown to C.

C responds to D’s queries by keeping lists κi for i ∈ {1,2,3,4}. Before D starts

his queries, C chooses a random number π ∈ {1,2, . . . ,qH2
} and treats all the queries

identical to those in the proof of of the Theorem 3.1.
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After the first round of quires, D requests a challenge signature on (ID∗,m∗).

Upon D’s request, C checks if ID∗ �= IDπ , C terminates and outputs ⊥ . Otherwise, it

picks τ,θ ∈ Zq and acomputes S∗
1 = τcP,S∗

2 = θcP, μ∗ = H2(S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,m
∗), and S∗

3 =

τZ +θ μ∗Z and send the signature as σ∗ = (S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,S∗
3 ).

D starts the second round of queries with the restrictions defined in Defini-

tion 3.2. At the end of the game, D outputs its decision bit γ ∈ {0,1}. If γ = 1,

it indicates that the signature σ∗ is valid, and consequently, C outputs 1 to declare

that (P,aP,bP,cP,Z) is a valid 3-Diffie-Hellman tuple. Otherwise, if γ = 0, indi-

cates that the signature σ∗ is invalid, and consequently, C outputs 1 to declare that

(P,aP,bP,cP,Z) is an invalid 3-Diffie-Hellman tuple, where Z �= abcP.

In order to assess the probability that C does not fail in the simulation process,

we first consider the cases that C would fail. C may fail in the simulation process if D
queries the Extract oracle on an identity IDi where i = π. C may also fail if D queries

for a signature associated with the identity IDπ . It is easy to see that the probability to

avoid all the failure states is (1− 1
qH1

)qE (1− 1
qH1

)qS . Therefore the probability for C to

solve the 3-DDH problem given D is able to win the invisibility game of our signature

scheme is εC ≥ (1− 1
qH1

)qE (1− 1
qH1

)qSεD.

3.4.2 Efficiency and Extensions

Efficiency: Developing efficient identity-based digital signatures has sparked a sig-

nificant amount of research and many efficient schemes have been introduced to the

literature (Hess, 2003; Paterson & Schuldt, 2006). However, in the case of identity-

based undeniable signature schemes, all the existing schemes (Libert & Quisquater,

2004; Wu et al., 2008) require at least one pairing evaluation to be carried out in their

sign algorithm which leads to signatures that are members of the cyclic group G2. The

cost of performing pairing evaluation lies very high above other common computa-

tions (e.g. multi-exponentiation, exponentiation, etc.), which limits the use of such

schemes.
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Comparing to the existing identity-based undeniable signature schemes, our

scheme does not need any pairing evaluation in its Sign algorithm and its signature size

is considerably smaller than the ones in the existing schemes. Table 3.2 below provides

a quick efficiency and signature size comparison between our proposed scheme and the

existing ones.

Table 3.2: Efficiency Comparison of Our Proposed Scheme and the Existing
Identity-Based Undeniable Signature Schemes

Schemes Signature
Generation

Signature Length

Our Proposed

Scheme

2pm 3|G1|

Libert and

Quisquater (2004)

pe |G2|+ |r|

Wu et al. (2008) 1pe+1pa+1pm |G2|+2|G1|

In Table 3.2, pe denotes pairing evaluation and pm and pa denote point multi-

plication and point addition (in group G1), respectively. As aforementioned, the cost

of point addition and multiplication is insignificant comparing to the cost of pairing

evaluation. As depicted in Table 3.2, the signature size in our proposed scheme is

cogently smaller than the schemes proposed by Libert and Quisquater (2004) and Wu

et al. (2008). For example, for 128 bit security, Libert and Quisquater’s and Wu et

al.’s signature length are 1124 (for |r| = 100) and 1344 bits, respectively, while the

signature length in our scheme is approximately 480 bits.

Convertibility: The notion of convertibility was first introduced to the index of unde-

niable signature schemes by Boyar et al. (1991). Convertibility provides the signer

with the option to convert her undeniable signatures to ordinary digital signatures (i.e.

publicly verifiable). The conversion takes place in two forms, namely, selective and

universal. The former enables the signer to generate a token (selective token) which

converts one of her signatures and the latter enables the signer to generate a token

which makes all her undeniable signatures publicly verifiable.
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By eliminating the trapdoor commitments from the proofs of the Confirma-

tion/Disavowal protocols of our scheme, selective token can be generated to enable

any participants in the system to verify the validity/invalidity of the signature. Here

we only show the conversion for a valid message-signature pair, the same method can

be applied to generate a token for an invalid message-signature pair. The signer with

identity IDS works as follows to generate a selective token on the validity of a valid

message-signature pair (m,σ = (S1,S2,S3)).

1. Choose a random R ∈G1 to compute Z1 = e(P,R) and Z2 = e(μS1 +S2,R).

2. Compute hC = H3(Z1,Z2,S1,S2,S3,m) and T = R−hCDS and form the proof as

(hC,T ).

Upon receiving the selective token (hC,T ), any user in the system can verify the valid-

ity of the message-signature pair (m,σ) by computing Z
′
1 = e(P,T )e(PPub,QS)

hC , Z
′
2 =

e(μS1 +S2,T )e(P,S3)
hC , and h

′
C = H3(Z

′
1,Z

′
2,S1,S2,S3,m) and checking if hC = h

′
C

holds.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we analysed the security of Chow’s (2005) scheme as the most

efficient identity-based undeniable signature scheme and pointed out two weaknesses

in the construction of Chow’s scheme. We then showed that the revised scheme by

Chow (2005) is not secure by mounting two attacks on the unforgeability and non-

transferability of the scheme.

We then put forth a new efficient identity-based undeniable signature scheme.

Our scheme is better than the existing identity-based undeniable signature scheme in

terms of efficiency as it does not require any pairing evaluations in its Sign algorithm

and has the shortest signature length among all the identity-based undeniable signa-

ture schemes in the literature. Our scheme incorporates the pairing-based version of

the non-interactive designated verifier proofs in its Confirmation and Disavowal pro-

tocols to prevent blackmailing (Desmedt & Yung, 1991; Jakobsson, 1995) and man-
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in-the-middle (Desmedt, Goutier, & Bengio, 1987) attack and provides the signer with

the option to selectively convert her undeniable signatures to publicly verifiable ones.

Lastly, we proved the security of our scheme by relying its unforgeability and invisi-

bility on the hardness of the CDH and the 3-DDH problems respectively.
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CHAPTER 4

CRYPTANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF CERTIFICATELESS UNDENIABLE

SIGNATURE SCHEMES

4.1 Introduction

In contemplation of bridging the gap between traditional public key cryptog-

raphy and identity-based cryptography, Al-Riyami and Paterson (2003) introduced

the concept of certificateless cryptography. In certificateless paradigms, the TTP (i.e.

KGC) only supplies one half of the user’s private key (i.e. partial private key) which is

computed from her publicly available information. The other half of the user’s private

key (i.e. secret value) is computed and kept secure by the user herself. In a certifi-

cateless system, users are in charge of computing and publishing (e.g. on a public

bulletin) their public keys. Due to the lack of the infrastructure to authenticate users’

public keys in certificateless systems, it is vital to consider an adversary who is able to

replace the user’s public key with any public key of his choice (Al-Riyami & Paterson,

2003). Therefore, in the security models of certificateless systems, we always consider

two types of adversaries as follows.

• Type I Adversary AI: This type of adversary simulates a third party adversary

that has no possible knowledge on the master secret key. However, due to the

aforementioned characteristic of certificateless systems, AI is allowed to replace

the public key of any user with a public key of his choice.

• Type II Adversary AII: This type of adversary simulates a malicious KGC.

Therefore, AII is assumed to have knowledge over the master secret key s which

enables him to compute the partial private key of any user in the system. Nonethe-

less, AII is not permitted to replace the user’s public key.
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As depicted in the security models of many certificateless schemes, a Type I adversary

can gain knowledge on the secret value of users by either querying the secret value Ex-

tract oracle (Au et al., 2007; Choi, Park, & Lee, 2011; Duan, 2008; Hu, Wong, Zhang,

& Deng, 2007; Huang, Mu, Susilo, Wong, & Wu, 2007) or by replacing the public key

of the users with public keys of his choice (where he may know the corresponding se-

cret value) (Al-Riyami & Paterson, 2003; Duan, 2008; Huang et al., 2007; Tso, Huang,

& Susilo, 2012). Moreover, we know that a Type II adversary can easily compute the

users’ partial private keys since he has complete knowledge over the master secret key.

Therefore, the security models of certificateless systems should be formulated in a way

to prevent the adversary A∈ {AI,AII} to use his knowledge on a portion of the user’s

private key in initiating cryptographic operations on behalf of the user. For instance, in

the case of certificateless undeniable signature schemes, the security model should be

formulated in such a way to prevent the adversary A ∈ {AI,AII} from violating any

of the security notions of such schemes (e.g. unforgeability and invisibility).

Duan (2008) proffered the first provably secure certificateless undeniable sig-

nature scheme to the literature. The proposed scheme along with its security models

could be considered as a certificateless version of the work proposed by Libert and

Quisquater (2004). However, Duan’s scheme requires two expensive pairing evalu-

ations in its Sign algorithm which leads to a longer signature length. With the aim

of proposing a more efficient scheme, Zhao and Ye (2012) proposed a new provable

secure certificateless undeniable signature scheme which does not require any pairing

evaluations in its Sign algorithm and has a considerably smaller signature size. How-

ever, the scheme provides less security assurance than the scheme proposed by Duan

(2008) as it is secure in a weaker security model. Zhao and Ye’s scheme employs

Chaum’s (1991) ZKIPs in its Confirmation and Disavowal protocols. The proposed

scheme is shown to be unforgeable under the CDH assumption. The authors stated

that their scheme is invisible under the DDH assumption. However, the assumption

they used is actually called the 3-DDH assumption which is also called the DDH prob-

lem in G1 by Chabanne, Phan, and Pointcheval (2005).
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Contributions

In this chapter, we first point out two weaknesses in the structure of the ef-

ficient scheme proposed by Zhao and Ye (2012). Moreover, we exploit these weak-

nesses in order to mount two attacks on the proposed scheme. In the first attack, we

target the invisibility of the scheme and show how a Type I adversary can verify the

validity/invalidity of a message-signature pair without the help of its signer. In the

second attack, we show that the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols of the pro-

posed scheme do not satisfy the property of non-impersonation and a Type I adversary

is able to impersonate the signer by initiating these protocols with any third party on

her behalf. Next, we put forth a revised scheme which overcomes both of the attacks,

while enjoys from an equally efficient Sign algorithm. We employ the pairing-based

version of non-interactive designated verifier proofs of Jakobsson et al. (1996) to pro-

vide more secure and efficient Confirmation and Disavowal protocols. Similar to the

original scheme, the revised scheme is only secure in a weaker security model.

Next, we formalise a strong security model for certificateless undeniable signa-

ture schemes. We then propose an efficient certificateless undeniable signature scheme

which is secure in the strong security model. Comparing to the only certificateless un-

deniable signature scheme which is secure in the strong security model (Duan, 2008),

our scheme is much more efficient in signature generation, proof generation and proof

verification steps. Lastly, we prove the unforgeability, invisibility and anonymity of

our scheme in a strong security model based on the hardness of some well-known

pairing-based problems in the random oracle model.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2, we recall the

structure of Zhao and Ye’s scheme and mount our attacks on the invisibility and non-

impersonation of their proposed scheme. In Section 4.3, we propose a revised scheme

and discuss about its security and features. We provide the strong security models for

certificateless undeniable signature schemes in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we prof-

fer our efficient certificateless undeniable signature scheme, provide a formal security

analysis and discuss about its efficiency and extensions. Finally, we conclude this
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chapter in Section 4.6.

4.2 Cryptanalysis on Zhao and Ye’s Certificateless Undeniable Signature Scheme

In this section, we review the efficient certificateless undeniable signature scheme

of Zhao and Ye (2012) and then show our attacks by exploiting the weaknesses in its

structure.

4.2.1 The Zhao and Ye Scheme (Zhao & Ye, 2012)

Setup: By choosing k ∈ Zq as the security parameter, the KGC runs this algorithm by

generating an additive cyclic group G1 of prime order q� 2k and a multiplicative

cyclic group G2 of the same order. The KGC continues by selecting an arbitrary

generator P ∈ G1 and an admissible bilinear map e : G1 ×G1→G2. Next, it

chooses two cryptographic hash functions H1 : {0,1}∗→G1 and H2 : {0,1}∗ →
G1, and generates its key pair by selecting s ∈ Zq as the master secret key and

computing PPub = sP as the corresponding public key. Lastly, it publishes the

system public parameters as params = (G1,G2,q,P,e(., .),H1,H2,PPub).

Partial-Private-Key-Extract: Provided the user’s identity ID and the system pub-

lic parameters params, the KGC computes QID = H1(ID) and sets the partial

private key of the user as DID = sQID and transmits it to the user in a secure

manner.

Set-Secret-Value: The user with identity ID chooses sID ∈ Zq at random as her secret

value.

Set-Private-Key: After the user received her partial private key DID and selected her

secret value sID, she can form her private key as SKID = (DID,sID).

Set-Public-Key: The user with identity ID uses her secret value sID to compute her

public key as PKID = (PK1,PK2) = (sIDP,sIDQID).

Sign: Provided the system public key parameters params and a message m ∈ {0,1}∗

to be signed, the user with identity ID chooses r ∈ Zq at random, computes

U = rP and V = rsIDH2(m, ID,PKID,U)+DID and forms the signature as σ =

(U,V ).
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Verify: Provided a message-signature pair (m,σ = (U,V )), the alleged signer (with

identity ID) first verifies the validity of public keys by checking e(PK2,P) =

e(PK1,QID). If the equality holds, it continues to check e(V,P)= e(H2(m, ID,PKID,U),U)sIDe(

and outputs valid if it holds, and invalid otherwise.

Confirmation: Given a valid message-signature pair (m,σ), the alleged signer (with

identity ID) uses Chaum’s (1991) ZKIPs in order to prove that (e(P,P),e(P,PK1),

e(H2(m, ID,PKID,U),U), e(V,P)/e(QID,PPub)) is a valid Diffie-Hellman (DH) tuple

as follows:

1. The verifier chooses a,b∈Zq at random, computes c= e(P,P)ae(H2(m, ID,PKID

,U),U)b, and sends c to the signer.

2. The signer chooses r ∈ Zq at random, computes z1 = ce(P,P)r and z2 = zsID
1 , and

sends (z1,z2) to the verifier.

3. The verifier sends (a,b) to the signer.

4. The signer checks if c= e(P,P)ae(H2(m, ID,PKID,U),U)b holds, then, she sends

r to the verifier.

5. The verifier will only accept the proof if z1 = e(P,P)a+re(H2(m, ID,PKID,U),U)b

and z2 = e(P,PK1)
a+r(e(V,P)/e(QID,PPub))

b hold.

Disavowal: Given an invalid message-signature pair (m,σ =(U,V )), the alleged signer

(with identity ID) uses Chaum’s (1991) ZKIPs in order to prove that (e(P,P),e(P,

PK1),e(H2(m, ID,PKID,U),U), e(V,P)/e(QID,PPub)) is a none DH-tuple. For the de-

tails of the protocol, we refer the reader to the papers by Chaum (1991) and Zhao

and Ye (2012).

4.2.2 Attack on the Invisibility

As aforementioned, the security models of certificateless schemes have to be

formulated in such a way to prevent both adversary types (i.e. Type I and Type II)

to violate any of the security notions related to such schemes. In order to ensure

security in such systems, the security models of certificateless schemes enable a Type I

adversary AI to get access to the users’ secret values by either querying the secret value
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extract oracle (Au et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2011; Duan, 2008; Hu et al., 2007; Huang

et al., 2007) or the public key replacement oracle (Al-Riyami & Paterson, 2003; Duan,

2008; Huang et al., 2007; Tso et al., 2012) which enables the adversary to replace

the public key of the users with any public key of his choice (that he may know the

corresponding secret value).

As clearly stated in the security models of Zhao and Ye’s (2012) scheme, in

addition to having access to the secret value extract oracle, AI has access to a Sign

oracle which is able to return valid signatures under the replaced public keys. In the

following attack, we consider the latter approach where the adversary replaces the

target signer’s public key and requests for a valid signature (note that the same attack

could be mounted if the secret value of the signer is queried from the secret value

extract oracle defined in the security model of Zhao and Ye (2012)). The details of the

attack are as follows.

1. The adversary AI picks s
′
ID ∈ Zp and computes the corresponding public key

PK
′
ID = (PK

′
1,PK

′
2) = (s

′
IDP,s

′
IDQID).

2. Then, it requests for a valid signature under the replaced public key PK
′
ID (note

that the replaced public key PK
′
ID is valid since e(PK

′
2,P) = e(QID,PK

′
1)).

3. Upon receiving such a request, the signer picks r ∈Zq at random and forms U =

rP and V = rs
′
IDH2(m, ID,PK

′
ID,U)+DID to output the signature as σ = (U,V ).

It can be easily observed that AI can verify the validity or invalidity of the signature

on its own by checking if e(V,P)= e(H2(m, ID,PK
′
ID,U),U)s

′
IDe(QID,PPub) holds, and

therefore, violating the invisibility property of the proposed scheme.

This attack is due to a flaw in the signature structure of the proposed scheme.

As shown above, the adversary AI with the knowledge of only the secret value of the

signer is able to verify the validity or invalidity of any of the signer’s signatures with-

out her help. This results in violating one of the vital security notions of undeniable

signature schemes (i.e. invisibility) which distinguishes such schemes from ordinary
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digital signatures.

4.2.3 Attack on the Non-Impersonation

Following the above attack, we show how the same adversary AI can imperson-

ate the signer by only having knowledge on the secret value of the target signer. More

specifically, the attack enables the adversary to initiate the Confirmation or Disavowal

protocol with any third party on behalf of the signer.

Here, we only demonstrate the attack on the Confirmation protocol (the same

attack can also be mounted on the Disavowal protocol) and show that it is exactly

identical with the original protocol initiated by the signer.

For a valid message-signature pair (m,σ = (U,V )), the adversary AI has to

prove to the third party that (e(P,P),e(P,PK
′
1),e(H2(m, ID,PK

′
ID,U),U), e(V,P)/e(QID,PPub))

is a valid DH-tuple using the ZKIP as follows:

1. The verifier chooses a,b∈Zq at random, computes c= e(P,P)ae(H2(m, ID,PK
′
ID

,U),U)b and sends c to AI .

2. AI chooses r ∈ Zq at random, computes z1 = ce(P,P)r and z2 = zs
′
ID

1 , and sends

(z1,z2) to the verifier.

3. The verifier sends (a,b) to AI .

4. AI checks if c = e(P,P)ae(H2(m, ID,PK
′
ID,U),U)b holds, he sends r to the ver-

ifier.

5. The verifier will only accept the proof if z1 = e(P,P)a+re(H2(m, ID,PK
′
ID,U),U)b

and z2 = e(P,PK
′
1)

a+r(e(V,P)/e(QID,PPub))
b hold.

The second attack is resulted from the poorly structured Confirmation and Disavowal

protocols of the proposed scheme. The authors made use of the ZKIP in the Confirma-

tion and Disavowal protocols. However, the only private input of the signer to these

protocols is her secret value. This is against the fundamental security requirements

of certificateless schemes where the users are required to provide their whole private
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key (consisting of the secret value and the partial private key) in order to prevent the

adversary A ∈ {AI,AII} to initiate any cryptographic operations on their behalf.

4.3 The Revised Scheme

In this section, we propose a revised scheme that addresses both of the above

weaknesses and prevents the attacks in the previous section. From the efficiency point

of view, the Sign algorithm of the revised scheme is as efficient as the original scheme

with the same signature length. In order to overcome the second attack and provide

more efficiency and additional security, we employ the non-interactive designated ver-

ifier proofs of Jakobsson et al. (1996) in the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols of

the revised scheme. The primary objective of introducing such proofs was to address

the man-in-the-middle (Desmedt et al., 1987) and blackmailing attacks (Desmedt &

Yung, 1991; Jakobsson, 1995) on undeniable signature schemes. The non-interactive

designated verifier proofs are also more efficient since they reduce the number of in-

teractions between the signer and the verifier to only one move. The Setup and Partial-

private-key-extract algorithms of the revised scheme is identical to the one in the orig-

inal scheme, except that in the Setup algorithm, we define two new hash functions

H3,H4 : G2 × . . .×G1 → Zq and included them in the public parameters.

Set-User-Key: The user with identity ID chooses sID ∈ Zq at random as her secret

value and computes her public key as PKID = sIDP.

Set-Private-Key: After the user received her partial private key DID and selected her

secret value sID, she can form her private key as SKID = (DID,sID).

Sign: Provided the system public key parameters params and a message m ∈ {0,1}∗

to be signed, the signer with identity IDS chooses r ∈ Zq at random, computes

U = rP and V = r(sSH2(m, IDS,PKS,U)+DS) and forms the signature as σ =

(U,V ).

Verify: Provided a message-signature pair (m,σ = (U,V )), the alleged signer (with

identity IDS) uses her private key SKS and checks if e(V,P) = e(H2(m, IDS,PKS

,U),U)sSe(DS,U) holds, it outputs valid. Otherwise, she outputs invalid.

Confirmation: Given a valid message-signature (m,σ) pair to be confirmed, the signer
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(with identity IDS and public key PKS) works as follows in order to generate a

non-interactive Confirmation proof transcript for the designated verifier (with

identity IDV and public key PKV ).

1. Compute QV = H1(IDV ) and pick at random J,W ∈G1 and β ,τ,v ∈ Zq to com-

pute the following:

n1 = e(P,J)e(PPub,QV )
ν (4.1)

n2 = vPKV + τP (4.2)

p1 = e(P,W ) (4.3)

p2 = e(P,P)β (4.4)

p3 = e(H2(m, IDS,PKS,U),U)β e(W,U) (4.5)

2. Set the values of hC = H3(n1,n2, p1, p2, p3,σ), I =W −(hC+ν)DS and u = β −
(hC +ν)sS to form the Confirmation proof transcript as (n1,n2,J,v,τ, I,u,hC).

In order to verify the veracity of the Confirmation proof transcript (n1,n2,J,v,τ, I,u,hC),

the designated verifier computes the following:

n
′
1 = e(P,J)e(PPub,QV )

ν (4.6)

n
′
2 = vPKV + τP (4.7)

p
′
1 = e(P, I)e(PPub,QS)

(hC+ν) (4.8)

p
′
2 = e(P,P)ue(P,PKS)

(hC+ν) (4.9)

p
′
3 = e(H2(m, IDS,PKS,U),U)ue(U, I)e(P,V )(hC+ν) (4.10)
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and will only accept the proof if hC = H3(n
′
1,n

′
2, p

′
1, p

′
2, p

′
3,σ).

Disavowal: Given an invalid message-signature pair (m,σ), the signer (with identity

IDS and public key PKS) works as follows in order to generate a non-interactive

Confirmation proof transcript for the designated verifier (with identity IDV and

public key PKV ).

1. Parse σ into (U,V ), compute QV = H1(IDV ) and pick J ∈G1 and τ,v,γ ∈ Zq at

random in order to compute the values of n1 = e(P,J)e(PPub,QV )
ν , n2 = vPKV +

τP and C = ( e(H2(m,IDS,PKS,U),U)sS e(DS,U)
e(P,V ) )γ .

2. The signer has to prove her knowledge of a tuple (T,γ,ω)∈G1×Zq×Zq where

C = e(H2(m,IDS,PKS,U),U)ω e(T,U)
e(P,V )γ ,

e(T,P)
e(QS,PPub)γ = 1 and ωP

γPKS
= 1. In order to do so,

the signer works as follows.

a) Pick X ∈ G1 and a, i ∈ Zq at random to compute j1 = e(P,X)
e(QS,PPub)a , j2 =

e(P,P)i

e(P,PKS)a , and j3 =
e(H2(m,IDS,PKS,U),U)ie(U,X)

e(P,V )a .

b) Set the values of hD = H4(C,n1,n2, j1, j2, j3,σ), w1 = i−(hD+ν)ω , w2 =

a− (hD + ν)γ , and Y = X − (hD + v)T to form the proof as (C,J,τ,v,hD

,Y,w1,w2).

Upon receiving the Disavowal proof transcript (C,J,τ,v,hD,Y,w1,w2), the designated

verifier checks if C �= 1, he verifies the proof by computing the following:

n
′
1 = e(P,J)e(PPub,QV )

ν (4.11)

n
′
2 = vPKV + τP (4.12)

j
′
1 =

e(P,Y )
e(QS,PPub)w2

(4.13)

j
′
2 =

e(P,P)w1

e(P,PKS)w2
(4.14)

j
′
3 =

e(H2(m, IDS,PKS,U),U)w1e(U,Y )
e(V,P)w2

C(hD+ν) (4.15)
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and will only accept the proof if hD = H4(C,n
′
1,n

′
2, j

′
1, j

′
2, j

′
3,σ).

4.3.1 Security Analysis

We ensure the security of the new scheme against the aforementioned attacks

by enforcing the signer to use her whole private key to verify signatures in the Verify

algorithm and also when generating proofs in the Confirmation and Disavowal pro-

tocols. Using the same reduction technique as Zhao and Ye’s (2012) scheme, we can

also relate the unforgeability and invisibility of our scheme to the hardness of the CDH

problem and the 3-DDH problem respectively.

It is trivial to show the completeness of both the Confirmation and Disavowal

protocols of the new scheme. We can use the same technique as in the previous chap-

ter (see Section 3.4.2) in order to prove the soundness, non-transferability and non-

impersonation of the new scheme.

4.3.2 Efficiency and Extensions

Efficiency: As mentioned above, the Sign algorithm of our proposed scheme is as ef-

ficient as the one in Zhao and Ye’s scheme. While the Confirmation and Disavowal

protocols of our scheme are more efficient in communication (since they are non-

interactive) and provide more flexibility for the signer, they require more pairing eval-

uations. The structure of our scheme is more compact and less complex as we com-

bined the Set-secret-value and Set-public-key algorithms into a single algorithm (i.e.

Set-user-key) and the public key of users in our scheme is consisted of only a single

point in G1. Therefore, the Verify algorithm of our scheme is more efficient (saves two

pairing evaluations) as the signer is not required to run the validity check on the public

key.

Convertibility: Our scheme provides the signer with the option to selectively convert

her undeniable signatures to ordinary digital signatures by omitting the trapdoor com-

mitments from the the proof of the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols. To generate

a selective token on a valid message-signature pair (m,σ = (U,V )), the signer with
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identity IDS (and public key PKS) chooses T ∈G1 and y ∈ Zq at random to form c1 =

e(P,T ) ∈ G1, c2 = e(P,P)y ∈ G1, and c3 = e(H2(m, IDS,PKS,U),U)ye(T,U) ∈ G1

and sets hSC = H2(c1,c2,c3,σ), I = T −hSC(DA) and i = y−shSC
S and outputs the proof

as (I, i,hSC). Upon receiving the selective token (I, i,hSC), any user in the system can

check the validity of the message-signature pair (m,σ = (U,V )) by computing c
′
1 =

e(P, I)e(P,PPub), c
′
2 = e(P,P)ie(P,PKS), and c

′
3 = e(H2(m, IDS,PKS,U),U)ie(I,U)e(P,V )

and checking if hSC = H4(c
′
1,c

′
2,c

′
3,σ) holds. Note that the same method can be ap-

plied in the Disavowal protocol of the revised scheme.

4.4 Security Models of Certificateless Undeniable Signature Schemes

In some of the proposed security models (Al-Riyami & Paterson, 2003; Huang

et al., 2007), a Type II adversary (malicious KGC) is assumed to generate its key pair

honestly and initiate attacks only after the Setup step (i.e. assume that the malicious

KGC is benign at the beginning). Au et al. (2007) defined a security model against

a malicious-but-passive KGC, where a malicious KGC is assumed to generate its key

pair dishonestly (i.e. KGC is malicious from the beginning) and compute the pri-

vate key of the target user from her public key. Although this type of adversary was

never captured in the security models of Al-Riyami and Paterson (2003), Li, Chen,

and Sun (2005) or Huang et al. (2007), the authors showed that these schemes and any

other scheme which has the same key generation as Al-Riyami and Paterson’s (2003)

scheme, is vulnerable against this type of attack.

We make use of the binding method (Al-Riyami & Paterson, 2003) in our

scheme in order to ensure the security against malicious-but-passive KGC attacks (we

discuss on how we address the attack in Section 4.5.1). Moreover, using the binding

technique, we can lift the trust level of KGC in our scheme to level 3 of Girault’s trust

level hierarchy (1991) (this was the main incentive in (Al-Riyami & Paterson, 2003)).

There are seven different oracles which can be queried by an adversary A ∈
{AI,AII} based on the games’ specifications which are to be discussed a bit later.
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Hash oracle (Ohash): A can query different hash functions H in the system with any

inputs of his choice.

Public key request (Opub−key−req): A can query for the public keys of any user in the

system.

Partial private key extract (Opart−key−extract): By providing a user’s identity ID and

the corresponding public keys (TVID,T SID), A can query for the partial private

key dID of the user.

Secret value extract (Osec−val−extract): By providing a user’s identity ID and the cor-

responding public keys (TVID,T SID), A can query for the user’s secret value

xID.

Private key extract (Opriv−key−extract): By providing a user’s identity ID and the cor-

responding public keys (TVID,T SID), A can query for the private key SID of the

user.

Public key replacement (Opub−key−replace): A is allowed to replace public keys (TVID

,T SID) of any user ID with public keys of its choice (TV
′
ID,T S

′
ID).

Sign oracle (Osign): By providing a message m, and the identity ID of the alleged

signer (with public keys (TVID,T SID)), the oracle returns a valid undeniable

signature σ . Note that the public keys could have been replaced prior to this

query.

Confirmation/Disavowal oracle (Ocon f/disav): By providing a valid (invalid) message-

signature pair (m,σ), the identity ID of the claimed signer (with public keys

(TVID,T SID)), and possibly the identity and public keys of the designated veri-

fier, this oracle returns the Confirmation (Disavowal) proof transcript in order to

prove the validity (invalidity) of the signature σ .

In the following, we propose our security models for certificateless undeniable signa-

ture schemes. Our securiy models are inspired by the works on certificateless signa-

tures (Al-Riyami & Paterson, 2003; Huang et al., 2007; Li et al., 2005) and the only

certificateless undeniable siganture scheme that is secure in the strong security model

(Duan, 2008). We first define our security models against a Type I adversary (through

Definition 4.1 to 4.3) and then against a Type II adversary (through Definition 4.4 to
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4.6).

Definition 4.1. We consider a certificateless undeniable signature scheme to be exis-

tentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen message, identity, and public key attacks

if no PPT Type I adversary FI has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

Setup phase. The challenger C runs the Setup algorithm and provides FI with the

system public parameters params.

Query phase. The adversary FI can adaptively query Ohash,Opub−key−req,

Opart−key−extract ,Opriv−key−extract ,Opub−key−replace,Osign and Ocon f/disav. C will

respond to all the queries accordingly (as stated in the above definition).

At the end of the game, FI will output a valid message-signature pair (m∗,σ∗) for a

signer with identity ID∗ and public keys (TVID∗ ,T SID∗). FI wins the above game if

(ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) was never queried to Opart−key−extract or Opriv−key−extract and σ∗

was never outputted by Osign on the input of m∗ and (ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗).

Definition 4.2. A certificateless undeniable signature scheme is considered to fulfil the

notion of invisibility under adaptive chosen message, identity, and public key attacks if

no PPT Type I adversary DI has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

Setup phase. This phase takes place identical to the game of Definition 4.1.

Query phase (before challenge). The adversary DI can initiate polynomially bounded

number of queries as defined in the game of Definition 4.1.

Challenge phase. After the first round of queries, DI requests a challenge signature

on a message m∗ for a signer with identity ID∗ and public keys (TVID∗ ,T SID∗).

Where the tuple (ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) was never queried to Opart−key−extract or

Opriv−key−extract . Then, the challenger C generates the challenge signature σ∗

based on the outcome of a random coin toss b ∈ {0,1}. If b = 0, C will select a

random σ∗ ∈ S , where S is the signature space and sends σ∗ to DI . Otherwise,

if b = 1, the challenger will generate a valid signature σ∗ and sends it back to

DI .
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Query phase (after challenge). DI initiates the second round of queries, this time,

DI is not allowed to query Opart−key−extract or Opriv−key−extract on the identity

ID∗ with public keys (TVID∗ ,T SID∗), nor the Confirmation/Disavowal oracle on

(m∗,σ∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗).

At the end of the game, DI will output its decision bit b
′ ∈ {0,1} and wins the game if

b
′
= b.

Definition 4.3. A certificateless undeniable signature scheme is considered to fulfil the

notion of anonymity under adaptive chosen message, identity, and public key attacks if

no PPT Type I adversary DI has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

Setup phase. This phase takes place identical to the game of Definition 4.1.

Query phase (before challenge). The adversary DI can initiate polynomially bounded

number of queries as defined in the game of Definition 4.1.

Challenge phase. After the first round of queries, DI produces a message m∗, and two

tuples (ID0,TV0,T S0) and (ID1,TV1,T S1) containing the identities and the pub-

lic keys of two possible signers with the limitation that they were never queried

to Opart−key−extract or Opriv−key−extract . The challenger C responds based on the

outcome of a random coin toss b ∈ {0,1} and generates the challenge signature

σ∗ on the message m∗ for a signer with identity IDb and public keys (TVb,T Sb).

Query phase (after challenge). DI initiates the second round of queries, this time, DI

is not allowed to query Opart−key−extract or Opriv−key−extract on (ID0,TV0,T S0) or

(ID1,TV1,T S1), nor the Confirmation/Disavowal oracle on tuples (m∗,σ∗, ID0,TV0

,T S0) or (m∗,σ∗, ID1,TV1,T S1).

At the end of the game, DI will output its decision bit b
′ ∈ {0,1} and wins the game if

b
′
= b.

Definition 4.4. We consider a certificateless undeniable signature scheme to be exis-

tentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen message, identity, and public key attacks

if no PPT Type II adversary FII has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:
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Setup phase. The challenger C runs the Setup algorithm and provides FII with the

master secret key s and the system public parameters params.

Query phase. The adversary FII can adaptively query Ohash,Opub−key−req,Osec−val−extract ,

Opriv−key−extract ,Opub−key−replace,Osign and Ocon f/disav. C will respond to all the

queries accordingly (as stated in the above definition).

At the end of the game, FII will output a valid message-signature pair (m∗,σ∗) for a

signer with identity ID∗ and public keys (TVID∗ ,T SID∗). FII wins the above game if

(ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) was never queried to Osec−val−extract , Opriv−key−extract or

Opub−key−replace, and σ∗ was never outputted by Osign on the input of m∗ and (ID∗,TVID∗ ,

T SID∗).

Definition 4.5. A certificateless undeniable signature scheme is considered to fulfil the

notion of invisibility under adaptive chosen message, identity, and public key attacks if

no PPT Type II adversary DII has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

Setup phase. This phase takes place identical to the game of Definition 4.4.

Query phase (before challenge). The adversary DII can initiate polynomially bounded

number of queries as defined in the game of Definition 4.4.

Challenge phase. After the first round of queries, DII requests a challenge signature

on a message m∗ for a signer with identity ID∗ and public keys (TVID∗ ,T SID∗).

Where the tuple (ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) was never queried to Osec−val−extract ,

Opriv−key−extract or Opub−key−replace. The challenger C then generates the chal-

lenge signature σ∗ based on the outcome of a random coin toss b ∈ {0,1}. If

b = 0, C will select a random σ∗ ∈ S , where S is the signature space and sends

σ∗ to DII . Otherwise, if b = 1, the challenger will generate a valid signature σ∗

and sends it back to DII .

Query phase (after challenge). DII initiates the second round of queries, this time, DII

is not allowed to query Osec−val−extract , Opriv−key−extract or Opub−key−replace on the

identity ID∗ with public keys (TVID∗ ,T SID∗), nor the Confirmation/Disavowal

oracle on (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗).
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At the end of the game, DII will output its decision bit b ∈ {0,1} and wins the game if

b
′
= b.

Definition 4.6. A certificateless undeniable signature scheme is considered to fulfil the

notion of anonymity under adaptive chosen message, identity, and public key attacks if

no PPT Type II adversary DII has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

Setup phase. This phase takes place identical to the game of Definition 4.4.

Query phase (before challenge). The adversary DII can initiate polynomially bounded

number of queries as defined in the game of Definition 4.4.

Challenge phase. After the first round of queries, DII produces a message m∗, and two

tuples (ID0,TV0,T S0) and (ID1,TV1,T S1) containing the identities and public

keys of two possible signers with the limitation that they were never queried to

Osec−val−extract , Opriv−key−extract or Opub−key−replace. The challenger C responds

based on the outcome of a random coin toss b ∈ {0,1} and generates the chal-

lenge signature σ∗ on the message m∗ for a signer with identity IDb and public

keys (TVb,T Sb).

Query phase (after challenge). DII initiates the second round of queries, this time,

DII is not allowed to query Osec−val−extract , Opriv−key−extract or Opub−key−replace

on (ID0,TV0,T S0) or (ID1,TV1,T S1), nor the Confirmation/Disavowal oracle

on tuples (m∗,σ∗, ID0,TV0,T S0) or (m∗,σ∗, ID1,TV1,T S1).

At the end of the game, DII will output its decision bit b ∈ {0,1} and wins the game if

b
′
= b.

Based on the work of Galbraith and Mao (2003), the notion of anonymity is

equivalent to the notion of invisibility in the sense we stated in our security mod-

els. Consequently, we can use the same technique as proposed by Galbraith and Mao

(2003) to prove the anonymity of our scheme against Type I and Type II adversaries

under the hardness of the DBDH problem.
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4.5 The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose our efficient certificateless undeniable signature

scheme, provide a formal security proof to rely its security to the hardness of some

well-known mathematical problems and discuss about its efficiency and extensions.

Setup: The Setup algorithm is initiated by the KGC. It takes two security parameters

k and l, and generates groups G1 and G2 of prime order q ≥ 2k, a generator

P of G1, and an admissible bilinear map e : G1 ×G1 → G2. It also chooses

4 cryptographic hash functions: H1 : {0,1}∗ ×G1 ×G1 → G1, H2 : {0,1}∗ ×
{0,1}l ×{0,1}∗ ×G1 ×G1 → G1, and H3,H4 : G2 × . . .×G2 → Zq. Next, it

picks s ∈ Zq randomly as the KGC’s secret key and calculates PPub = sP as

the corresponding public key. The KGC’s public key PPub and system’s public

parameters params = (q,G1,G2,P,PPub,H1,H2,H3,H4) will be made available

to all system users.

Set-user-keys: The user with identity ID chooses xID ∈ Zq randomly as her secret

value and computes TVID = xIDP and T SID = xIDPPub as the corresponding pub-

lic keys.

Partial-private-key-extraction: Provided the user’s identity ID and public keys (TVID

,T SID), the KGC computes her partial private key as dID = sQID = sH1(ID,TVID,

T SID), and delivers it to the user in a secure manner.

Set-private-key: After the user with identity ID and public keys (TVID,T SID) re-

ceived her partial private key dID, she will form her private key as SID = xIDdID.

Sign: To issue a signature on message m ∈ {0,1}∗, the signer with identity IDS and

public keys (TVS,T SS) chooses a random string r ∈ {0,1}l and computes hS =

H2(m,r, IDS,TVS,T SS). She then uses her private key SS to calculate λ = e(hS,SS),

and forms the signature σ = (r,λ ).

Confirmation: Given a valid message-signature pair (m,σ =(r,λ )), the alleged signer

with identity IDS and public keys (TVS,T SS) generates a non-interactive Con-

firmation proof for the designated verifier (with identity IDV and public keys

(TVV ,T SV )) as follows.
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1. Choose ν ∈ Zq and U,Y ∈G1 at random to compute the following:

W = e(P,U)e(T SV ,QV )
ν (4.16)

N = e(P,Y ) (4.17)

O = e(H2(m,r, IDS,TVS,T SS),Y ) (4.18)

2. Set the values of hC = H3(W,N,O,m,σ) and B = Y − (hC + ν)SS to form the

Confirmation proof transcript as (U,ν ,hC,B).

Upon receiving the Confirmation proof transcript (U,ν ,hC,B), the designated verifier

checks if e(TVS,PPub) = e(T SS,P) holds, he computes the following in order to con-

firm the validity of the message-signature pair (m,σ = (r,λ )) for the alleged signer.

W
′
= e(P,U)e(T SV ,QV )

ν (4.19)

N
′
= e(P,B)e(T SS,QS)

(hC+ν) (4.20)

O
′
= e(H2(m,r, IDS,TVS,T SS),B)λ (hC+ν) (4.21)

At the end, the designated verifier will only accept the proof if hC = H3(W
′
,N

′
,

O
′
,m,σ) holds.

Disavowal: Given an invalid message-signature pair (m,σ =(r,λ )), the claimed signer

with identity IDS and public keys (TVS,T SS) generates a non-interactive Dis-

avowal proof for the designated verifier (with identity IDV and public keys

(TVV ,T SV )) as follows.

1. Parse σ into (r,λ ) and choose ν ,α ∈ Zq and U ∈ G1 at random in order to

compute the following:

W = e(P,U)e(T SV ,QV )
ν (4.22)
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C = (e(H2(m,r,IDS,TVS,T SS),SS)/λ)α (4.23)

2. The signer has to prove her knowledge of a pair (J,α) ∈ G1 ×Zq where C =

(e(H2(m,r,IDS,TVS,T SS),J)/λ α) and e(P,J) = e(T SS,QS)
α hold. In order to do so, she

works as follows.

a) Choose y ∈ Zq and I ∈G1 randomly to compute K = e(P, I)e(T SS,QS)
−y,

and L = e(H2(m,r, IDS,TVS,T SS), I)λ−y

b) Set the values of hD = H4(C,W,K,L,m,σ), R = I − (hD + ν)J and μ =

y− (hD+ν)α to form the Disavowal proof transcript as (C,U,ν ,hD,R,μ).

Given the Disavowal proof transcript (C,U,ν ,hD,R,μ), the designated verifier first

checks if e(TVS,PPub) = e(T SS,P) and C �= 1 hold, he computes the following in order

to verify the validity of the Disavowal proof transcript.

W
′
= e(P,U)e(T SV ,QV )

ν (4.24)

K
′
= e(P,R)e(T SS,QS)

−μ (4.25)

L
′
= e(H2(m,r, IDS,TVS,T SS),R)λ−μC(hD+ν) (4.26)

At the end, the designated verifier will only accept the proof if hD = H4(C,W
′
,

K
′
,L

′
,m,σ) holds.

4.5.1 Security Analysis

As mentioned previously, we employed the binding method as was introduced

by Al-Riyami and Paterson (2003). The binding method helps to elevate the trust

level on the KGC to trust level 3 in Girault’s (1991) hierarchy and more importantly,

it addresses the attack against a malicious-but-passive KGC (Au et al., 2007). This

is due to the fact that when using the binding method, the KGC would need the

knowledge of the user’s (with identity ID) public keys (TVID,T SID) when forming

QID = H1(ID,TVID,T SID). Evidently, in the Setup stage, the malicious-but-passive

KGC does not have any possible information on the target user’s public keys, and

hence, it would not be able to compute QID and set its key pair maliciously in order
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to mount the malicious-but-passive KGC attack to extract the private key of the target

user from her public key.

We use the pairing-based version of the Jakobsson et al.’s (1996) method in the

body of our Confirmation protocol and the method of Camenisch and Shoup (2003)

in the Disavowal protocol of our scheme to prove the inequality of two discrete loga-

rithms. As shown in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.4.1), we can show that both the Confir-

mation and Disavowal protocols of our scheme are sound and complete while enjoying

from the properties of non-transferability and non-impersonation.

We prove that our scheme is existentially unforgeable and has the property of

invisibility against both Type I and Type II adversaries in the random oracle model.

We prove the security of our scheme against a Type I adversary in Theorems 4.1 and

4.2, and against a Type II adversary in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.

We use the same approach as proposed by Goh and Jarecki (2003) to avoid

using the forking lemma (Pointcheval & Stern, 2000) and obtain a tighter security

reduction in our security proof.

Theorem 4.1. If there exists a Type I adversary FI that can submit qE private key

and partial private key extract queries, qUS sign queries, qCD confirmation and dis-

avowal queries, and qHi queries to random oracle Hi for i ∈ {1,2,3,4} and be able

to succeed in an existential forgery (win the game defined in Definition 4.1) against

our proposed scheme with a non-negligible success probability εFI , then there exists

a PPT algorithm C which can use FI to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP) of the

BDH problem with probability:

εC �
εFI − (2qH3

+qCD +1)2−k

e(qE +1)(qCD +1)

Proof. We prove that if there exists a Type I adversary FI which can win the game de-

fined in Definition 4.1, then one can construct a PPT algorithm C that can run FI as its

subroutine to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP) of the BDH problem with prob-

ability at least εC . C works as FI’s challenger. It starts by initiating the Setup algorithm,
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and provides FI with system public parameters params=(q,G1,G2,P,PPub,H1,H2,H3,H4),

where PPub = aP and a is unknown to C.

FI can make queries to random oracles Hi for i = {1,2,3,4} and other oracles

as defined in the game of Definition 4.1. C responds to these queries by keeping lists

κi for i = {1,2,3,4} and a list κ0 in order to keep track of the values of identity, public

keys and the corresponding secret value. We assume FI always makes a public key

request before a H1 query, and a H1 query before it requests for the partial private key

of the user.

Query on H1(ID,TVID,T SID): In order to handle queries on H1 for an identity ID

with public keys (TVID,T SID), C first chooses a random α ∈ Zq and flips a random

coin X that is taking the value of 0 with probability ϕ1 and the value of 1 with prob-

ability 1−ϕ1 (the value of ϕ1 will be calculated in our proof later). Lastly, C inserts

(ID,TVID,T SID,α,X) into κ1 and returns H1(ID,TVID,T SID) = α(bP) if X = 1, and

H1(ID,TVID,T SID) = αP if X = 0.

Query on H2(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID): To answer queries on H2, C first chooses β ∈
Zq randomly and flips a random coin Y that takes the value of 0 with probability

ϕ2 and the value of 1 with probability 1 − ϕ2 (the value of ϕ2 will be calculated

in our proof later). Lastly, C records (m,r, ID,TVID,T SID,β ,Y ) in κ2 and returns

H2(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID) = β (cP) if Y = 1, and H2(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID) = βP if Y = 0.

Query on H3 and H4: Queries on H3 and H4 will be handled by C in a random manner,

and the outputs will be stored in κ3 and κ4 respectively.

Public key request: To handle a public key request on an identity ID, C checks if

(ID,xID,TVID,T SID) already exists in κ0, then C returns (TVID,T SID). Otherwise,

it picks a random xID ∈ Zq, computes TVID = xIDP and T SID = xIDPPub, returns

(TVID,T SID) to FI , and lastly, records (ID,xID,TVID,T SID) in κ0.
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Partial private key extract: Upon receiving an identity ID with public keys (TVID,T SID),

C scans κ1 for a tuple (ID,TVID,T SID,α,X), if X = 1, C reports failure and aborts the

simulation. Otherwise, it outputs the partial private key as dID = αPPub.

Private key extract: To handle a private key extraction query on an identity ID with

public keys (TVID,T SID), C scans κ1 for (ID,TVID,T SID,α,X). If X = 1, B re-

ports failure and aborts the simulation. Otherwise, it searches κ0 to find (ID,xID,

TVID,T SID) and returns the private key of the user ID as SID = αT SID.

Public key replacement: If FI wishes to replace the public keys (TVID,T SID) for

identity ID with public keys of its choice (TV
′
ID,T S

′
ID), C checks κ0 to find (ID,xID,

TVID,T SID), if such tuple exists, it will replace it with (ID,−1,TV
′
ID,T S

′
ID), where

−1 means that the public keys have been replaced. Otherwise, C simply adds a tuple

(ID,−1,TV
′
ID,T S

′
ID) to κ0.

Sign query: FI is allowed to query the Sign oracle in order to receive valid signatures

on any tuple (m, ID,TVID,T SID), where m is a message to be signed by a signer with

identity ID and public keys (TVID,T SID). This oracle is able to produce valid signa-

tures even for identities where the public keys of the user have been replaced. C starts

by picking a random r ∈ {0,1}l , and scans κ2 for a tuple (m,r, ID,TVID,T SID, . . .). If

such tuple already exists in κ2, C picks another r until no tuple (m,r, ID,TVID,T SID, . . .)

is found in κ2. When a proper r is found, C picks a random β ∈ Zq and inserts

(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID,β ,0) (this implies that a H2 query on (m,r, ID,TVID,T SID) will

be replied by βP). Lastly, C computes λ = e(βT SID,QID) and forms the signature as

σ = (λ ,r).

Confirmation/Disavowal query: Upon F′
Is request for a confirmation/disavowal proof

transcript on any tuple (m,σ ′
= (λ ′

,r
′
),TVS,T SS, IDS, IDV ), where IDS is the identity

of a signer with public keys (TVS,T SS) and IDV is the identity of a designated verifier.

C responds in one of the following ways:
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If the tuple (m,r
′
, IDS,TVS,T SS, . . .) was never queried to H2 oracle, C pro-

ceeds as in Sign oracle to generate a valid sub-signature λ . C then checks if λ = λ ′
, it

will return the Confirmation protocol transcript. On the other hand, if λ �= λ ′
, C will

return the Disavowal protocol transcript.

If (m,r
′
, IDS,TVS,T SS,β ,Y ) exists in κ2, and Y = 0, C will compute the valid

sub-signature as λ = e(βT SS,QS). Similar to above, it will output the Confirmation

protocol transcript if λ = λ ′
, and the Disavowal protocol transcript otherwise.

If (m,r
′
, IDS,TVS,T SS,β ,Y ) exists in κ2 and Y = 1, C scans κ1 in order to find

a tuple (IDS,TVS,T SS,α,X). If X = 1, C outputs failure and aborts. On the other

hand, if X = 0, it will form the valid signature as λ = e(β (cP),T SS)
α and output the

Confirmation protocol transcript if λ = λ ′
. Otherwise, if λ �= λ ′

, C will return the

Disavowal protocol transcript.

C may fail in the simulation of the non-interactive designated verifier proofs

of Confirmation/Disavowal protocol if a collision occurs in simulating H3 or H4 ora-

cle. The probability for the occurrence of such collision is at most (qH3
+ qCD)2

−k,

considering qH3
≈ qH4

.

At the end of the game, FI outputs a tuple (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) where

σ∗ = (r∗,λ ∗) is a valid signature on message m∗ for identity ID∗ with public keys

TVID∗ and T SID∗ . In order for FI to win, (ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) should have never been

queried to the partial private key or the private key extraction oracles. Upon FI’s suc-

cess, C searches κ1 and κ2 to find (ID∗,α∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ ,X) (due to the assumption

made above, existence of such tuple is certain in κ1) and (m∗,r∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ ,β ∗

,Y ) ; if X = 0 or Y = 0, C reports failure and aborts. Again, if (m∗,r∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ ,

β ∗,Y ) does not exist in κ2, C reports failure and aborts. In the case that the public keys

(TVID∗ ,T SID∗) were never replaced before, C can simply extract the user’s secret value

from κ0 and compute (λ ∗)
1

xID∗α∗β∗ as the solution of the random instance (P,aP,bP,cP)

of the BDH assumption. On the other hand, if the public keys (TVID∗ ,T SID∗) have been
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replaced before, then for σ∗ to be valid we know that e(TVID∗ ,PPub) = e(T SID∗ ,P).

Therefore, based on the knowledge of exponent assumption as introduced by Damgård

(1992) and Hada and Tanaka (1998), FI can extract x since e(xP,aP) = e(x(aP),P),

and consequently C outputs (λ ∗)
1

xα∗β∗ as the solution of the random instance (P,aP,bP,cP)

of the BDH problem.

In order to compute the success probability of C, we have to consider the cases

that C may fail. C can fail in either the simulation process or in solving the BDH

problem after FI outputted the forgery signature. C will fail in the simulation pro-

cess if FI queries a partial private key extraction on an identity ID and public keys

(TVID,T SID) where H1(ID,TVID,T SID) = α(bP). C will also fail in simulating the

Confirmation/Disavowal protocol when FI queries a tuple (m,σ ,TVS,T SS, IDS, IDV ),

where H2(m,r, IDS,TVS,T SS) = β (cP) and H1(IDS,T SS,TVS) = α(bP). Moreover, C
can fail in solving the BDH problem if the forgery tuple (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) is

such that H1(ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) was defined to be αP or H2(m∗,r∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗)

was defined to be βP. Therefore, following Coron’s (2000) method, the probabil-

ity for C to avoid all the failure states is ϕqE
1 (1− ϕ1)ϕ

qCD
2 (1− ϕ2) where qE is the

number of partial private key and private key extract queries and qCD is the number

of confirmation/disavowal queries. By optimising the probabilities ϕ1 and ϕ2, the

probability for C to avoid all the failure states is equal to 1/e(qE+1)(qCD+1) (where e

is the base of natural logarithm). There is also the probability that FI never queried

H2(m∗,r∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗), this may occur with probability 2−k. It is possible that

FI produced a forgery signature σ∗ and proved its validity where it did not use the

valid private key SID∗ , this case may only happen if H3(W,N,O,m∗,σ∗) is set as a

particular value with probability qH3
2−k. As mentioned above, C may also fail in sim-

ulating the Confirmation and Disavowal protocol if a collision occurs in the domain of

qH3
. This incident may happen with probability (qH3

+qCD)2
−k. Following the proof,

the success probability of C is at least
εFI−(2qH3

+qCD+1)2−k

e(qE+1)(qCD+1) .

Theorem 4.2. If there exists a Type I adversary DI that can submit qE private key

and partial private key extract queries, qUS sign queries, qCD confirmation and dis-
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avowal queries, and qHi queries to random oracle Hi for i ∈ {1,2,3,4} and be able to

breach the invisibility property (win the game defined in Definition 4.2) of our proposed

scheme with non-negligible success probability εDI , then there exists a PPT algorithm

C which can use DI to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP,h) of the DBDH problem

with probability:

εC �
εDI − (qH3

+qCD)2
−k

e(qE +1)

Proof. We prove that if there exists a Type I adversary DI which is able to win the game

defined in Definition 4.2 with probability εDI , then one can build another algorithm C
which is able to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP,h) of the DBDH problem with

probability εC . C acts as DI’s challenger, it starts by initiating the Setup algorithm as

in the proof of Theorem 4.1 wherein, PPub = aP and a is unknown to C. DI starts by

querying different oracles as explained in Definition 4.2. We assume DI always makes

a public key request before a H1 query, and a H1 query before it requests for the partial

private key of the user. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, C answers to DI queries

by using lists κi for i = {1,2,3,4} and a list κ0 in order to keep track of the values of

identity, public keys and the corresponding secret value.

Query on H1(ID,TVID,T SID): Queries to H1 are handled identical to the proof of

Theorem 4.1.

Query on H2(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID): To answer queries on H2, C scans κ2 to find

(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID,β ,Y ). If such tuple exists, C outputs βP when Y = 0 and β (cP)

when Y = 1. Otherwise, C picks a random β ∈ Zq, returns βP to DI , and inserts

(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID,β ,0) into κ2.

Query on H3 and H4: Queries to H3 and H4 are handled identical to the proof of

Theorem 4.1.

Queries on public key, partial private key extract, private key, public key re-

placement, and sign oracles are handled identical to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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Confirmation/Disavowal query: Due to the behaviour of H2, C is able to calculate a

valid signature σ in order to compare it with any signature σ ′
queried to the Confir-

mation/Disavowal oracle and generate confirmation/disavowal proofs consistent with

validity/invalidity of σ ′
.

Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, a collision may occur in the domain of H3

or H4 oracles when simulating Confirmation/Disavowal protocol.

After the first round of queries, DI outputs a challenge tuple (m∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,

T SID∗), where m∗ is a message to be signed, ID∗ is the identity of a signer, and

TVID∗ and T SID∗ are the original public keys. Note that (ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) was never

queried to the partial private key or the private key extraction oracles. C scans κ1 to find

(ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ ,α,X) (due to the assumption made above, we know that such tuple

exists in κ1). If X = 0, C aborts and outputs failure. Otherwise, if X = 1, C proceeds

by picking a random r ∈ {0,1}l and checking if (m∗,r, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ , . . .) exists in

κ2. If it does, C picks another r until it finds an appropriate r whereby no such tuple

(m∗,r, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ , . . .) exists in κ2. Thereupon, C defines H2(m∗,r, ID∗,TVID∗ ,

T SID∗) as β (cP) and records (m∗,r, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ ,β ,1) in κ2. Lastly, C computes

λ ∗ = hxID∗αβ and sets the challenge signature as σ∗ = (r,λ ∗).

DI starts the second round of queries, however, this time DI is withheld from a

partial private key or private key extraction query on (ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗), sign query on

(m∗,r, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗), and confirmation/disavowal query on (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,

T SID∗).

After the second round of queries, DI outputs its decision bit b ∈ {0,1}. If

b = 0, it indicates that σ∗ is an invalid signature, consequently, C outputs 0 to de-

clare that (P,aP,bP,cP,h) is an invalid DBDH tuple. If b = 1, it indicates that σ∗ is a

valid signature and consequently, C outputs 1 to declare that (P,aP,bP,cP,h) is a valid

DBDH tuple.
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In order to compute the success probability of C, we first consider the situ-

ations that C might fail. C may fail in partial private key or private key extraction

queries where H1(ID,TVID,T SID) was defined to be α(bP). C may also fail in the

challenge phase where the challenge identity ID∗ is such that H1(ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗)

was defined as αP. Consequently, the probability for C not to fail is ϕqE
1 (1 − ϕ1)

which is maximised at 1/e(qE+1), when the optimal value of ϕ1 is used. Similar to

the proof of Theorem 4.1, C may also fail in simulation of the Confirmation and Dis-

avowal protocol (in a case of collision) with probability (qH3
+ qCD)2

−k. Following

the proof, given εDI as the success probability of DI , the success probability of C is at

least
εDI−(qH3

+qCD)2
−k

e(qE+1) .

Theorem 4.3. If there exists a Type II adversary FII that can submit qE secret value

extract, private key extract and public key replacement queries, qUS sign queries,

qCD confirmation and disavowal queries, and qHi queries to random oracle Hi for

i ∈ {1,2,3,4} and be able to succeed in an existential forgery (win the game defined in

Definition 4.4) against our proposed scheme with non-negligible success probability

εFII , then there exists a PPT algorithm C which can use FII to solve a random instance

(P,aP,bP,cP) of the BDH problem with probability:

εC �
εFII − (2qH3

+qCD +1)2−k

e(qE +1)(qCD +1)

Proof. We prove that if there exists a Type II adversary FII that is able to win the game

defined in Definition 4.4 with probability εFII , then a PPT algorithm C can be built

that runs FII as its subroutine and is able to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP)

of the BDH problem with probability εC . C plays as FII’s challenger, and starts by

initiating the Setup algorithm and providing FII with the master secret key s and the

system’s public parameters params = (q,G1,G2,P,H1,H2,H3,H4). Evidently, PPub is

not included in the public parameters as it can be easily computed by FII .

FII performs polynomially bounded number of queries as defined in Definition

4.4. As in Theorem 4.1, C handles these queries by keeping lists κi for i ∈ {1,2,3,4},

and a list κ0 in order to keep track of the values of identity, secret value, and the
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corresponding public keys of users in the system. We assume FII makes a public key

request before a H1 query.

Query on H1(ID,TVID,T SID): To answer such queries on H1 (for an identity ID with

public keys (TVID,T SID)), C picks a random α ∈ Zq, inserts (ID,TVID,T SID,α) in

κ1, and returns QID = α(bP) to FII .

Query on H2(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID): In order to answer queries on H2, C first picks

a random β ∈ Zq and flips a coin Y that is truly random taking the value of 0 with

probability ϕ2 and the value of 1 with probability 1 − ϕ2 (the value of ϕ2 will be

computed later in our proof). Next, C inserts (m,r, ID,TVID,T SID,β ,Y ) into κ2 and

returns H2(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID) = β (cP) if Y = 1 and H2(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID) = βP

if Y = 0.

Query on H3 and H4: Queries on H3 and H4 will be handled by C in a random manner

and the outputs will be stored in κ3 and κ4 respectively.

Public key request: Upon submitting an identity ID, C picks a random δ ∈ Zq and

flips a coin X that is truly random taking the value of 0 with probability ϕ1 and the

value of 1 with probability 1−ϕ1 (the value of ϕ1 will be computed later in our proof).

If X = 0, C sets the public keys as TVID = δP and T SID = δPPub. Otherwise, if X = 1,

C sets the public keys as TVID = δ (aP) and T SID = sδ (aP). In both cases, C inserts

the tuple (ID,δ ,TVID,T SID,X) in κ0.

Secret value extract: In order to respond to a secret key extraction query on an identity

ID with public keys (TVID,T SID), C scans κ0 for (ID,δ ,TVID,T SID,X). If X = 1, C
reports failure and aborts the simulation. Otherwise, if X = 0, it returns δ as the secret

value of the user.

Private key extract: In order to respond to a private key extraction query on identity

ID with public keys (TVID,T SID), C scans κ0 for (ID,δ ,TVID,T SID,X). If X = 1, C re-
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ports failure and aborts the simulation. Otherwise, it searches κ1 to find (ID,TVID,T SID,α)

and returns the private key of the user as SID = sδQID.

Public key replacement: If FII wishes to replace the public keys (TVID,T SID) for

identity ID with public keys of its choice (TV
′
ID,T S

′
ID), C checks κ0 to find (ID,xID,

TVID,T SID, . . .), if such tuple exists, it will replace it with (ID,−1,TV
′
ID,T S

′
ID, . . .),

where −1 means that the public keys have been replaced. Otherwise, C adds a tuple

(ID,−1,TV
′
ID,T S

′
ID, . . .) to κ0.

Sign query: In order to respond to a sign query on any tuple (m, ID,TVID,

T SID), C picks a random r ∈ {0,1}l and checks if κ2 already contains (m,r, ID,TVID,

T SID, . . .), if yes, it proceeds until it finds an appropriate r where no such tuple (m,r, ID

,TVID,T SID, . . .) exists in κ2. When such an acceptable r is found, C picks a ran-

dom β ∈ Zq and inserts (m,r, ID,TVID,T SID,β ,0) in κ2, implying that the value of

H2(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID) is set as βP. Lastly, C computes λ = e(βT SID,QID) and forms

the signature σ = (r,λ ).

Confirmation/Disavowal query: Upon FII’s request for a Confirmation/Disavowal

proof transcript on any tuple (m,σ ′
= (r,λ ′

),TVS,T SS, IDS, IDV ), where IDS is the

identity of a signer with public keys TVS and T SS and IDV is the identity of a desig-

nated verifier. C responds in one of the following ways:

If the tuple (m,r, IDS,TVS,T SS, . . .) was never queried to H2 oracle, C proceeds

as in Sign oracle to generate a valid sub-signature λ , and checks if λ = λ ′
, it will return

the Confirmation protocol transcript, and the Disavowal protocol transcript otherwise.

If (m,r, IDS,TVS,T SS,β ,Y ) exists in κ2 and Y = 0, C will compute the valid

sub-signature as λ = e(βT SS,QS). Similar to above, it will output the Confirmation

protocol transcript if λ = λ ′
, and the Disavowal protocol transcript otherwise.

If (m,r, IDS,TVS,T SS,β ,Y ) exists in κ2 and Y = 1, C scans κ0 in order to find a
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tuple (IDS,δ ,TVS,T SS,X). If X = 1, C outputs failure and aborts. On the other hand,

if X = 0, C will form the valid sub-signature as λ = e(β (cP),sQS)
δ and output the

Confirmation protocol transcript if λ = λ ′
. Otherwise, if λ �= λ ′

, C will return the

Disavowal protocol transcript.

C may fail in the simulation of the non-interactive designated verifier proofs

of Confirmation/Disavowal protocols if a collision occurs in simulating H3 or H4 or-

acle. The probability for the occurrence of such collision is at most (qH3
+ qCD)2

−k,

considering qH3
≈ qH4

.

At the end of the game, FII outputs a tuple (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗), where

σ∗ = (r∗,λ ∗) is a valid signature on message m∗ for a signer with identity ID∗ and

public keys TVID∗ and T SID∗ . In order for FII to win, (ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) should

have not been queried to secret value extract, public key replacement or private key

extraction oracles. Upon FII’s success, C scans κ0 and κ2 in order to find tuples

(ID∗,δ ∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ ,X) and (m∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ ,β ∗,Y ), respectively. Then if X =

0 or Y = 0, C outputs failure and aborts. Also if no such tuple (m∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,

T SID∗ ,β ∗,Y ) exists in κ2, C will output failure and aborts the simulation. Otherwise,

if σ∗ is a valid signature, C outputs (λ ∗)
1

sαβδ as the solution of the random instance

(P,aP,bP,cP) of the BDH problem.

In order to compute the success probability of C, we have to consider the

cases that C may fail. C can fail in either the simulation process or in solving the

BDH problem after FII outputted the forgery signature. B will fail in the simulation

process if FII initiates a secret value or private key extract query on an identity ID

where TVID = δ (aP) and T SID = sδ (aP). C will also fail in simulating the Confirma-

tion/Disavowal protocol when FII queries a tuple (m,σ ,TVS,T SS, IDS, IDV ), where

H2(m,r, ID,TVS,T SS) = β (cP) and TVS = δ (aP) and T SS = sδ (aP). C will also fail

if the forgery tuple (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) is such that TVID∗ and T SID∗ were de-

fined to be δP and δPPub respectively. Besides, C will again fail, if the forgery tuple

is such that H2(m∗,r∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) was defined as βP. The probability for C to
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avoid all the failure states is ϕqE
1 (1−ϕ1)ϕ

qCD
2 (1−ϕ2), where qE is the number of secret

value and private key extract queries and qCD is the number of confirmation/disavowal

queries. By maximising the probabilities ϕ1 and ϕ2, the success probability of C would

be 1/e(qE+1)(qCD+1). Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, considering the probability

that (m∗,r∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) was never queried to H2 oracle, the probability that FII

did not use the valid private key SID∗ when generating the forgery signature σ∗, and the

probability of failure in simulating the Confirmation/Disavowal protocol; the success

probability of C to a solve random instance (P,aP,bP,cP) of the BDH problem is at

least
εFII−(2qH3

+qCD+1)2−k

e(qE+1)(qCD+1) .

Theorem 4.4. If there exists a Type II adversary DII that can submit qE secret value

extract, private key extract and public key replacement queries, qUS sign queries,

qCD confirmation and disavowal queries, and qHi queries to random oracle Hi for

i ∈ {1,2,3,4} and be able to breach the invisibility property (win the game defined

in Definition 4.5) of our proposed scheme non-negligible success probability εDII ,

then there exists a PPT algorithm C which can use DII to solve a random instance

(P,aP,bP,cP,h) of the DBDH problem with probability:

εC �
εDII − (qH3

+qCD)2
−k

e(qE +1)

Proof. We prove that if there exists a Type II adversary DII which is able to win the

game defined in Definition 4.5 with probability εDII , then one can build another PPT

algorithm C which is able to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP,h) of the DBDH

problem with probability εC . C acts as DII’s challenger, it starts by initiating the Setup

algorithm as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. DII starts by querying different oracles as

explained in the Definition 4.5. We assume DII makes a public key request before a

H1 query. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3, C answers to DII queries by using lists

κi for i = {1,2,3,4} and a list κ0 in order to keep track of the values of identity, secret

value, and the corresponding public keys of users in the system.

Query on H1(ID,TVID,T SID): Queries to H1 are handled identical to the proof of

Theorem 4.3.
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Query on H2(m,r, ID,TVID,T SID): In order to answer queries on H2, C scans κ2 to

find (m,r, ID,TVID,T SID,β ,Y ). If such tuples exists, C outputs βP when Y = 0, and

β (cP) when Y = 1. Otherwise, if no such tuple exists in κ2, C first picks a random

β ∈ Zq, returns βP to DII , and inserts (m,r, ID,TVID,T SID,β ,0) into κ2.

Query on H3 and H4: Queries to H3 and H4 are handled identical to the proof of

Theorem 4.3.

Queries on public key, secret value extract, private key extract, public key re-

placement, and sign oracles are handled identical to the proof of Theorem 4.3.

Confirmation/Disavowal query: Due to the behaviour of H2 oracle, C is able to cal-

culate valid signature σ in order to compare with any signature σ ′
queried to the Con-

firmation/Disavowal oracle and generate Confirmation (Disavowal) proofs consistent

with validity (invalidity) of σ ′
.

Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3, a collision may occur in the domain of H3

or H4 oracle when simulating Confirmation/Disavowal protocol.

After the first round of queries, DII outputs a challenge tuple (m∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,

T SID∗), where m∗ is a message to be signed, ID∗ is the identity of a signer, and TVID∗

and T SID∗ are the corresponding public keys. Note that (ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) should

have never been queried to the secret value extract, public key replacement or the pri-

vate key extract oracles. C scans κ0 to find (ID∗,δ ,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ ,X). If X = 0, C aborts

and outputs failure. Otherwise, if X = 1, C proceeds by picking a random r ∈ {0,1}l

and checking if (m∗,r, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ , . . .) exists κ2. If it does, C picks another r

until it finds an appropriate r where no such tuple (m∗,r, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ , . . .) ex-

ists in κ2. Thereupon, C defines H2(m∗,r, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗) as β (cP) and records

(m∗,r, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗ ,β ,1) in κ2. Lastly, C computes λ ∗ = hsδαβ and sets the chal-

lenge signature as σ∗ = (r,λ ∗).
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DII starts the second round of queries, however, this time DII is withheld

from a secret value extract, public key replacement or private key extract query on

(ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗), sign query on (m∗,r, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗), and confirmation/disavowal

query on (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,TVID∗ ,T SID∗).

After the second round of queries, DII outputs its decision bit b ∈ {0,1}. If

b = 0, it indicates that σ∗ is an invalid signature, consequently, C outputs 0 to de-

clare that (P,aP,bP,cP,h) is an invalid DBDH tuple. If b = 1, it indicates that σ∗ is a

valid signature and consequently, C outputs 1 to declare that (P,aP,bP,cP,h) is a valid

DBDH tuple.

In order to assess the success probability of C, we first consider the situations

that C might fail. C may fail if DII initiate a secret value or private key extract query

on an identity ID where TVID = δ (aP) and T SID = sδ (aP). C might also fail if the

challenge identity ID∗ is such that the public keys TVID∗ and T SID∗ are defined as βP

and βPPub respectively. Consequently, the probability for C not to fail is ϕqE
1 (1−ϕ1)

which is maximised at 1/e(qE+1) when the optimal value of ϕ1 is used. Similar to the

proof of Theorem 4.3, C may also fail in simulation of the Confirmation and Disavowal

protocols with probability (qH3
+ qCD)2

−k. Following the proof, given εDII as the

success probability of DII , C’s success probability is at least
εDII−(qH3

+qCD)2
−k

e(qE+1) .

4.5.2 Efficiency and Extensions

Efficiency: Efficiency is of the major concerns when designing cryptographic schemes.

The efficiency of pairing-based cryptographic scheme is usually evaluated based on the

number of the pairing evaluations, exponentiation and scalar multiplications. Pairing

evaluation is far more expensive comparing to exponentiation and scalar multiplica-

tions and is the main benchmark when evaluating the efficiency of a pairing-based

cryptographic scheme. For instance, if we are using the Java library proposed by (Tan,

Heng, & Goi, 2010) in order to implement a pairing-based scheme, a scalar multipli-

cation is approximately 1000 times and exponentiation is about 100 times faster than

pairing evaluation.
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Table 4.1 below illustrates the efficiency comparison between our proposed

scheme and the only certificateless undeniable signature scheme which is secure in the

strong security model (Duan, 2008). It depicts the number of pairing evaluations (pe),

exponentiation in G2 (ex), and scalar multiplications in G1 (sm) in both schemes.

Table 4.1: Efficiency Comparison of Certificateless Undeniable Signature
Schemes

Duan’s Scheme (2008) Our Proposed Scheme

Sign - 2pe+1ex 1pe

Confirmation Signer 6pe+3ex+3sm 4pe+1ex+1sm
Verifier 8pe+6ex+1sm 7pe+3ex

Disavowal Signer 10pe+8ex+4sm 6pe+4ex+2sm
Verifier 8pe+7ex+1sm 7pe+4ex

Signature Length - |G2|+ |r| |G2|+ |r|

As it is shown in Table 4.1, while the signature length of our scheme is equal

to the one proposed by Duan (2008), our scheme is much more efficient in signature

generation, proof generation, and proof verification. Besides, the length of our Con-

firmation and Disavowal proofs are each 2q-bit shorter comparing to the ones in the

Duan scheme.

Furthermore, we can reduce our signature size by using Katz and Wang’s

(2003) technique by replacing the l-length random value r with a single bit while

maintaining the same security level.

Convertibility: A signer in our scheme is able to selectively convert her signatures

to universally verifiable ones by omitting the trapdoor functions in the Confirmation

and Disavowal protocols. In order to generate a universally verifiable proof on a valid

tuple (m,σ , IDS,TVS,T SS), signed by the signer (with identity IDS and public keys

(TVS,T SS)), she computes N = e(P,Y ), and O = e(H2(m,r, IDS,TVS,T SS),Y ), forms

hSC = H3(N,O,m,σ), and calculates B = Y − hSCSA to publish the proof as (hSC,B).

It can be easily shown that any user in the system is able to verify the validity of the
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signature σ using the proof (hSC,B). This technique can be directly applied to generate

universally verifiable Disavowal proofs for an invalid signature.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we first analysed the security of Zhao and Ye’s (2012) efficient

certificateless undeniable signature scheme and mounted two attacks by targeting the

invisibility and non-impersonation of the their scheme. In addition, we proffered a re-

vised scheme which prevents both of the attacks and provides the signer with the option

to selectively convert her undeniable signatures to publicly verifiable ones. However,

the revised scheme is only secure in the weak security model. We then proposed a

new provably secure certificateless undeniable signature scheme. The new scheme is

secure in the strong security model and is better than Duan’s scheme (2008) (which

is the only secure scheme in the strong security model) in terms of efficiency as it re-

quires less pairing evaluations in its signature generation, proof generation and proof

verification. We then proved the unforgeability of our scheme under the hardness of

the BDH problem and related its invisibility to the hardness of the DBDH problem in

the random oracle model.
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CHAPTER 5

DESIGN OF A CONVERTIBLE CERTIFICATELESS UNDENIABLE

SIGNATURE SCHEMES

5.1 Introduction

The notion of undeniable signature schemes (Chaum & van Antwerpen, 1989)

was proposed to suit the signer’s need in situations when privacy is of the main con-

cern. Basically, undeniable signature schemes provide authentication while preserving

the privacy of the signer. The validity or invalidity of an undeniable signature can only

be verified with the cooperation of its signer. In order to address non-repudiation, un-

deniable signature schemes are equipped with an additional protocol (i.e. Disavowal

protocol) which enables the signer to deny the validity of invalid signatures in court.

Boyar et al. (1991) proffered the notion of convertible undeniable signatures.

The new notion enables the signer of an undeniable signature to convert her signatures

to ordinary digital signatures. This feature becomes favourable in situations where

the signed data lose their sensitivity and the signer decides to make them publicly

verifiable. The conversion can take place in two forms: selective conversion which

allows the signer to convert a single signature, and universal conversion which enables

the signer to convert all her undeniable signatures to publicly verifiable ones. Since

its introduction, many variations of convertible undeniable signature schemes have

been proposed to the literature (Kurosawa & Takagi, 2006; Laguillaumie & Vergnaud,

2005).

Contributions

In this chapter, we define the security models of convertible certificateless un-

deniable signature schemes for the first time. More precisely, we formally define the

notions of existential unforgeability, invisibility, and anonymity of convertible unde-
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niable signature schemes in a certificateless setting. Following the work of Huang et

al. (2007), we consider the strongest type of adversary (super Type I/II adversary) in

defining our proposed security models.

We then propose the first concrete convertible certificateless undeniable signa-

ture scheme. Initially, signatures in our scheme can only be verified with the coopera-

tion of their signer via the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols. Howbeit, the signer

has the ability to convert her undeniable signatures to universally verifiable ones via

the selective or universal convert algorithm. We employ the pairing-based version of

Jakobsson et al.’s (1996) method to provide non-interactive designated verifier proofs

in the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols of our scheme to protect our scheme

from blackmailing (Desmedt & Yung, 1991; Jakobsson, 1995) and man-in-the-middle

(Desmedt et al., 1987) attacks. Furthermore, we make use of the binding method (Al-

Riyami & Paterson, 2003) to lift the trust level on KGC to trust level 3 in Girault’s

hierarchy (1991). Lastly, we prove the security of our scheme based on the hardness

of some hard well-known problems in the random oracle model.

The organisation of the rest of this chapter is as follows. We first define the

notion of convertible certificateless undeniable signature schemes in Section 5.2. We

formalise the security models of convertible undeniable signature schemes in a cer-

tificateless setting in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we put forth our concrete scheme,

provide a formal security analysis and discuss about its efficiency and extensions. We

conclude this chapter in Section 5.5.

5.2 Convertible Certificateless Undeniable Signature Scheme

A convertible certificateless undeniable signature scheme consists of the fol-

lowing algorithms and protocols:

Setup: A probabilistic algorithm that is run by the KGC and takes as input security

parameter(s), and returns the KGC’s key pair (s,PPub). Where s is the master

secret key and PPub is the corresponding public key. Moreover, it outputs the
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system’s public parameters params which is shared in the system. For the sake

of brevity, we omit params as the input of the rest of the algorithms/protocols.

Set-secret-value and public-key: This algorithm is run by the user, it picks at random

xID,zID ∈ X as her secret values and computes the corresponding public key as

PKID = (PVID,PSID).

Partial-private-key-extract: This algorithm is run by the KGC and takes as input

the master secret key s, a user’s identity ID and public key PKID, it returns the

partial private keys of the user as DVID and DSID.

Set-private-key: This algorithm is run by the user and takes as input a user’s identity

ID, secret values (xID,zID), and partial private keys (DVID,DSID) and outputs

the user’s private key as a signing key pair (zID,DSID) and a verifying key pair

(xID,DVID).

Sign: This algorithm is run by the signer and takes as input a message m to be signed,

the signer’s identity IDS, and private key (a signing key pair (zS,DSS) and a

verifying key pair (xS,DVS)), it outputs a convertible certificateless undeniable

signature σ .

Verify: This algorithm takes as input a message-signature pair (m,σ), the signer’s

identity IDS (and public key PKS =(PSS,PVS)) and the verifying key pair (xS,DVS).

It outputs a decision bit b ∈ {valid, invalid}.
Confirmation protocol: A protocol (conceivably non-interactive) that takes as input

a valid message-signature pair (m,σ), the alleged signer’s identity IDS and her

verifying key pair (xS,DVS), and possibly the identity IDV and public key PKV of

a designated verifier. It outputs a non-transferable (possibly non-interactive and

designated verifier) proof which can convince the verifier IDV about the validity

of the signature σ .

Disavowal protocol: Similar to the Confirmation protocol, where an invalid message-

signature pair (m,σ) is provided and the claimed signer generates a proof in

order to prove the invalidity of the signature.

Selective-conv: This algorithm takes as input a message-signature pair (m,σ), the

alleged signer’s identity IDS and the verifying key pair (xS,DVS). It outputs a

selective token tk(IDS,PKS)
(m,σ)

on the validity/invalidity of (m,σ).
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Selective-vfy: This algorithm takes as input a message-signature pair (m,σ), the al-

leged signer’s identity IDS (with public key PKS) and a selective token tk(IDS,PKS)
(m,σ)

,

it outputs a decision bit d ∈ {valid, invalid}.
Universal-conv: This algorithm takes as input the signer’s identity IDS and her veri-

fying key pair (xS,DVS), it outputs a universal token tk(IDS,PKS)∗ .

Universal-vfy: This algorithm takes as input a message-signature pair (m,σ), the

signer’s identity IDS (with public key PKS) and a universal token tk(IDS,PKS)∗ ,

it outputs a decision bit d ∈ {valid, invalid}.

5.3 Security Models of Convertible Certificateless Undeniable Signature Schemes

Since there is no certificate to deliver the authentication of the users’ public

keys in certificateless systems, we always consider two types of adversaries when

defining the security model of schemes in certificateless systems (Al-Riyami & Pater-

son, 2003). A Type I adversary who can replace the public key of any user with public

key of his choice, but has no access to the master secret key, and a Type II adversary

who has complete knowledge on the master secret key, but is not allowed to replace the

public key of the target user. More precisely, a Type II adversary is assumed to have

knowledge on all the users’ partial private keys. The security models which are de-

fined in this section are inspired by the works on certificateless signatures (Al-Riyami

& Paterson, 2003; Huang et al., 2007; Li et al., 2005; Duan, 2008) and convertiable

undeniable signature schemes (Boyar et al., 1991; Huang, Mu, Susilo, & Wu, 2007;

Kurosawa & Takagi, 2006; Laguillaumie & Vergnaud, 2005) in the literature.

Following the work of Huang et al. (2007), we assume that the Sign oracle in

our security model is able to generate valid signatures even for public keys that were

replaced by the adversary. This strong assumption results in a more powerful security

model.

Note that in our security model, we allow the Type I adversary to query for the

partial private keys of any user in the system but the target user.

Definition 5.1. A convertible certificateless undeniable signature scheme is said to
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be existentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen message, identity and public key

attacks if no PPT Type I adversary FI has a non-negligible advantage in the following

game:

1. The challenger C chooses a security parameter k, runs the Setup algorithm, and

sends the system public parameters params to FI .

2. FI initiates polynomially bounded number of queries to the following oracles:

Hash oracle (Ohash): FI can query for the hash value of any input of its choice to all

hash oracles H.

Public ke request (Opub−key−req): Upon receiving a public key query on an identity

ID, the challenger picks the secret values (xID,zID) of the user and computes the

corresponding public key PKID = (PSID,PVID) and sends it to FI .

Partial private key extract (Opart−key−extract): FI is able to query for the partial pri-

vate keys of any user with identity ID and public key PKID. Upon receiving

such query, C computes the corresponding partial private keys (DVID,DSID) and

delivers them to FI .

Secret value extract (Osec−val−extract): FI is able to query for the secret values of any

user with identity ID and public key PKID. In order to respond to such queries,

C returns the corresponding secret values (xID,zID) to FI . Note that FI is not

allowed to query for the secret values of public keys that it had replaced prior to

this query.

Public key replacement (Opub−key−replace): FI is allowed to replace the public key

PKID =(PSID,PVID) of any user with public key of his choice PK
′
ID =(PS

′
ID,PV

′
ID)

(which he may know the corresponding secret values).

Sign oracle (Osign): FI chooses a message m, and requests a signature for a signer

with identity ID and public key PKID. C then computes a valid signature σ and

returns it to FI . Note that the public key PKID could have been replaced prior to

this query.

Verify oracle (Overi f y): FI generates a message-signature pair (m,σ) for a signer

with identity ID and public key PKID and queries Overi f y. Upon receiving
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such query, C checks the validity of the signature and returns a decision bit

b ∈ {valid, invalid} to FI .

Confirmation/Disavowal oracle (Ocon f/disav): FI forms a tuple (m, ID,PKID,σ),

and queries for a non-transferable (possibly designated verifier) proof on valid-

ity/invalidity of (m, ID,PKID,σ). C starts by initiating Overi f y on (m, ID,PKID,σ)

and generates either the Confirmation or Disavowal proof based on the output of

Overi f y.

Selective-conv oracle (Osel−conv): FI forms a tuple (m, ID,PKID,σ), and queries for

a selective token. C starts by initiating Overi f y on (m, ID,PKID,σ) and generates

a selective token tk(ID,PKID)
(m,σ)

on validity/invalidity of the tuple (m, ID,PKID,σ)

based on the output of Overi f y.

Universal-conv oracle (Ouniv−conv): FI is allowed to query for the universal token of

any user (with identity ID and public key PKID) in the system. Upon receiving

such query, C retrieves the verifying key pair (xID,DVID) of the user, and sends

the universal token tk(ID,PKID)∗ to FI . Note that FI is prohibited to query for the

universal token of the identities for which he had replaced the public keys.

3. At the end of the game, FI outputs a tuple (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,PKID∗). The adversary

FI wins the game if it never queried (ID∗,PKID∗) to Opart−key−extract and the

tuple (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗) was never queried to Osign.

Definition 5.2. A convertible certificateless undeniable signature scheme is said to

have the property of invisibility under adaptive chosen message, identity and public key

attacks if no PPT Type I adversary DI has a non-negligible advantage in the following

game:

1. The challenger C chooses a security parameter k, runs the Setup algorithm, and

sends the system public parameters params to DI .

2. DI is able to perform polynomially bounded number of queries as in the above

game.

3. After the first round of queries, DI outputs a tuple (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗) which it

would want to be challenged on. Note that (ID∗,PKID∗) should have never been
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submitted to Opart−key−extract or Ouniv−conv. The challenger C then computes the

signature based on the outcome of a hidden coin toss b ∈ {0,1}. If b = 0, it

chooses a random σ∗ from the signature space S . Alternatively, if b = 1, C
computes the signature σ∗ by running the Osign as normal. Lastly, C returns σ∗

to DI .

4. DI initiates the second round of queries. Nevertheless, DI is prohibited from

initiating the following queries:

a) Querying (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗) to Osign.

b) Querying (ID∗,PKID∗) to either Opart−key−extract or Ouniv−conv.

c) Finally, querying (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗ ,σ∗) to either Ocon f/disav or Osel−conv.

5. At the end of the game, DI outputs a bit b
′
. DI wins the game if b

′
= b.

Definition 5.3. A convertible certificateless undeniable signature scheme is said to

have the property of anonymity under adaptive chosen message, identity and public key

attacks if no PPT Type I adversary DI has a non-negligible advantage in the following

game:

1. The challenger C chooses a security parameter k, runs the Setup algorithm, and

sends the system public parameters params to DI .

2. DI is able to perform polynomially bounded number of queries as in the game

of Definition 5.1.

3. After the first round of queries, DI outputs two challenge tuples (m∗, ID0,PKID0
)

and (m∗, ID1,PKID1
). Note that (ID0,PKID0

) or (ID1,PKID1
) should have never

been queried to Opart−key−extract or Ouniv−conv. C then tosses a hidden coin b ∈
{0,1}, and computes the challenge signature σb which is valid for the signer

with identity IDb and public key PKIDb .

4. DI initiates the second round of queries. Nevertheless, DI is prohibited from

initiating the following queries:

a) Querying either (m∗, ID0,PKID0
) or (m∗, ID1,PKID1

) to Osign.

b) Querying (ID0,PKID0
) or (ID1,PKID1

) to either Opart−key−extract or Ouniv−conv.

c) Finally, querying (m∗, ID0,PKID0
,σb) or (m∗, ID1,PKID1

,σb) to either

Ocon f/disav or Osel−conv.
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5. At the end of the game, DI outputs a bit b
′
. DI wins the game if b

′
= b.

A Type II adversary is assumed to have knowledge over the master secret key s, and

therefore, it can easily compute the partial private key of any user in the system. In

order to establish a more powerful security model, we allow the Type II adversary to

replace the public key of any user except the target user.

Definition 5.4. A convertible certificateless undeniable signature scheme is said to

be existentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen message, identity and public key

attacks if no PPT Type II adversary FII has a non-negligible advantage in the following

game:

1. The challenger C chooses a security parameter k, runs the Setup algorithm, and

sends the master secret key s and the system public parameters params to FII .

2. FII can initiate queries (polynomially bounded) to all those oracles (excluding

Opart−key−extract) defined in the game of Definition 5.1.

3. At the end of the game, FII outputs a tuple (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,PKID∗). The adversary

FII wins the game if it never queried (ID∗,PKID∗) to either Osec−val−extract or

Opub−key−replace, and (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗) was never queried to Osign.

Definition 5.5. A convertible certificateless undeniable signature scheme is said to

have the property of invisibility under adaptive chosen message, identity and public

key attacks if no PPT Type II adversary DII has a non-negligible advantage in the

following game:

1. The challenger C chooses a security parameter k, runs the Setup algorithm, and

sends the master secret key s and the system public parameters params to DII .

2. DII is able to perform polynomially bounded number of queries as in the above

game.

3. After the first round of queries, DII outputs a tuple (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗) which it

would want to be challenged on. Note that (ID∗,PKID∗) should have never been

queried to either Osec−val−extract , Opub−key−replace or Ouniv−conv. The challenger
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C then computes the signature based on the outcome of a hidden coin toss b ∈
{0,1}. If b = 0, it chooses a random signature σ∗ from the signature space S .

Alternatively, if b = 1, C computes the signature σ∗ by running Osign as normal.

Lastly, C returns σ∗ to DII .

4. DII initiates the second round of queries. Nevertheless, DII is prohibited from

initiating the following queries:

a) Querying (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗) to Osign.

b) Querying (ID∗,PKID∗) to either Osec−val−extract , Opub−key−replace or Ouniv−conv.

c) Finally, querying (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗ ,σ∗) to either Ocon f/disav or Osel−conv.

5. At the end of the game, DII outputs a bit b
′
. DII wins the game if b

′
= b.

Definition 5.6. A convertible certificateless undeniable signature scheme is said to

have the property of anonymity under adaptive chosen message, identity and public

key attacks if no PPT Type II adversary DII has a non-negligible advantage in the

following game:

1. The challenger C chooses a security parameter k, runs the Setup algorithm and

sends the master secret key s and the system public parameters params to DII .

2. DII is able to perform polynomially bounded number of queries as in the game

of Definition 5.4.

3. After the first round of queries, DII outputs two challenge tuples (m∗, ID0,PKID0
)

and (m∗, ID1,PKID1
). Note that (ID0,PKID0

) or (ID1,PKID1
) should have never

been queried to Osec−val−extract , Opub−key−replace or Ouniv−conv. C then tosses a

hidden coin b ∈ {0,1}, and computes the challenge signature σb which is valid

for the signer with identity IDb and public key PKIDb .

4. DII initiates the second round of queries. Nevertheless, DII is prohibited from

initiating the following queries:

a) Querying either (m∗, ID0,PKID0
) or (m∗, ID1,PKID1

) to Osign.

b) Querying (ID0,PKID0
) or (ID1,PKID1

) to either Osec−val−extract , Opub−key−replace

or Ouniv−conv.

c) Finally, querying (m∗, ID0,PKID0
,σb) or (m∗, ID1,PKID1

,σb) to either Ocon f/disav

or Osel−conv.
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5. At the end of the game, DII outputs a bit b
′
. DII wins the game if b

′
= b.

Following the work of Galbraith and Mao (2003), Huang et al. (2007) proved that

the notions of anonymity and invisibility are equivalent in the context of convertible

undeniable signature schemes. Therefore, using the same approach (Huang et al.,

2007), we can rely the anonymity of our scheme on the DBDH assumption.

5.4 The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we first propose our convertible certificateless undeniable scheme,

provide a security analysis and discuss about its efficiency and extensions.

Setup: By taking as input security parameters k and l, the KGC generates groups G1

and G2 of prime order q > 2k, an admissible bilinear map e : G1×G1 →G2, and

an arbitrary generator P∈G1. It then sets its key pair by picking s∈Zq randomly

as the master secret key and computing PPub = sP as the corresponding public

key. Lastly, it chooses cryptographic hash functions Hi for i∈{1, . . . ,8} and pub-

lishes the system public parameters as params = (q,G1,G2,P,PPub,Hi f or i ∈
{1, . . . ,8}). We remark that Hi will be viewed as random oracle in our security

proof.

Set-user-secret-value and public-key: A user with identity ID starts by picking zID

,xID ∈ Zq randomly as her secret values, computing PSID = zIDP and PVID =

xIDP, and forming her public key as PKID = (PSID,PVID).

Set-partial-private-key: Given the master secret key s, and the user’s identity ID with

public key PKID, the KGC computes QkID = H1(ID,PKID) and QvID = H2(ID,

PKID,“veri f y”), and outputs the partial private keys as DSID = sQkID and DVID =

sQvID .

Set-private-key: The private key of the user ID with public key PKID = (PVID,PSID)

will be set as two pairs: the signing key pair (zID,DSID) and the verifying key

pair (xID,DVID).

Sign: In order to sign a message m ∈ {0,1}∗, the signer (with identity IDS and public

key PKS) works as follows:
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• Pick a random string r ∈ {0,1}l to compute h3 = H3(m,r, IDS), and h4 = H4(m,

r, IDS,PKS).

• Choose t ∈ Zq randomly and use her private key pairs (zS,DSS) and (xS,DVS)

to compute the values of S1 = e(h3,xSQvS)e(h4,DVS), S2 = tP, and S3 = DSS +

tH5(S1,S2,m, IDS)+ zSH6(S1,S2,m, IDS,PKS).

The signer then forms the signature as σ = (r,S1,S2,S3).

Verify: In order to verify the validity of a tuple (m, IDS,PKS,σ = (r,S1,S2,S3)), the

signer works as follows.

• Check if e(P,S3) = e(PPub,QkS)e(S2,H5(S1,S2,m, IDS))e(PSS,H6(S1,S2,m,

IDS,PKS)) does not hold, output re ject.

• Else, check if S1 = e(H3(m,r, IDS),xSQvS)e(H4(m,r, IDS,PKS),DVS) holds, out-

put valid. Otherwise, it outputs invalid.

Confirmation protocol: Given a designated verifier’s identity IDV with public key

PKV = (PVV ,PSV ) and a valid message-signature (m,σ) pair to be confirmed,

the signer (with identity IDS and public key PKS) works as follows in order

to generate a non-transferable Confirmation proof transcript for the designated

verifier.

1. Compute QvV =H2(IDV ,PKV ,“veri f y”),h3 =H3(m,r, IDS), and h4 =H4(m,r, IDS,

PKS).

2. Pick K,W ∈G1 and β ,τ,ν ∈ Zq at random to calculate the following:

n1 = e(P,K)e(PPub,QvV )
ν (5.1)

n2 = τP+νPVV (5.2)

g1 = e(P,W ) (5.3)
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g2 = e(P,P)β (5.4)

g3 = e(h3,QvS)
β e(h4,W ) (5.5)

3. Set the values of hC = H7(n1,n2,g1,g2,g3,σ), b = β − (hC +ν)xS and B =W −
(hC +ν)DVS and output the Confirmation proof transcript as (K,ν ,τ,b,B,hC).

In order to verify the veracity of the Confirmation proof transcript (K,ν ,τ,b,B,hC), the

designated verifier checks if e(P,S3) = e(PPub,QkS)e(S2,H5(S1,S2,m, IDS))e(PSS,H6

(S1S2,m, IDS,PKS)) holds, then it forms QvS = H2(IDV ,PKV ,“veri f y”),h3 = H3(m,

r, IDS) and h4 = H4(m,r, IDS,PKS) and computes the following:

n
′
1 = e(P,K)e(PPub,QvV )

ν (5.6)

n
′
2 = τP+νPVV (5.7)

g
′
1 = e(P,B)e(PPub,QvS)

(hC+ν) (5.8)

g
′
2 = e(P,P)be(P,PVS)

(hC+ν) (5.9)

g
′
3 = e(h3,QvS)

be(h4,B)S(hC+ν)
1 (5.10)

The verifier IDV will only accept the proof if hC = H7(n
′
1,n

′
2,g

′
1,g

′
2,g

′
3,σ).

Disavowal protocol: Given a designated verifier’s identity IDV with public key PKV =

(PVV ,PSV ) and an invalid message-signature (m,σ) pair to be disavowed, the

signer (with identity IDS and public key PKS) works as follows in order to gen-

erate a non-transferable Disavowal proof transcript for the designated verifier.

1. Parse σ into (r,S1,S2,S3) and compute QvV = H2(IDV ,PKV ,“veri f y”),h3 =

H3(m,r, IDS), and h4 = H4(m,r, IDS,PKS).

2. Pick K ∈ G1 and τ,ν ∈ Zq at random in order to compute the values of n1 =

e(P,K)e(PPub,QvV )
ν and n2 = τP+νPVV .
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3. Pick ω ∈ Zq and compute C = (
e(h3,QvS )

xS e(h4,DVS)

S1
)ω .

4. The signer has to prove her knowledge of a tuple (T,μ,α)∈G1×Zq×Zq where

C =
e(h3,QvS )

μ e(h4,T )
Sα

1
, e(P,T ) = e(QvS ,PPub)

α and μP = αPV S. In order to do so,

she works as follows.

a) Pick U ∈G1 and a, i ∈ Zq at random and compute the following:

j1 =
e(P,U)

e(QvS ,PPub)a (5.11)

j2 =
e(P,P)i

e(P,PVS)a (5.12)

j3 =
e(h3,QvS)

ie(h4,U)

Sa
1

(5.13)

b) Set the values of hD = H8(C,n1,n2, j1, j2, j3,σ), Y =U − (hD+ν)T , w1 =

i−(hD+ν)μ and w2 = a−(hD+ν)α in order to form the proof as (C,K,τ,

ν ,hD,Y,w1,w2).

Upon receiving the Disavowal proof transcript, the designated verifier checks if e(P,S3)=

e(PPub,QkS)e(S2,H5(S1,S2,m, IDS))e(PSS,H6(S1,S2,m, IDS,PKS)) and C �= 1 hold,

he forms h3 = H3(m,r, IDS) and h4 = H4(m,r, IDS,PKS) and computes as follows.

n
′
1 = e(P,K)e(PPub,QvV )

ν (5.14)

n
′
2 = τP+νPVV (5.15)

j
′
1 =

e(P,Y )
e(QvS ,PPub)w2

(5.16)

j
′
2 =

e(P,P)w1

e(P,PV S)w2
(5.17)

j
′
3 =

e(h3,QvS)
w1e(h4,Y )

Sw2
1

C(hD+ν) (5.18)

The verifier IDV will only accept the proof if hD = H8(C,n
′
1,n

′
2, j

′
1, j

′
2, j

′
3,σ).

Selective-conv: Given a message-signature pair (m,σ), the signer (with identity IDS

and public key PKS) generates a selective token tk(IDS,PKS)
(m,σ)

on validity/invalidity

of the provided message-signature pair (m,σ) as follows.
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In order to generate a selective token tk(IDS,PKS)
(m,σ)

, given (m,σ) is valid, the signer works

as follows.

1. Pick W ∈G1 and β ∈ Zq at random, and compute h3 = H3(m,r, IDS), and h4 =

H4(m,r, IDS,PKS) in order to compute the following:

g1 = e(P,W ) (5.19)

g2 = e(P,P)β (5.20)

g3 = e(h3,QvS)
β e(h4,W ) (5.21)

2. Set the values of hC = H7(g1,g2,g3,σ), b = β −hCxS and B = W −hCDVS and

output the selective token as tk(IDS,PKS)
(m,σ)

= (b,B,hC).

Given (m,σ) is invalid, the signer works as follow so as to compute a selective token

tk(IDS,PKS)
(m,σ)

on the invalidity of (m,σ).

1. Pick ω ∈ Zq at random to compute C1 = (
e(h3,QvS )

xS e(h4,DVS)

S1
)ω .

2. Same as in the Disavowal protocol, the signer has to prove her knowledge of a tu-

ple (T,μ,α)∈G1×Zq×Zq where C =
e(h3,QvS )

μ e(h4,T )
Sα

1
, e(P,T ) = e(QvS ,PPub)

α

and μP = αPV S. In order to do so, she computes as follows.

a) Pick U ∈G1 and a, i ∈ Zq at random to compute the following:

j1 =
e(P,U)

e(QvS ,PPub)a (5.22)

j2 =
e(P,P)i

e(P,PVS)a (5.23)

j3 =
e(h3,QvS)

ie(h4,U)

Sa
1

(5.24)

b) Set the values of hD = H8(C, j1, j2, j3,σ), Y =U −hDT , w1 = i−hDμ and

w2 = a−hDα and output the selective token as tk(IDS,PKS)
(m,σ)

= (C,hD,Y,w1,w2).

Selective-vfy: Given a message-signature pair (m,σ), the identity of the alleged signer

IDS with public key PKS, and a selective token tk(IDS,PKS)
(m,σ)

, the verifier com-
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putes h3 = H3(m,r, IDS) and h4 = H4(m,r, IDS,PKS) and works as follow in

order to verify the validity/invalidity of the provided message-signature pair

(m,σ = (r,S1,S2,S3)).

• Provided (m,σ) is valid for the signer. The verifier works as follow so as to

verify the validity of the signature σ using the knowledge of the selective to-

ken tk(IDS,PKS)
(m,σ)

= (b,B,hC). The verification starts by checking if e(P,S3) =

e(PPub,QkS)e(S2,H5(S1,S2,m, IDS))e(PSS,H6(S1,S2,m, IDS,PKS)) holds. The

verifier then computes the values of g
′
1 = e(P,B)e(PPub,QvS)

hC , g
′
2 = e(P,P)be(P,

PVS)
hC and g

′
3 = e(h3,QvS)

be(h4,B)ShC
1 . He will accept the proof if and only if

hC = H7(g
′
1,g

′
2,g

′
3,σ).

• Upon receiving the selective token tk(IDS,PKS)
(m,σ)

= (C,hD,Y,w1,w2), for an invalid

message-signature pair (m,σ), the verifier first checks if e(P,S3) = e(PPub,QkS)

e(S2,H5(S1,S2,m, IDS))e(PSS,H6(S1,S2,m, IDS,PKS)) and C �= 1 hold. He

computes the values of j
′
1 =

e(P,Y )
e(QvS PPub)

w2
, j

′
2 =

e(P,P)w1

e(P,PVS)
w2

, and j
′
3 =

e(h3,QvS )
w1e(h4,Y )

Sw2
1 ChD

.

He will accept the proof if and only if hD = H8(C, j
′
1, j

′
2, j

′
3,σ).

Universal-conv: The signer (with identity IDS and public key PKS) is able to convert

all his undeniable signatures to conventional digital signatures by publishing the

universal token as tk(IDS,PKS)∗ = (DVS,xIDS).

Universal-vfy: Given the universal token tk(IDS,PKS)∗ = (DVS,xIDS), anyone in the sys-

tem can verify the validity/invalidity of any message-signature pair (m,σ =

(r,S1,S2,S3)) issued by the signer. The verifier first validates the veracity of

the token tk(IDS,PKS)∗ = (DVS,xIDS) by checking if e(P,DVS) = e(PPub,QvS) and

xIDSP = PVV hold. If the token is valid, then he can check the correctness of the

message-signature pair by checking if e(P,S3) = e(PPub,QkS)e(S2,H5(S1,S2,m,

IDS))e(PSS,H6(S1,S2,m, IDS,PKS)) holds and decide if the validity or invalid-

ity of the signature by checking if the equation S1 = e(H3(m,r, IDS),QvS)
xSe(H4(

m,r, IDS,PKS),DVS) holds or not.
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5.4.1 Security Analysis

In the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols of our scheme, we employed the

pairing-based version of the non-interactive designated verifier proofs of Jakobsson et

al. (1996). Therefore, we can use the same approach as in Chapter 3 (see Section

3.4.1) in order to prove the soundness, completeness, non-impersonation, and non-

transferability of the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols of our proposed scheme.

Theorem 5.1. If there exists a Type I adversary FI that can submit qE partial private

key extract queries, qUS sign queries, qCD confirmation and disavowal queries, qCV

selective and universal conversion queries, and qHi queries to random oracle Hi for

i ∈ {1, . . . ,8} and be able to succeed in an existential forgery (win the game defined in

Definition 5.1) against our proposed scheme with a non-negligible success probability

εFI , then there exists a PPT algorithm C which can use FI to solve a random instance

(P,aP,bP) of the CDH problem with probability:

εC �
εFI − (qCD +qH7

+1)2−k

e(qE +1)

Proof. We show that if there exists a Type I adversary FI which can win the game

defined in Definition 5.1, then one can construct a PPT algorithm C that makes use of

FI to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP) of the CDH problem with probability at least

εC . C works as FI’s challenger, it starts by running the Setup algorithm and provid-

ing FI with the system public parameters params = (q,G1,G2,P,PPub,Hi where i ∈
{1, . . . ,8}). Where PPub = aP and a is unknown to C.

FI is allowed to query different random oracles Hi for i = {1, . . . ,8} and other

oracles (e.g. partial private key extract, public key replacement, etc.) as defined in the

game of Definition 5.1. C handles these queries by keeping lists κi for i = {1, . . . ,8}
and a list κ0 in order to keep track of the values of identities, public keys and the

corresponding secret values. Without loss of generality, we assume FI behaves well,

i.e. FI always makes a public key request before it queries on H1 or H2 oracles and

always makes a H1 and H2 query before it requests for the partial private key of the

user.
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Query on H1(ID,PKID): To answer such queries on an identity ID ∈ {0,1}∗ and

public key PKID, C picks a random α ∈ Zq and flips a coin X that is truly random

taking the value of 0 with probability ϕ1 and the value of 1 with probability 1−ϕ1 (the

value of ϕ1 will be computed later in our proof). Next, C inserts (ID,PKID,α,X) into

κ1 and returns H1(ID,PKID) = α(bP) if X = 1 and H1(ID,PKID) = αP if X = 0.

Query on H2(ID,PKID,“veri f y”): In order to answer queries on H2, C first checks if

κ2 already contained a tuple (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,β ), it returns βP to FI . Otherwise, C
picks a random β ∈ Zq, adds (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,β ) to κ2 and returns βP to FI .

Query on H3(m,r, ID): In order to answer queries on H3, C first checks if κ3 already

contained a tuple (m,r, ID,γ), then it returns γP to FI . Otherwise, C picks a random

γ ∈ Zq, adds (m,r, ID,γ) to κ3 and returns γP to FI .

Query on H4(m,r, ID,PKID): In order to answer queries on H4, C first checks if κ4

already contained (m,r, ID,PKID,η), then it returns ηP to FI . Otherwise, C picks a

random η ∈ Zq, adds (m,r, ID,PKID,η) to κ3 and returns ηP to FI .

Query on H5(S1,S2,m, ID): In order to answer queries on H5, C first checks if κ5

already contained (S1,S2,m, ID,λ1), then it returns λ1P to FI . Otherwise, C picks a

random λ1 ∈ Zq, adds (S1,S2,m, ID,λ1) to κ5 and returns λ1P to FI .

Query on H6(S1,S2,m, ID,PKID): In order to answer queries on H6, C first checks if

κ6 already contained (S1,S2,m, ID,PKID,λ2), then it returns λ2P to FI . Otherwise, C
picks a random λ2 ∈ Zq, adds (S1,S2,m, ID,PKID,λ2) to κ6 and returns λ2P to FI .

Query on H7 and H8: Queries on H7 and H8 oracles will be handled randomly, and

the response will be stored in κ7 and κ8 respectively.

Public key request: Upon submitting an identity ID, C first checks if (ID,xID

,zID,PVID,PSID) already exists in κ0, then it returns PKID = (PVID,PSID). Other-
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wise, C picks xID,zID ∈ Zq randomly and computes PVID = xIDP and PSID = zIDP,

returns (PVID,PSID) to FI , and records (ID,xID,zID,PVID,PSID) in κ0.

Public key replacement: When FI wishes to replace the public key PKID =(PVID,PSID)

for identity ID with public key of his choice PK
′
ID = (PV

′
ID,PS

′
ID), C first checks κ0 to

find (ID,xID,zID,PVID,PSID), if such tuple exists, it will replace it with (ID,−1,−1,

PV
′
ID,PS

′
ID), where −1 means that the public key has been replaced. Otherwise, C

adds a tuple (ID,−1,−1,PV
′
ID,PS

′
ID) to κ0. In this case if κ1 and κ2 contain tuples

(ID,PKID,α, . . .) and (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,β ), C simulates H1 and H2 oracles and up-

dates κ1 and κ2 respectively.

Secret value extract: In order to respond to a secret value extract query on identity ID

with public key PKID = (PVID,PSID), C scans κ0 for a tuple (ID,xID,zID,PVID,PSID)

and returns the secret values of the user ID as pair (xID,zID). Where PKID =(PVID,PSID)

is the original public key of the user.

Partial private key extract: Upon receiving an identity ID, C scans κ1 for a tuple

(ID,PKID,α,X), if X = 1, C reports failure and terminates the simulation. Otherwise,

it searches κ2 to find (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,β ) and returns (αPPub,βPPub) as the partial

private keys of ID.

Sign query: FI is allowed to query the Sign oracle in order to receive valid signatures

on any tuple (m, ID,PKID = (PVID,PSID)). Upon receiving such a query, C works as

follows.

1. C first picks r ∈{0,1}l at random and queries H3(m,r, ID) and H4(m,r, ID,PKID)

in order to retrieve the values of h3 = γP and h4 = ηP respectively. C then con-

tinues to compute S1 = e(h3,βPVID)e(h4,βPPub).

2. Thereupon, C picks a random v ∈ Zq to set S2 = vPpub. Next, it scans κ5 in

order to find a tuple (S1,S2,m, ID, . . .) (if such tuple exists, C picks another v

and forms the value of S2 = vPpub until no such tuple (S1,S2,m, ID, . . .) exists
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in κ5) and sets H5(S1,S2,m, ID) = v−1(qP−H1(ID,PKID)).

3. Lastly, C picks q ∈ Zq at random, and simulate H6(S1,S2,m, ID,PKID) to form

S3 = qPpub +λ2PSID and outputs the signature as σ = (r,S1,S2,S3).

Verify: FI forms a tuple (m,σ ′
, IDS,PKS = (PVS,PSS)), where σ ′

is a signature on

message m, and PKID is the public key of the signer with identity IDS. FI is allowed to

request for the validity of any such tuple. Upon receiving such query, C parses σ ′
into

(r
′
,S′

1,S
′
2,S

′
3) and checks if e(P,S′

3)= e(PPub,QkS)e(S
′
2,H5(S′

1,S
′
2,m, IDS))e(PSS,H6(

S′
1,S

′
2,m, IDS,PKS) holds, it computes S1 = e(H3(m,r, IDS),βPVS)e(H4(m,r, IDS,PKS),

βPPub) and checks if S1 = S′
1, then it outputs valid. Otherwise, if S1 �= S′

1, C outputs

invalid.

Confirmation/Disavowal query: FI forms a tuple (m,σ ′
, IDS,PKS = (PVS,PSS)),

where σ ′
is a signature on message m, PKS is the public key of the signer with identity

IDS. FI is allowed to request for the transcript of Confirmation/Disavowal protocol

on any such tuple for a designated verifier with identity IDV and public key PKV =

(PVV ,PSV ). Upon receiving such query, C simulates the Verify oracle and generates

either the Confirmation or Disavowal proof transcript based on the output of the Verify

oracle.

Simulating the non-interactive designated verifier proofs of the Confirmation

and Disavowal protocols are quite easy, therefore, we do not provide the details here.

However, C can fail in the proof simulation process if the value provided to random

oracles H7 or H8 had been queried before, such case of collision will occur with a

probability smaller than qH7
2−k assuming qH7

≈ qH8
.

Selective-conv query: FI is permitted to query for selective token on any tuple (m,σ ′
,

ID,PKID). Upon receiving such query, C simulates the Verify oracle to check the valid-

ity of the signature σ ′
and outputs the selective token tk(ID,PKID)

(m,σ)
on validity/invalidity

of (m,σ ′
, ID,PKID). The process of generating the token is very similar to the Confir-

mation/Disavowal proof simulation process so we do not show it here.
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Universal-conv query: FI is permitted to query for universal token of any user (with

identity ID and public key PKID = (PVID,PSID)) in the system. Upon receiving such

query, C scans κ0 and κ2 in order to find (ID,xID,zID,PVID,PSID) and (ID,PKID,

“veri f y”,β ) and outputs the universal token as tk(ID,PKID)∗ = (xID,βPPub). However, if

the public key of the user PKID = (PVID,PSID) had been changed prior to this query,

C outputs the universal token as tk(ID,PKID)∗ = (−1,βPPub), where −1 implies that the

user secret value is not available due to prior public key replacement query on ID.

Finally, FI outputs a tuple (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,PKID∗ = (PVID∗ ,PSID∗)) where σ∗ =

(r∗,S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,S∗
3 ) is a valid signature on message m∗ for identity ID∗ with public key

PKID∗ . FI wins the game if ID∗ was never queried to the partial private key extract or-

acle. Upon FI’s success, C scans κ1 to find (ID∗,PKID∗ ,α∗,X); if X = 0, C reports fail-

ure and terminates. Otherwise, C knows that e(P,S∗
3 ) = e(PPub,QkID∗ )e(S∗

2 ,H5(S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,

m∗, ID∗))e(PSID∗ ,H6(S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,m
∗, ID∗,PKID∗), therefore, C recovers the values of λ ∗

1

and λ ∗
2 from κ5 and κ6 respectively and computes e(P,S∗

3 −λ ∗
1S∗

2 −λ ∗
2 PSID∗)= e(PPub,

QkID∗ ) = e(P,DSID∗). Eventually, C outputs α∗−1
(S∗

3 −λ ∗
1S∗

2 −λ ∗
2 PSID∗) as the solu-

tion of the random instance (P,aP,bP) of the CDH problem.

In order to compute the success probability of C, we have to consider the cases

that C may fail. C can fail in either the simulation process or in solving the CDH

problem after FI outputted the forgery signature. C will fail in the simulation process

if FI queries the partial private key of an identity ID (with public key PKID) where

H1(ID,PKID) =α(bP). C would also fail in computing the CDH problem after FI out-

putted the successful forgery when H1(ID∗,PKID∗) = αP. Following Coron’s (2000)

technique the probability that C avoids all the failure cases is at least ϕqE
1 (1− ϕ1),

where qE is the number of partial private key extract queries. Consequently, if C
uses the optimal value ϕ1,max = qE/(qE+1), his success probability would be greater

than 1/e(qE+1). This is due to the fact that (qE/(qE+1))qE approaches 1/e (where e is

the base of natural logarithm) for large qE . Moreover, it is possible that FI never

queried (ID∗,PKID∗) to H1, this case may happen with probability less than 1/2k. As

we mentioned above, C may also fail in simulation of the Confirmation and Disavowal
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protocols, this case will happen with probability less than (qCD+qH7
)/2k. Following the

proof, C’s advantage εC in solving a random instance (P,aP,bP) of the CDH problem

is at least
εFI−(qCD+qH7

+1)2−k

e(qE+1) .

Theorem 5.2. If there exists a Type I adversary DI that can submit qE partial private

key extract and universal conversion queries, qUS sign queries, qCD confirmation and

disavowal queries, qCV selective conversion queries, and qHi queries to random oracle

Hi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,8} and be able to breach the invisibility property (win the game de-

fined in Definition 5.2) of our proposed scheme with non-negligible success probability

εDI , then there exists a PPT algorithm C which can use DI to solve a random instance

(P,aP,bP,cP,h) of the DBDH problem with probability:

εC �
εDI − (qCD +qH7

)2−k

e(qE +1)

Proof. We assume that if there exists a Type I adversary DI who has no knowledge

over the master secret key s and is able to win the game defined in Definition 5.2, then

we show that a PPT algorithm C can be built which uses DI as its subroutine to solve

a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP,h) of the DBDH problem.

C plays the role of DI’s challenger. It starts by running the Setup algorithm and

provides DI with the system public parameters params = (q,G1,G2,P,PPub,

Hi where i ∈ {1, . . . ,8}). Where PPub = aP and a is unknown to C. DI is allowed to

make queries to different oracles as defined in the game of Definition 5.2. C answers

these queries by keeping lists κi for i = {1, . . . ,8} and a list κ0 in order to keep track of

the values of identities, public keys and the corresponding secret values. Without loss

of generality, we assume DI behaves well, i.e. DI always makes a public key request

before it queries on H1 or H2 oracles and always makes a H1 and H2 query before it

requests for the partial private key of the user.

Query on H1(ID,PKID): To answer a query on H1(ID,PKID), C first checks if κ1

already contained a tuple (ID,PKID,β ), then C returns βP. Otherwise, C picks a

random β ∈ Zq, adds (ID,PKID,β ) to κ1 and returns βP to DI .
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Query on H2(ID,PKID,“veri f y”): When DI queries H2 on an identity ID and public

key PKID, C picks a random α ∈ Zq and flips a coin X that is truly random taking the

value of 0 with probability ϕ1 and the value of 1 with probability 1−ϕ1 (the value of ϕ1

will be computed later in our proof). C inserts (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,α,X) into κ2 and

returns H2(ID,PKID,“veri f y”) = α(bP) if X = 1 and H2(ID,PKID,“veri f y”) = αP if

X = 0.

Query on H3(m,r, ID): In order to answer queries on H3, C first checks if κ3 already

contained a tuple (m,r, ID,η), then it returns ηP to DI . Otherwise, C picks a random

η ∈ Zq, adds (m,r, ID,η) to κ3 and returns ηP to DI .

Query on H4(m,r, ID,PKID): Upon receiving queries on H4(m,r, ID,PKID), C first

checks if κ4 already contained a tuple (m,r, ID,PKID,γ,Y ) and Y = 0, it returns γP

to DI . Otherwise, if Y = 1, C returns γ(cP). On the other hand, if no such tu-

ple exists in κ4, C picks γ ∈ Zq and inserts (m,r, ID,PKID,γ,0) into κ4 and returns

H4(m,r, ID,PKID) = γP .

Query on H5(S1,S2,m, ID): To handle such queries on H5, C first checks if κ5 already

contained a tuple (S1,S2,m, ID,λ1), returns λ1P to DI . Otherwise, C picks a random

λ1 ∈ Zq, adds (S1,S2,m, ID,λ1) to κ5 and returns λ1P to DI .

Query on H6(S1,S2,m, ID,PKID): In order to answer queries on H6, C first checks if

κ6 already contained a tuple (S1,S2,m, ID,PKID,λ2), returns λ2P to DI . Otherwise, C
picks a random λ2 ∈ Zq, adds (S1,S2,m, ID,PKID,λ2) to κ6 and returns λ2P to DI .

Query on H7 and H8: Queries on H7 and H8 oracles will be handled randomly, and

the response will be stored in κ7 and κ8 respectively.

Public key request: Upon a public key query for identity ID, C first checks if (ID,xID,

zID,PVID,PSID) exists in κ0, then it returns PKID = (PVID,PSID). Otherwise if no such

tuple exists, C picks xID,zID ∈ Zq randomly, computes PVID = xIDP and PSID = zIDP
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and returns PKID = (PVID,PSID) to DI . It also records (ID,xID,zID,PVID,PSID) in κ0.

Public key replacement: When DI wishes to replace the public key PKID =(PVID,PSID)

of identity ID with PK
′
ID = (PV

′
ID,PS

′
ID), C scans κ0 to find (ID,xID,zID,PVID,PSID),

if such tuple exists, it will replace it with (ID,−1,−1,PV
′
ID,PS

′
ID) where −1 means

that the public key of the user has been replaced. Otherwise, C adds (ID,−1,−1,PV
′
ID,

PS
′
ID) to κ0. In this case if κ1 and κ2 contain tuples (ID,PKID,β ) and (ID,PKID,α,X),

C simulates H1 and H2 and updates κ1 and κ2 respectively.

Secret value extract: In order to respond to a secret key extract query on identity ID

with public key PKID = (PVID,PSID), C scans κ0 for a tuple (ID,xID,zID,PVID,PSID)

and returns the secret values of the user ID as pair (xID,zID). Where PKID is the

original public key of the user.

Partial private key extract: Upon receiving an identity ID, C scans κ2 for a tuple

(ID,PKID,“veri f y”,α,X); if X = 1, C reports failure and terminates the simulation.

Otherwise, it searches κ1 to find (ID,PKID,β ) and returns (αPPub,βPPub) as the partial

private keys of ID.

Sign query: DI is allowed to query the Sign oracle in order to receive valid signatures

on any tuple (m, ID,PKID = (PVID,PSID)), upon receiving such query, C works as

follows.

1. Thereupon, C first picks a random string r ∈ {0,1}l and checks if κ4 contains

(m,r, ID,PKID, . . .), if yes, C will continue until it finds an admissible r which

no tuple (m,r, ID,PKID, . . .) exists in κ4. C then scans κ3 to find (m,r, ID,η) and

forms S1 = e(ηQvID ,PVID)e(γPPub,QvID).

2. C picks a random v ∈ Zq to compute S2 = vP.

3. Lastly, C scans κ5 and κ6 to compute S3 = βPPub +λ1S2 +λ2PSID and outputs

the signature as σ = (r,S1,S2,S3).
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Verify: DI forms a tuple (m,σ ′
, IDS,PKS = (PVS,PSS)), where σ ′

is a signature on

message m, and PKS is the public key of the signer with identity IDS. DI is allowed

to query for the validity of any such tuple. Upon receiving such query, C is able to

reconstruct the signature on any tuple (m, IDS,PKS) for a random r (this is due to the

random behaviour of H4). C starts by parsing σ ′
into (r

′
,S′

1,S
′
2,S

′
3) and checking

if e(P,S′
3) = e(PPub,QkS)e(S

′
2,H5(S′

1,S
′
2,m, IDS))e(PSS,H6(S′

1,S
′
2,m, IDS,PKS) hold,

then C retrieves the value of γ from κ4, forms S1 = e(ηQvS ,PVS)e(γPPub,QvS) and

outputs valid if S1 = S′
1. Otherwise, if S1 �= S′

1, it returns invalid.

Confirmation/Disavowal query: DI forms a tuple (m,σ ′
, IDS,PKS = (PVS,PSS)),

where σ ′
is a signature on message m, PKS is the public key of the signer with identity

IDS. DI is allowed to request for the transcript of Confirmation/Disavowal protocol

on any such tuple for a designated verifier with identity IDV and public key PKV =

(PVV ,PSV ). Upon receiving such query, C simulates the Verify oracle and generates

either the Confirmation or Disavowal proof transcript based on the output of the Verify

oracle.

Simulating the non-interactive designated verifier proofs of the Confirmation

and Disavowal protocols are quite easy, therefore, we do not provide the details here.

However, C can fail in the proof simulation process if the value provided to random

oracle H7 or H8 had been queried before, such case of collision will occur with a

probability smaller than qH7
2−k assuming that qH7

≈ qH8
.

Selective-conv query: DI is permitted to query for selective token on any tuple (m,σ ′
,

ID,PKID). Upon receiving such query, C simulates the Verify oracle to check the va-

lidity of the message-signature pair and outputs a selective token tk(ID,PKID)
(m,σ)

on valid-

ity/invalidity of (m,σ ′
, ID,PKID). The process of generating the token is very similar

to the Confirmation/Disavowal proof simulation process so we do not show it here.

Universal-conv query: DI is permitted to query for universal token of any user (with

identity ID and public key PKID = (PVID,PSID)) in the system. Upon receiving such
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query, C scans κ2 for the tuple (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,α,X), if X = 1, C reports failure

and terminates the simulation. Otherwise, it scans κ0 so as to find (ID,xID,zID,PVID,

PSID) and outputs the universal token as tk(ID,PKID)∗ = (xID,αPPub). However, if the

public key of the user PKID = (PVID,PSID) had been changed prior to this query, C
outputs the universal token as tk(ID,PKID)∗ = (−1,βPPub), where −1 implies that the

user secret value is not available due to prior public key replacement query on ID.

After the first cycle of queries, DI produces a message m∗, an identity ID∗ and

public key PKID∗ = (PVID∗ ,PSID∗) where (ID∗,PKID∗) was never queried to partial

private key, or universal-conv oracles. It then requests a signature on the challenge

tuple (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗). In order to respond to DI’s request, C starts by scanning κ2 to

find (ID∗,PKID∗ ,“veri f y”,α,X), if X = 0, C reports failure and terminates. Otherwise,

C picks a random string r ∈ {0,1}l and checks if κ4 contains (m∗,r, ID∗,PKID∗ , . . .), if

yes, C will continue until it finds an admissible r which no tuple (m∗,r, ID∗,PKID∗ , . . .)

exists in κ4. When such r is found, C defines the value of H4(m∗,r, ID∗,PKID∗) =

γ(bP) and adds the tuple (m∗,r, ID∗,PKID∗ ,γ,1) in κ4. C then computes the value of

S∗
1 = e(QvID∗ ,ηPVID∗)hγα and forms the values of S∗

2 and S∗
3 identical to the Sign

oracle and outputs the signature as σ∗ = (r,S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,S∗
3 ).

At the second cycle of queries, DI can query different oracles similar to those

in the first cycle. However, it is disallowed to request the following queries:

1. Partial private key, or universal conversion query of user ID∗ with public key

PKID∗ .

2. Sign query on (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗).

3. Confirmation/disavowal or selective conversion query on (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,PKID∗).

At the end of the second cycle, DI outputs a bit b
′ ∈ {0,1}. If b

′
= 1, it means that DI

considers the challenged signature σ∗ to be valid, then C will also output 1 to indicate

that h = e(P,P)abc. Otherwise, DI considers σ∗ to be a random string and outputs

b
′
= 0, consequently, C will also output 0 to indicate that h �= e(P,P)abc.
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In order to compute the success probability of C, we have to consider the cases

that C may fail. C can fail in simulation process if it receives a partial private key

extract, or universal conversion query where H2(ID,PKID,“veri f y”) = α(bP). C also

fails if the challenge identity is such that H2(ID∗,PKID∗ ,“veri f y”) = αP. The prob-

ability for C to avoid all failure states is ϕqE
1 (1−ϕ1), where qE is the number of par-

tial private key and universal conversion queries. Following Coron’s method (2000)

the optimal value of ϕ1 is ϕ1,max = qE/(qE+1). Substituting the optimal probability

ϕ1,max, the probability that C does not fail is 1
e(qE+1) . As mentioned above, C may

also fail in simulation the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols with probability less

than (qCD+qH7
)/2k. Following these analysis, we can easily see that C’s advantage εC in

solving the DBDH problem is at least
εDI−(qCD+qH7

)2−k

e(qE+1) .

Theorem 5.3. If there exists a Type II adversary FII which can submit qE secret value

extract and public key replacement queries, qUS sign queries, qCD confirmation and

disavowal queries, qCV selective and universal conversion queries, and qHi queries to

random oracle Hi for i∈{1, . . . ,8} and be able to succeed in an existential forgery (win

the game defined in Definition 5.4) against our proposed scheme with non-negligible

success probability εFII , then there exists an algorithm C which can use FII to solve a

random instance (P,aP,bP) of the CDH problem with probability:

εC �
εFII − (qCD +qH7

+1)2−k

e(qE +1)

Proof. We show that if there exists a Type II adversary FII which can win the game

defined in Definition 5.4, then one can construct a PPT algorithm C that makes use of

FII to solve the CDH problem with probability at least εC .

C works as FII’s challenger and starts by running the Setup algorithm. It pro-

vides FII with the master secret key s (we assume that FII is a malicious KGC there-

fore, he has complete knowledge over the master secret key) along with the public

parameters params = (q,G1,G2,P,Hi where i ∈ {1, . . . ,8}). Note that PPub is not in-

cluded in params since it could be easily computed by FII .
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FII is allowed to query different random oracles Hi for i = {1, . . . ,8} and other

oracles (e.g. secret value extract, public key replacement, etc.) as defined in the game

of Definition 5.4. C handles these queries by keeping lists κi for i= {1, . . . ,8} and a list

κ0 in order to keep track of the values of identities, public keys and the corresponding

secret values. Without loss of generality, we assume FII behaves well, i.e. FII always

makes a public key request before it queries on H1 or H2 oracles.

Query on H1(ID,PKID): In order for C to answer such queries on an identity ID ∈
{0,1}∗ and public key PKID, it picks a random α ∈ Zq and inserts (ID,PKID,α) in κ1

and returns H1(ID,PKID) = αP.

Query on H2(ID,PKID,“veri f y”): In order to answer queries on H2, C first checks if

κ2 already contained (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,β ), then C returns βP to FII . Otherwise, if

no such tuple exists, C picks a random β ∈ Zq, adds (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,β ) to κ2 and

returns βP to FII .

Query on H3(m,r, ID): In order to answer queries on H3, C first checks if κ3 already

contained (m,r, ID,γ), then it returns γP to FII . Otherwise, if no such tuple exists, C
picks a random γ ∈ Zq, adds (m,r, ID,γ) to κ3 and returns γP to FII.

Query on H4(m,r, ID,PKID): In order to answer queries on H4, C first checks if κ4

already contained a tuple (m,r, ID,PKID,η), then C returns ηP to FII . Otherwise, if no

such tuple exists, C picks a random η ∈ Zq, adds (m,r, ID,PKID,η) to κ4 and returns

ηP to FII .

Query on H5(S1,S2,m, ID) : In order to answer queries on H5, C first checks if κ5

already contained (S1,S2,m, ID,λ1), then C returns λ1P to FII . Otherwise, if no such

tuple exists, C picks a random λ1 ∈ Zq, adds (S1,S2,m, ID,λ1) to κ5 and returns λ1P

to FII .

Query on H6(S1,S2,m, ID,PKID): In order to answer queries on H6, C picks a random
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λ2 ∈Zq and inserts (S1,S2,m, ID,PKID,λ2) in κ6 and returns H6(S1,S2,m, ID,PKID)=

λ2(bP).

Query on H7 and H8: Queries on H7 and H8 oracles will be handled randomly, and

the response will be stored in κ7 and κ8 respectively.

Public key request: Upon receiving a public key request on identity ID, C first

chooses xID ∈ Zq and forms PVID = xIDP. It then picks a random δ ∈ Zq and flips

a coin X that is truly random taking the value of 0 with probability ϕ1 and value of

1 with probability 1−ϕ1. If X = 1, C sets PSID = δ (aP) . Alternatively, if X = 0,

C sets PSID = δP. Finally, C inserts (ID,xID,δ ,PVID,PSID,X) into κ0 and returns

PKID = (PVID,PSID) to FII .

Public key replacement: FII is able to replace the public key PKID = (PVID,PSID) of

identity ID with PK
′
ID = (PV

′
ID,PS

′
ID). To respond to such queries, C checks κ0 to find

(ID,xID,δ ,PVID,PSID, . . .), if such tuple exists, it will replace it with (ID,−1,−1,PV
′
ID

,PS
′
ID, . . .) where −1 means that the public key of the user has been replaced. Oth-

erwise, C adds a tuple (ID,−1,−1,PV
′
ID,PS

′
ID, . . .) to κ0, in this case, if κ1 and κ2

contain tuples (ID,PKID,α) and (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,β ), C simulates H1 and H2 and

updates κ1 and κ2 respectively.

Secret value extract: In order to respond to a secret key extract query on identity ID

with public key PKID =(PVID,PSID), C scans κ0 for a tuple (ID,xID,δ ,PVID,PSID,X).

If X = 1, C reports failure and terminates the simulation. Otherwise, C returns the

secret values of the user ID as pair (xID,δ ), where PKID = (PVID,PSID) is the original

public key of the user.

Sign query: FII is allowed to query the Sign oracle in order to receive valid signatures

on any tuple (m, ID,PKID = (PVID,PSID)). In order to respond to such queries, C
works as follows.
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1. Picks r ∈ {0,1}l at random and queries H3(m,r, ID) and H4(m,r, ID,PKID) in or-

der to retrieve the values of h3 = γP and h4 = ηP respectively. C then computes

the value of S1 = e(h3,βPVID)e(h4,βPPub).

2. Next, C picks a random v ∈Zq and forms the value of S2 = vPSID. Next, it scans

κ5 in order to find a tuple (S1,S2,m, ID, . . .) (if such tuple exists, C picks another

v and forms the value of S2 = vPSID until no such tuple (S1,S2,m, ID, . . .) exists

in κ5 ) and sets H5(S1,S2,m, ID) = v−1(qP−H6(S1,S2,m, ID,PKID)).

3. Lastly, C picks q ∈ Zq at random, forms S3 = qPSID + sH1(ID,PKID) and out-

puts the signature as σ = (r,S1,S2,S3).

Verify: FII forms a tuple (m,σ ′
, IDS,PKS = (PVS,PSS)), where σ ′

is a signature on

message m, and PKS is the public key of the signer with identity IDS. FII is allowed to

request for the validity of any such tuple. Upon receiving such query, C parses σ ′
into

(r,S′
1,S

′
2,S

′
3) and checks if e(P,S′

3) = e(PPub,QkS)e(S
′
2,H5(S′

1,S
′
2,m, IDS))e(PSS,H6(

S′
1,S

′
2,m, IDS,PKS) hold, it computes S1 = e(H3(m,r, ID),βPVS)e(H4(m,r, ID,PKS),

βPPub) and checks if S1 =S′
1, it outputs valid. Otherwise, if S1 �=S′

1 it outputs invalid.

Confirmation/Disavowal query: FII forms a tuple (m,σ ′
, IDS,PKS = (PVS,PSS)),

where σ ′
is a signature on message m, PKS is the public key of the signer with identity

IDS. FII is allowed to request for the transcript of Confirmation/Disavowal protocol

on any such tuple for a designated verifier with identity IDV and public key PKV =

(PVV ,PSV ). Upon receiving such query, C simulates the Verify oracle and generates

either the Confirmation or Disavowal proof transcript based on the output of the Verify

oracle.

Simulating the non-interactive designated verifier proofs of the Confirmation

and Disavowal protocols are quite easy, therefore, we do not provide the details here.

However, C can fail in the proof simulation process if the value provided to random

oracle H7 or H8 had been queried before, such case of collision will occur with a

probability smaller than qH7
2−k assuming qH7

≈ qH8
.
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Selective-conv query: FII is permitted to query for selective token on any tuple

(m,σ ′
, ID,PKID). Upon receiving such query, C simulates the Verify oracle to check

the validity of the message-signature pair and outputs a selective token tk(ID,PKID)
(m,σ)

on

validity/invalidity of (m,σ ′
, ID,PKID). The process of generating the token is very

similar to the Confirmation/Disavowal proof simulation process so we do not show it

here.

Universal-conv query: FII is permitted to query for universal token of any user

(with identity ID and public key PKID = (PVID,PSID)) in the system. Upon receiv-

ing such query, C scans κ0 and κ2 in order to find (ID,xID,δ ,PVID,PSID,X) and

(ID,PKID,“veri f y”,β ) and outputs the universal token as tk(ID,PKID)∗ = (xID,βPPub).

However, if the public key of the user PKID = (PVID,PSID) had been changed prior

to this query, C outputs the universal token as tk(ID,PKID)∗ = (−1,βPPub), where −1

implies that the user secret value is not available due to prior public key replacement

query on ID.

Finally, FII outputs a tuple (m∗,σ∗, ID∗,PKID∗ = (PVID∗ ,PSID∗)) where σ∗ =

(r∗,S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,S∗
3 ) is a valid signature on message m∗ for identity ID∗ with public key

PKID∗ . FII wins the game if ID∗ was never queried to secret value extract oracle,

or public key replacement oracle. Upon FII’s success, C scans κ0 to find the tuple

(ID∗,xID∗ ,δ ∗,PVID∗ ,PSID∗ ,X); if X = 0 , C reports failure and terminates. Otherwise,

C knows that e(P,S∗
3 ) = e(PPub,QkID∗ )e(S∗

2 ,H5(S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,m
∗, ID∗))e(PSID∗ ,H6(S∗

1 ,S∗
2 ,

m∗, ID∗,PKID∗)), therefore, C recovers the values of λ ∗
1 and α∗ from κ5 and κ1 respec-

tively and computes e(P,S∗
3 −λ ∗

1S∗
2 −sH1(ID∗,PKID∗))= e(PSID∗ ,H6(S∗

1 ,S∗
2 ,m

∗, ID∗,

PKID∗)). Finally, C outputs (λ ∗
2 δ ∗)−1(S∗

3 −λ ∗
1S∗

2 − sH1(ID∗,PKID∗)) as the solution

of the random instance (P,aP,bP) of the CDH problem.

In order to compute the success probability of C, we have to consider the cases

that C may fail. C can fail in either the simulation process or in solving the CDH

problem after FII outputted the forgery signature. C may fail in the simulation process

if FII queries for the secret value of an identity ID where PSID = δ (aP). C can also
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fail in computing the CDH problem after FII outputted a successful forgery when the

public key of the user ID∗ is set as PSID∗ = δP. Therefore, the probability that C avoids

all the failure cases is at least ϕqE
1 (1−ϕ1), where qE is the number of secret value and

public key replacement queries. Then, if C uses the optimal value ϕ1,max = qE/(qE+1),

his success probability would be greater than 1
e(qE+1) . Moreover, it is possible that FII

never queried H6(S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,m
∗, ID∗,PKID∗) for the forgery tuple, this case may happen

with probability less that 1/2k. As we mentioned above, C may also fail in simulation of

the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols, this case will happen with probability less

than (qCD+qH7
)/2k. Following the proof, C’s advantage εC in solving a random instance

(P,aP,bP) of the CDH problem is at least
εFII−(qCD+qH7

+1)2−k

e(qE+1) .

Theorem 5.4. If there exists a Type II adversary DII that can submit qE secret value

extract, public key replacement, and universal conversion queries, qUS sign queries,

qCD confirmation and disavowal queries, qCV selective conversion queries, and qHi

queries to random oracle Hi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,8} and be able to breach the invisibility

property (win the game defined in Definition 5.5) of our proposed scheme with non-

negligible success probability εDII , then there exists an PPT algorithm C which can use

DII to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP,h) of the DBDH problem with probability:

εC �
εDII − (qCD +qH7

)2−k

e(qE +1)

Proof. We show that if there exists a Type II adversary DII which can win the game

defined in Definition 5.5, then one can construct a PPT algorithm C that makes use of

DII to solve a random instance (P,aP,bP,cP,h) of the DBDH problem with probability

at least εC . C works as DII’s challenger and starts by running the Setup algorithm.

It provides DII with the master secret key s (we assume that DII is a malicious KGC

therefore, he has complete knowledge over the master secret key) along with the public

parameters params = (q,G1,G2,P,Hi where i ∈ {1, . . . ,8}).

DII is allowed to query different random oracles Hi for i = {1, . . . ,8} and other

oracles (e.g. secret value extract, public key replacement, etc.) as defined in the game

of Definition 5.5. C handles these queries by keeping lists κi for i= {1, . . . ,8} and a list
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κ0 in order to keep track of the values of identities, public keys and the corresponding

secret values. Without loss of generality, we assume DII behaves well, i.e. DII always

makes a public key request before it queries on H1 or H2 oracles.

Query on H1(ID,PKID): In order to answer queries on H1, C first checks if κ1 already

contained (ID,PKID,β ), then it returns βP. Otherwise, if no such tuple exists, C picks

a random β ∈ Zq, adds (ID,PKID,β ) to κ1 and returns βP to DII .

Query on H2(ID,PKID,“veri f y”): In order for C to answer H2 queries on an identity

ID and public key PKID, it picks a random α ∈Zq, inserts (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,α) into

κ2 and returns H1(ID,PKID,“veri f y”) = α(bP).

Query on H3(m,r, ID): In order to answer queries on H3, C first checks if κ3 already

contained a tuple (m,r, ID,γ,Y ) and Y = 0, C returns γP to DII . Otherwise, if Y = 1, C
returns γ(cP). On the other hand, if no such tuple exists in κ3, C picks γ ∈ Zq, inserts

(m,r, ID,γ,0) into κ3 and returns H3(m,r, ID) = γP.

Query on H4(m,r, ID,PKID): In order to answer queries on H4, C first checks if κ4

already contained (m,r, ID,PKID,η), it returns ηP to DII . Otherwise, if no such tuple

exists, C picks a random η ∈ Zq, adds (m,r, ID,PKID,η) to κ4 and returns ηP to DII .

Query on H5(S1,S2,m, ID): In order to answer queries on H5, C first checks if κ5

already contained (S1,S2,m, ID,λ1), it returns λ1P to DII . Otherwise, if no such tuple

exists, C picks a random λ1 ∈ Zq, adds (S1,S2,m, ID,λ1) to κ5 and returns λ1P to DII .

Query on H6(S1,S2,m, ID,PKID): In order to answer queries on H6, C first checks if

κ6 already contained (S1,S2,m, ID,PKID,λ2), it returns λ2P to DII . Otherwise, if no

such tuple exists, C picks a random λ2 ∈ Zq, adds (S1,S2,m, ID,PKID,λ2) to κ6 and

returns λ2P to DII .

Query on H7 and H8: Queries on H7 and H8 oracles will be handled randomly, and
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the response will be stored in κ7 and κ8 respectively.

Public key request: Upon a public key request on an identity ID, C first chooses

zID ∈ Zq and forms PSID = zIDP. Then, it picks a random δ ∈ Zq and flips a coin X

that is truly random taking the value of 0 with probability ϕ1 and the value of 1 with

probability 1−ϕ1. If X = 1, C sets PVID = δ (aP) and inserts (ID,δ ,zID,PVID,PSID,X)

into κ0. Otherwise, if X = 0, C sets PVID = δP and inserts (ID,δ ,zID,PVID,PSID,X)

into κ0.

Public key replacement: When DII wishes to replace the public key PKID =(PVID,PSID)

of identity ID with PK
′
ID =(PV

′
ID,PS

′
ID), C checks κ0 to find (ID,δ ,zID,PVID,PSID, . . .),

if such tuple exists, it will replace it with (ID,−1,−1,PV
′
ID,PS

′
ID, . . .) where −1 means

that the public keys has been replaced. Otherwise, C adds a tuple (ID,−1,−1,PV
′
ID,

PS
′
ID, . . .) to κ0. In this case, if κ1 and κ2 contain (ID,PKID,α) and (ID,PKID,“veri f y”,

β ), C simulates H1 and H2 and updates κ1 and κ2.

Secret value extract: In order to respond to a secret key extract query on identity

ID, C scans κ0 for a tuple (ID,xID,δ ,PVID,PSID,X). If X = 1, C reports failure and

terminates the simulation. Otherwise, it returns the secret values of the user ID as pair

a (xID,δ ), where PKID = (PVID,PSID) is the original public key of the user.

Sign query: DII is allowed to query the Sign oracle in order to receive valid signatures

on any tuple (m, ID,PKID = (PVID,PSID)), upon receiving such query C works as

follows.

1. C first picks a random string r ∈{0,1}l and checks if κ3 contains a tuple (m,r, ID,

. . .), if yes, C will continue until it finds an admissible r which no tuple (m,r, ID, . . .)

exists in κ3. C then scans κ4 to find the tuple (m,r, ID,PKID,η) and forms

S1 = e(ηQvID ,PVID)e(γPPub,QvID).

2. C picks a random v ∈ Zq and forms the value of S2 = vP.

3. Lastly, C simulates H5(S1,S2,m, ID) and H6(S1,S2,m, ID,PKID) and computes
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the values of S3 = βPPub + λ1S2 + λ2PSID and outputs the signature as σ =

(r,S1,S2,S3).

Verify: DII forms a tuple (m,σ ′
, IDS,PKS = (PVS,PSS)), where σ ′

is a signature on

message m, and PKS is the public key of the signer with identity IDS. DII is allowed to

request for the transcript of Confirmation/Disavowal protocol on any such tuple. Upon

receiving such query, C is able to reconstruct the signature on the tuple (m, IDS,PKS)

with the random r (this is due to the random behaviour of H3). C starts by parsing σ ′

into (r
′
,S′

1,S
′
2,S

′
3) and checks if e(P,S′

3)= e(PPub,QkS)e(S
′
2,H5(S′

1,S
′
2,m, IDS))e(PSS,

H6(S′
1,S

′
2,m, IDS,PKS) holds. C retrieves the value of γ from κ3 and forms S1 =

e(γQvIDS
,

PVIDS)e(ηPPub,QvIDS
). Then, if S1 = S′

1, C outputs valid. Otherwise, if S1 �= S′
1

S1 = S′
1, C outputs invalid.

Confirmation/Disavowal query: DII forms a tuple (m,σ ′
, IDS,PKS = (PVS,PSS)),

where σ ′
is a signature on message m, PKS is the public key of the signer with identity

IDS. DII is allowed to request for the transcript of Confirmation/Disavowal protocol

on any such tuple for a designated verifier with identity IDV and public key PKV =

(PVV ,PSV ). Upon receiving such query, C simulates the Verify oracle and generates

either the Confirmation or Disavowal proof transcript based on the output of the Verify

oracle.

Simulating the non-interactive designated verifier proofs of the Confirmation

and Disavowal protocols are quite easy, therefore, we do not provide the details here.

However, C would fail in the proof simulation process if the value provided to random

oracle H7 or H8 had been queried before, such case of collision will occur with a

probability smaller than qH7
2−k assuming that qH7

≈ qH8
.

Selective-conv query: DII is permitted to query for selective token on any tuple

(m,σ ′
, ID,PKID). Upon receiving such query, C simulates the Verify oracle to check

the validity of the message-signature pair and outputs a selective token tk(ID,PKID)
(m,σ)

on
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validity/invalidity of (m,σ ′
, ID,PKID). The process of generating the token is very

similar to the Confirmation/Disavowal proof simulation process so we do not show it

here.

Universal-conv query: DII is permitted to query for universal token of any user ID

(with public key PKID) in the system. Upon receiving such query, C simulates the

partial private key extract on ID, if the query is successful, it scans κ2 so as to find

(ID,PKID,“veri f y”,α) and outputs the universal token as tk(ID,PKID)∗ = (xID,αPPub).

However, if the public of the user PKID = (PVID,PSID) had been changed prior to this

query, C outputs the universal token as tk(ID,PKID)∗ = (−1,βPPub), where −1 implies

that the user secret value is not available due to prior public key replacement query on

ID.

After the first cycle of queries, DII produces a message m∗, an identity ID∗

and public key PKID∗ = (PVID∗ ,PSID∗) where no secret value extract query, public key

replacement query or universal conversion query was made on the identity ID∗ with

public key PKID∗ . It then requests a signature on the challenge tuple (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗).

In order to respond to DII’s request, C starts by scanning κ0 to find a tuple (ID,δ ,zID∗ ,

PVID∗ ,PSID∗ ,X). If X = 0, C reports failure and terminates. Otherwise, C picks a

random string r ∈ {0,1}l and checks if κ3 contains a tuple (m∗,r, ID∗, . . .), if yes, C
will continue until it finds an admissible r which no tuple (m∗,r, ID∗, . . .) exists in

κ3. When such r is found, C defines the value of H3(m∗,r, ID∗) = γ(cP) and adds

(m∗,r, ID∗,γ,1) into κ3. C then computes the value of S∗
1 = hγαe(QvID∗ ,ηPPub) and

forms the values of S∗
2 and S∗

3 identical to the Sign oracle and outputs the signature as

σ∗ = (r,S∗
1 ,S∗

2 ,S∗
3 ).

At the second cycle of queries, DII queries the above oracles similar to the first

cycle. However, it is disallowed to request the following:

1. Secret value extract, public key replacement, or universal conversion query for

ID∗.

2. Sign query on (m∗, ID∗,PKID∗).
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3. Confirmation/disavowal or selective conversion query on (m∗,σ∗, ID∗).

At the end of the second cycle, DII outputs a bit b
′
. If b

′
= 1, means that DII

considers the challenge signature σ∗ to be valid, then C will also output 1 to indicate

that h = e(P,P)abc. Otherwise, DII considers σ∗ to be a random string and outputs

b
′
= 0, consequently, C will also outputs 0 to indicate that h �= e(P,P)abc.

In order to compute the success probability of C, we have to consider the cases

that C may terminate unexpectedly. C can fail in simulation process if it receives a se-

cret value extract query where PVID = δ (aP). C will also fail if the challenge identity is

such that PVID∗ = δP. The probability for C to avoid all failure states is ϕqE
1 (1−ϕ1),

where qE is the number of secret value extract and public key replacement queries.

Following Coron’s (2000) method, the optimal value of ϕ1 is ϕ1,max = qE/(qE+1). Sub-

stituting the optimal probabilityϕ1,max, the probability that C does not fail is 1
e(qE+1) .

As mentioned above, C may also fail in simulation the Confirmation/Disavowal tran-

script with probability less than (qCD+qH7
)/2k. Following these analyse, we can see that

C’s advantage εC in solving the DBDH problem is at least
εDII−(qCD+qH7

)2−k

e(qE+1) .

5.4.2 Efficiency and Extensions

Efficiency: Since most of our signature components (2 out of 3) are points in G1,

we can use the standard point compression techniques to reduce the signature size.

Moreover, the value of e(PPub,QkS) does not depend on the message and is fixed when

verifying signatures (in the Confirmation/Disavowal, Selective-vfy and Universal-vfy

protocol) for a particular signer and therefore, can be precomputed. We also point that

by using the same approach which was proposed by Katz and Wang in (2003), we can

simply replace the l-bit length r with a single bit while achieving the same security.

This will result in a shorter signature by the factor of l −1.

Verification delegation: In some situations, it may be favourable to enable a semi-

trusted third party to generate proofs of the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols for

designated verifiers on behalf of the signer. In our scheme, the secret input of the signer
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to the Confirmation and Disavowal protocols is her verifying key pair (xID,DVID).

Therefore, the signer is able to pass the verifying key pair (as the universal token)

to a semi-trusted third party in order to enable him to generate non-interactive desig-

nated verifier proofs on the validity/invalidity of her signatures. Note that the proofs

generated by the semi-trusted third party and the signer are indistinguishable.

This feature is similar to the notion of designated confirmer signatures which

was introduced by Chaum (1995). Designated confirmer signature scheme is an exten-

sion of undeniable signature schemes, the signer has the ability to generate signatures

in a manner that a designated third party (i.e. designated confirmer) is able to engage

in the Confirmation/Disavowal protocols (without the help of the signer) to prove the

validity/invalidity of a signature to the verifier.

Using the same method, the signer is enabled to designate a third party in order

to selectively convert her undeniable signatures to universally verifiable ones. This

is due to the fact that the secret input of the signer to Selective-conv protocol is her

verifying key pair (xID,DVID), which could be passed to a semi-trusted third party as

the signer’s universal token without enabling him to generate signatures on behalf of

the signer.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we formalised the security model of convertible undeniable

signature schemes in a certificateless setting for the first time and presented the first

convertible certificateless undeniable signature scheme to the literature. We also high-

lighted some interesting features that our scheme can provide for the signer by enabling

him to delegate a semi-trusted third party to initiate the Confirmation or Disavowal pro-

tocol or even issue selective tokens on her behalf. Lastly, we proved the security of

our scheme by relying its unforgeability, invisibility and anonymity against Type I/II

adversary based on the hardness of some well-known mathematical problems in the

random oracle model.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusion

The primary focus of this research was to study certificate-free undeniable sig-

nature schemes. More specifically, our main objectives were to study and analyse the

security of the existing schemes and design schemes which are either more efficient,

more secure, or provide more added features.

We undertook a stringent analysis on the security of the existing schemes in the

literature to identity the flaws in their structure which could lead to possible attacks on

their security. The accurate analysis resulted in attacks on the two efficient certificate-

free undeniable signature schemes. In our first attempt, we mounted two attacks on

Chow’s (2005) identity-based undeniable signature scheme, targeting its unforgeabil-

ity and non-transferability. In our second attempt, we explored two breaches in the

structure of the efficient certificateless scheme of Zhao and Ye (2012) which led to two

attacks on the invisibility and non-impersonation of their scheme. We then put forth a

revised scheme which has the same efficient Sign algorithm as Zhao and Ye’s scheme

and is secure against both of the aforementioned attacks.

In our endeavour to propose new schemes, we proposed a provably secure effi-

cient identity-based undeniable signature scheme. Unlike the existing provably secure

identity-based undeniable signature schemes (Libert & Quisquater, 2004; Wu et al.,

2008), the new scheme does not need any pairing evaluations in its Sign algorithm and

has shorter signature length. This is a substantial improvement since the efficiency of

the new scheme enables its implementation on mobile devices with lower computation

and communication capability.
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Duan’s (2008) scheme was the only certificateless undeniable signature scheme

which is secure in the strong security model. We proffered a new certificateless un-

deniable signature scheme which is more efficient than Duan’s scheme both for the

signer and the verifier. Considering the cost of pairing evaluations, the fewer number

of such expensive computations in the Sign algorithm and proof generation/verification

algorithm of our proposed scheme, makes our scheme considerably cheaper to imple-

ment. In addition, a formal security proof was provided to relate the security of the

new scheme to the hardness of some hard mathematical problems.

Our last contribution was to introduce the first convertible certificateless unde-

niable signature scheme. We formalised the security of convertible undeniable signa-

ture schemes in a certificateless setting for the first time and put forth the first instan-

tiation of such schemes in the literature. We also proved that our scheme is secure in

the random oracle model, given the CDH and the DBDH problems are intractable.

6.2 Future Work

The future work on certificate-free undeniable signature schemes can be on de-

veloping pairing-free schemes which could be implemented on mobile devices with

low computational power. We have proposed three new certificate-free undeniable sig-

nature schemes. Therefore, our future focus would be to implement these schemes on

mobile devices and strive to improve their efficiency particularly in the Confirmation

and Disavowal protocols.

Certainly, more research needs to be done to develop certificate-free undeniable

signature schemes with additional features. There are many interesting variations of

undeniable signature schemes such as time-selective convertible undeniable signatures

(Laguillaumie & Vergnaud, 2005), convertible undeniable partially blind signatures

(Koide, Tso, & Okamoto, 2008), etc., which are only available in traditional public

key setting and are not yet available in either identity-based or certificateless settings.

All of the certificate-free undeniable signature schemes that are proposed to
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this day are only secure in the random oracle model. Nonetheless, random oracles

enable the construction of efficient schemes, but, it is almost impossible to instantiate

such oracles in the real world. While devising certificate-free undeniable signature

schemes in the standard model provides more security assurance, it greatly minimises

the efficiency of the scheme. Therefore, proposing efficient certificate-free undeniable

signature schemes in the standard model could also be a possible direction of the future

research.
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ABBREVIATION

3-DDH 3-Decisional Diffie-Hellman.

BDH Bilinear Diffie-Hellman.

CA Certificate Authority.

CDH Computational Diffie-Hellman.

CLC Certificateless Cryptography.

DBDH Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman.

DDH Decisional Diffie-Hellman.

DL Diffie-Hellman.

IDC Identity-Based Cryptography.

KGC Key Generation Centre.

PKG Private Key Generator.

TPKC Traditional Public Key Cryptography.

TTP Trusted Third Party.

ZKIP Zero-Knowledge Interactive Proof.
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